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Welcome to Earth Science! If you are new to Gather ‘Round Homeschool I wanted to take a few moments to 
explain the philosophy, the backstory, and the how behind this curriculum and approach.

Who am i? 
                    My name is Rebecca Spooner. I have no special accreditation, I have no certificates of 
                                         qualification lining my walls, I am just a homeschool parent like you. I am a second 
                                            generation homeschooler who is following my mother’s footsteps. I have lived and                 
                                               breathed homeschooling for as long as I can remember. As soon as my kids were 
                                                (probably not quite) old enough, I had a schedule and a plan and a full curriculum 
                                                  prepared for them. I jumped in with both feet, and I floundered and sputtered and      
                                                  made countless mistakes. Homeschooling my kids was harder than I had ever 
                                                 imagined, there was so many of them, so many options to choose from. Slowly but 
                                              surely my vision of my kids gathered around me like a flock of little chicks faded into the   
                                           realm of naive and impossible. I began a blog and reviewing curriculum and bounced 
                                       from one thing to the next (sorry kids). Eventually my little blog grew and I began traveling, 
speaking, writing books, and even wrote my first Bible curriculum: More Than Words. My dream was to 
continue with the direction I was in, review curriculum, blog, and write. But all that changed this past year. 

note to the Teacher

It started with a healthy dose of discontent. Why on earth was I settling? I was choosing curriculum that was 
suiting my kids but killing me with all the projects and activities and one-on-one (as I bounced from child to 
child like a ping pong ball), or I was choosing curriculum that was suiting me and compromising a love of 
learning to keep my sanity. No one was winning, this couldn’t be it. One random weekend, as I was praying 
and asking God, “What now? What now for my business? What now for our homeschool?” I felt like the 
question was bounced back at me, “What if you could teach all your kids together?” I believe that when 
Jesus said He came to bring life and life abundantly, He was thinking about our homeschools and families 
too. He came to bring life and joy and wonder and curiosity and love of learning—if we learn anything from 
Scripture, it is that God is unpredictable and wild and adventurous and exciting. He cares about our homes 
and He cares about our relationships with one another. With that one question and with my pencil poised, 
the entire vision for Gather ‘Round Homeschool was born. 

one unit That Ties in alL your subJects for all your kids. Tailored, customized, easy, a launchpad for 
adventure and learning, kindle for The fire, and above aLl elsE: aLl about him and aLl for him. 

Within 1 month we were taking pre-orders for something I was still working out in my head, and we now 
launch a brand new unit every single month (alternating between science themes and socials themes). 
We also have mini units, a team of writers and designers and illustrators and proofreaders, and an entire 
community of over 6,000 families standing with us. This is not just a mom making this, this is an entire 
community creating a curriculum that is working for a vast variety of homeschoolers with a huge scope of 
styles and needs. And you have just taken the first step in seeing what taking the pressure off and letting 
love of learning back into your homeschool can do! 

          



What is the gathEr ‘round differencE? 
I have personally tried and used or looked at nearly every curriculum on the market, and I can tell you there 
is nothing like this to even compare to. The closest model or style that comes close to explaining Gather 
‘Round is a unit study. We take one topic and we tie all their subjects into that topic. We cover 9+ subjects 
in every unit, even a single page can crossover into 2-3 subjects including science, geography, history, social 
studies, spelling, writing, Bible, art, grammar, and more! However, unlike any other unit study out there, 
instead of merely adaptations for older or younger students, we created 6 student notebooks to go with 
each Teacher’s Guide. These student notebooks span the ages from preschool all the way up to high school 
and blend in targeted, leveled, and age-appropriate lessons and projects that meet individual student’s 
needs. We do not put ages on the notebooks to give you discretion to place your child where you feel they 
best fit. The levels and their recommended age ranges are: 

•  Pre-reader: 3-5 years old (any student not yet reading)

•  Early Reader: 6-8 years old

•  Early Elementary: 8-10 years old

•  Upper Elementary: 10-12 years old

•  Middle: 12-15 years old

•  High: 16-18 years old
We bring in Charlotte Mason elements such as: no busy work, narration, art, 

summation, memory work, and a feast of education. We also heavily bring in unschooling principles with 
child-directed learning based on themes or topics that interest them and tie in connections. But for mom’s 
with lots of kiddos, we also bring in a core principle to make the one-room schoolhouse flow more smoothly 
and help your kids work more independently, and I call this the Gather ‘Round difference. Let’s see it in 
action with a typical day! 

a day with gathEr ‘round homeSchooL: 
Read from the Teacher’s Guide (15-30 minutes) 
Call all your children, young and old, to gather around and listen to today’s lesson. The lessons are 
engaging and full of bright pictures and activity breaks to help hold interest. If you want, you can have your 
students color their picture or take notes in their notebooking page while they listen. The more rabbit trails 
and discussions you have, the longer this time can take. But remember, you’re snuggled on the couch in your 
PJ’s sipping tea or coffee so everyone is relaxed and chill. 

Have your students work in their student notebooks (30-90 minutes)
Once you have read from the Teacher’s Guide, each student will pull open their student notebooks and work 
on their lessons. Each notebook has about 5 pages per day. 



ThesE wilL incLude Pages likE: 
Notebooking 
This month we focus on learning how to take notes while they listen to the lesson, 
and then use those notes to write an age-appropriate amount. Younger students 
have a space to dictate to the parent and then copy it, and older students 
have space for notes and then are asked to write a summation. There are also 
sketching/drawing/mapping/coloring activities depending on the level. 

Grammar
Grammar in a unit will often focus on one key concept and bring in 
multiple different rules. For example, comma rules or capitalization 
rules. This mastery approach will be repeated in other units and 
built on through the progression of levels. 

Science 
Science pages might be some reading and then questions, a visual 
science experiment, labeling and diagramming, or a research and 
discovery page to  learn more about an animal or process. 

Social Studies 
Social studies pages could be about trade and economy, cultures, 
people groups, immigration, music, missionaries, or anything else 
that can be tied in to the lesson! 

History
History lessons might include reading about a historical figure or time 
period and discussing it and how it impacts us today. 



Copywork + SpellinG
Copywork and spelling lessons are all based off of Scripture. We focus on 
particular spelling rules in these lessons and finish off the week with dictation. 

Writing Projects  
From writing postcards, to learning how to write an essay, to making 
your own travel journal, to creating a comic book, to writing stories, we 
bring in monthly projects that will help grow your budding writers no 
matter what their level without overwhelming them! You can work on 
these once a week as it is in your book or do it slowly each day so that 
it spreads the writing out. This month focuses on creating a science 
journal while older students learn how to write a lab report. 

Bible
Bible pages are all throughout our units. They might be a missionary story, a page 
on a Bible story that connects to our lesson that day, personal reflection questions 
in our copywork pages for many of our older students, etc. 

Art
Coloring, painting, shading, sketching, doodling, and more! We try to 
give the frame work and leave space and room for you to take these art 
lessons as far as you want depending on your child’s interests.

Geography 
Geography is built into the lessons wherever we can. From identifying and 
coloring in the younger levels to labeling and researching in the upper ones, 
geography is constantly being reviewed in all our units. 



So how long doEs it takE?
How long this takes depends on you and your kids. If time is short, you can easily finish all your subjects in 1 
1/2-2 hours, just add math and you’re finished! If you have the time you can use this as a jumping point to go 
deeper, to research, to go on field trips and adventures, to find videos, and have rich discussions and do this 
all day! There are accompanying resources to help facilitate this from our cookbooks (these go along with 
our continental units) to our cursive writing notebooks and perhaps more to come! There is also a Facebook 
group where we post resources for each unit into a file. You can find this at:
facebook.com/groups/gatherroundhomeschool and ask your questions and get help from other users of the 
curriculum. 

suPplieS 
Atlas or globe (or something zoning in on Africa), pencil, colored pencils, watercolors or paint (optional), 
Bible, notebook or binder for each child to use as a travel log, resources for research (books, Internet, etc), 
blank pieces of paper for older students (or a computer for paragraphs, articles, and essays)

a n d  t h a t ’ s  i t ! 

is this enough? 
Obviously I believe in this or I wouldn’t be selling it and creating it. But ultimately, you have to be the one to 
let go of the expectations you carry and trust the learning process. Trust that love of learning will accomplish 
more than force feeding information. Trust that the connections in these units will mean more to your kids 
than individual subjects carefully separated into the little cubicles of their minds. And rest in the fact that 
the less pressure you have, and the more time you have, the more you can jump into whatever strikes your 
fancy and do those things you’ve always wanted to but never had time for. This is your moment, lay down 
the comparison for one month, and let’s just bring it back to the family couch. Gather ‘Round kids… this 
month is going to change everything.

May God bless your homeschool this month. May the creator of creativity inspire you and give you fresh 
vision and motivation and excitement in your home. May this month bring you closer to gather as a family 
and spark deep conversations that stick. And may God use what is truly His, to draw your kids even closer to 
Him.       
Love,              Rebecca

  

http://facebook.com/groups/gatherroundhomeschool


PRE-READER:
(OR READ ALOUD)

The Street Beneath My Feet by Charlotte Guillain

Mountains of the World by Dieter Braun

Grand Canyon by Jason Chin

The Wondrous Workings of Planet Earth: 
Understanding Our World and Its Ecosystems by 
Rachel Ignotofsky

Energy Makes Things Happen by Kimberly Bradley

Energy Island by Allan Drummond

The Magic School Bus Blows Its Top by Gail Herman

A Rock Is Lively by Dianna Hutts Aston

Let’s Go Rock Collecting by Roma Gans + Holly Keller

Scavenger Scout: Rock Hound by Shelby Wilde

Flash, Crash, Rumble and Roll by Dr. Franklyn M. 
Branley

The Magic School Bus Kicks Up a Storm by Nancy
White

Snowflake Bentley by Jacqueline Briggs Martin

The Story of Snow by Jon Nelson PhD. and Mark 
Cassino

The Magic School Bus Inside A Hurricane by Joanna 
Cole

Tornadoes! by Gail Gibbons

Blizzard by John Rocco

Charlie and Trike in the Grand Canyon Adventure by 
Ken Ham and Karen Hansel

Oscar and Emmy Weather a Hurricane by Terri Sabol

The Magic School Bus and The Climate Challenge 
by Joanna Cole
THIS 

EARLY READER: 
(YOU CAN READ)

I Am Planet Earth by Jean Marzollo

Volcanoes by Cy Armour

The Berenstain Bears: God Made the Seasons by 
Stan, Jan, & Mike Berenstain

National Geographic Readers: Rocks and Minerals 
by Kathleen Weidner Zoehfeld

National Geographic Readers: Weather by Kristin 
Baird Rattini

Oh Say Can You Say What’s the Weather Today? All 
About Weather by Tish Rabe

Weather: Poems for All Seasons by Lee Bennet 
Hopkins

National Geographic Readers: Storms by Miriam 
Busch Goin

Clouds by Marion Dane Bauer

Rain by Marion Dane Bauer

Snow by Uri Shulevitz

Snow by P.D. Eastman & Roy Mc Kie

Wind by Marion Dane Bauer & John Wallace

Tornadoes and Hurricanes! By Cy Armour

Whatever the Weather by Karen Wallace

I Am Water by Jean Marzollo 

I Am a Rock by Jean Marzollo

https://amzn.to/3eVcEeT
https://amzn.to/38qQkHB
https://amzn.to/3gddpjQ
https://amzn.to/3eVcfcn
https://amzn.to/3eVcfcn
https://amzn.to/3dR2Tgt
https://amzn.to/3e0F9H2
https://amzn.to/2NMZhSh
https://amzn.to/2BAlTCK
https://amzn.to/2BzHVWh
https://amzn.to/2Bnr752
https://amzn.to/2YTm4C8
https://amzn.to/2NOHry9
https://amzn.to/2BnqR64
https://amzn.to/2CUThED
https://amzn.to/2Zqk3MQ
https://amzn.to/38jWIR5
https://amzn.to/3glW3RI
https://amzn.to/2D0HVPv
https://amzn.to/2ZA10j8
https://amzn.to/31Dw6sQ
https://amzn.to/3dUuOMD
https://amzn.to/2CY8bKk
https://amzn.to/3eYu6iS
https://amzn.to/3gqmvdb
https://amzn.to/31DGktl
https://amzn.to/31DGktl
https://amzn.to/3iiWwpE
https://amzn.to/2VHkvVV
https://amzn.to/31zJMVQ
https://amzn.to/3ijQ9CF
https://amzn.to/2YRwja1
https://amzn.to/31EMJEH
https://amzn.to/31DBRXr
https://amzn.to/2VHlplh
https://amzn.to/3gmDrky
https://amzn.to/3im6Lto
https://amzn.to/2C3TVz7


EARLY ELEMENTARY: 
National Geographic Readers: Volcanoes by Anne
Schreiber

National Geographic Readers: Titanic by Melissa
Stewart

The Bears on Hemlock Mountain by Alice Dalgliesh

Volcanoes! Mountains of Fire by Eric Arnold

Pompeii, Buried Alive! by Edith Kunhardt

High Tide in Hawaii by Mary Pope Osborne

Vacation Under The Volcano by Mary Pope
Osborne

Earthquakes and Other Natural Disasters by
Harriet Griffey

Earthquake in the Early Morning by Mary Pope
Osborne

The Titanic: Lost and Found by Judy Donnelly

Tonight on the Titanic by Mary Pope Osborne

Twister on Tuesday by Mary Pope Osborne

Tornado by Betsy Byars

Hurricane Heroes in Texas by Mary Pope Osborne

The Night of the Hurricane’s Fury by Candice
Ransom

The Schoolchildren’s Blizzard by Marty Rhodes
Figley

The Snow Walker by Margaret Wetterer

Anna, Grandpa, and the Big Storm by Carla
Stevens

*Note that Magic Tree House books by Mary Pope 
Osborne have magic where kids read books to transport 
them to different times.

UPPER ELEMENTARY: 
To the Top! by Sydelle Kramer

Where is Mount Everest? by Nico Medina & Who HQ

Where is the Grand Canyon? by Jim O’Connor & 
Who HQ

What Was the San Francisco Earthquake? by 
Dorothy Hooble

I Survived the San Francisco Earthquake, 1906 by 
Lauren Tarshi

Lizzie Newton and the San Francisco Earthquake
by Stephen Krensky

I Survived the Japanese Tsunami, 2011 by Lauren 
Tarshis

I Survived the Eruption of Mount St. Helens, 1980 by 
Lauren Tarshis

I Survived the Sinking of the Titanic, 1912 by Lauren 
Tarshis

What Was the Titanic? by Stephanie Sabol

I Survived the Children’s Blizzard, 1888 by Lauren 
Tarshis

I Survived the Joplin Tornado, 2011 by Lauren Tarshis

I Survived Hurricane Katrina, 2005 by Lauren Tarshis
Into the Unknown by Stewart Ross
Julie of the Wolves by Jean Craighead George

https://amzn.to/38lJ4ga
https://amzn.to/31G1eI3
https://amzn.to/38lNunr
https://amzn.to/3grKoRH
https://amzn.to/3dV8l1R
https://amzn.to/2D53ui1
https://amzn.to/2ZufUHP
https://amzn.to/3gpeGED
https://amzn.to/3gmxgwU
https://amzn.to/2BYQaer
https://amzn.to/38pnF5D
https://amzn.to/3gjoXSD
https://amzn.to/3dOk8z6
https://amzn.to/31R5sgr
https://amzn.to/2AtYnqK
https://amzn.to/2NTXdaQ
https://amzn.to/38tZvqP
https://amzn.to/2YTK0Fp
https://amzn.to/38pup3r
https://amzn.to/31FtUB2
https://amzn.to/3iqmxn6
https://amzn.to/38mzWrH
https://amzn.to/31GiCwu
https://amzn.to/2YTm0SJ
https://amzn.to/31Fr2Ec
https://amzn.to/2ApbTf8
https://amzn.to/2NSOyWd
https://amzn.to/38oFOke
https://amzn.to/38nUoZb
https://amzn.to/2YTYaq7
https://amzn.to/3goVl6y
https://amzn.to/2YWEVfM
https://amzn.to/2ZLzlft


MIDDLE /HIGH 
SCHOOL: 

(OR READ ALOUDS)

The Wonderful Wizard of Oz by L. Frank Baum

Journey to the Center of the Earth by Jules Verne

My Side of the Mountain by Jean Craighead George

On the Far Side of the Mountain by Jean Craighead 
George

Icefall by Alex Staniforth

No Summit Out of Sight by Jordan Romero

The Girl Who Drank the Moon by Kelly Barnhill

Misty of Chincoteague by Marguerite Henry

The Land of Little Rain by Mary Austin

The Exploration of the Colorado River and Its
Canyons by John Wesley Powell

What Stands in a Storm by Kim Cross

Isaac’s Storm by Erik Larson

Blizzard!: The Storm That Changed America by
Jim Murphy

Wish Tree by Katherine Applegate

Counting On Grace by Elizabeth Winthrop
* Might not be appropriate for younger children

Christy by Catherine Marshall
*Also a TV series, FANTASTIC family movie, kind of
like Little House on the Prairie.

Downriver by Will Hobbs

Far North by Will Hobbs

Jason’s Gold by Will Hobbs

Read Aloud Suggestion:
The Long Winter by Laura Ingalls Wilder

HANDS ON 
SUPPLEMENTAL 

+ FIELD GUIDES

STEM Starters for Kids Geology Activity Book by 
Jenny Jacoby

STEM Starters for Kids Meteorology Activity Book 
by Jenny Jacoby

Geology Lab for Kids by Garrett Romaine

The Magic School Bus: Weather Lab

The Magic School Bus: Blasting Off With 
Erupting Volcanoes

Rocks, Minerals and Gems by Scholastic, Miranda 
Smith, & Sean Callery 

Rocks and Minerals by National Audubon Society

Peterson First Guide to Clouds and Weather by 
Vincent J Schaefer & Roger Troy Peterson

The Kids Book of Weather Forecasting by Mark
Breen

The Geology Book by John D. Morris

100 Things to Recycle and Make by Fiona Hayes

Movie/Documentary Options:
Cloudy With a Chance of Meatballs
Forces of Nature -National Geographic 
documentary

BBC Documentary: Planet Earth
Episode 2: Mountains
Episode 5: Deserts
Episode 7: Great Plains
Episode 8: Jungles
Episode 10: Seasonal Forests
*Note to the Parent: Remember that not all resources 
listed here are from the same viewpoint. This series 
was created from a secular, evolutionary worldview.
Please use your discretion in utilizing this list of 
resources.

https://amzn.to/2BvOAkg
https://amzn.to/2ZvYASK
https://amzn.to/2ZwRops
https://amzn.to/2D6D2Vh
https://amzn.to/3ineffD
https://amzn.to/3iob2MU
https://amzn.to/2O3ibVb
https://amzn.to/2VGly8K
https://amzn.to/3gpigi3
https://amzn.to/3e1tyaI
https://amzn.to/3e1tyaI
https://amzn.to/3intKUV
https://amzn.to/3gmBvIQ
https://amzn.to/3eYAmam
https://amzn.to/31FxqLK
https://amzn.to/2ZzEsin
https://amzn.to/2Zue5uk
https://amzn.to/2ZvWAtD
https://amzn.to/2ZvpV7z
https://amzn.to/3f07PRC
https://amzn.to/2ZDnTCy
https://amzn.to/3gjpyUm
https://amzn.to/3ij4RJY
https://amzn.to/2YSMrrJ
https://amzn.to/2NMvLfo
https://amzn.to/3gqvsTP
https://amzn.to/3gqvsTP
https://amzn.to/2NQ3rIT
https://amzn.to/31Ev5Rl
https://amzn.to/2ZvDsvY
https://amzn.to/3gnoBKQ
https://amzn.to/2YReGqW
https://amzn.to/31E66O1
https://amzn.to/3eXimgl
https://amzn.to/2BqQUt4
https://amzn.to/2VHGPP7
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Earth Science 1G A T H E R  ‘ R O U N D  H O M E S C H O O L 1
note to the teacher: 
This lesson is controversial and one you might want to read over before you begin. In this lesson we 
discuss the origins of the universe. I state my stance as young earth, but also introduce other theories, 
both Christian and secular to allow you an opportunity to discuss your beliefs and why you believe them. 
After this lesson, there are no significant references to these issues, so if you are uncomfortable with the 
lesson, feel free to skip and move on to the geology/meteorology focus. This lesson was written personally 
by myself (Rebecca Spooner), and I tried to give very brief overviews to allow you, the parent, to go as 
deep or light as suits your family. It is my prayer that this lesson facilitates wonderful, age-appropriate
discussions that lead your family closer to our amazing Creator. 

introduction
Have you ever wondered about this great big world we live in? Sometimes we can go years and years, even 
our whole lifetime, not really leaving the places we are familiar with; not grasping the size, the beauty, and the 
diversity of this planet we call home. Earth Science is the study of planet earth. It includes astronomy, geology, 
meteorology, and oceanography. Because we already have units all about space and oceans, we are going to 
dive deep into the structure and features of the earth and our weather systems. This month you will first become 
a geologist, identifying rocks and minerals and even making your own crystals! You will spend the second half of 
the month becoming a meteorologist, making your own weather station and learning about different weather 
patterns, cycles, and storms, and what causes them.  

h i ,  i ’ m 
t h E  e a r th !

W he n  i s  y o u r  b i r t h day ?Before we look at 
the earth’s form and 
atmosphere, however, 
it is important to 
understand where it 
came from. Think of it 
as the, “What’s your 
birthday?” question 
that we ask our friends.
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ACTIVITY BREAK! 
Read Genesis 1 together. I recommend having your kids work 
on their notebooking page while you read so that they don’t 
have to do it from memory afterwards, especially for younger 
students.

Actually, we don’t know the earth’s birthday! The Bible tells us that, “…in the beginning God created the heavens 
and the earth.” This means that He created it, but we don’t know when! The age of the earth is one of those 
mysteries that we won’t know for certain until we go to heaven and can ask God. Until then, there are lots of 
different ideas, theories, and opinions about the earth’s beginning. 

Young earth creationists: The first theory we are going to talk about is Young Earth. This is one that is 
supported by the Bible’s account of creation. Genesis 1 tells us that God created the earth, and then it tells us 
what He did on the 6 days of creation. Do you remember the story? Let’s read it to refresh our memories! 

Old earth creationists: Old Earth creationists have different ideas or interpretations of the account in 
Genesis. They believe that God created the world (that is why they are called creationists just like Young Earth), 
but they believe that a day could have been thousands of years (Day-age creationism). Others suggest that God 
created the land and water and sun and moon and stars and plants and animals in six actual days, but that 
there was an unexplained time between verse 1 and 2 (where the earth was void and formless) that could have 
been any length of time (Gap creationism). These are just a few of the theories of Old Earth science, but it can 
help explain the differences between the two perspectives. 

Young Earth creationists believe that 
God created the earth just as He says. 
They believe that He created the earth 
that was void and formless and then He 
created the sun, moon, stars, water and 
land, animals and plants, and people 
all in single, 24-hour days, just like the 
Genesis account.

Which is righT?
The truth is that because the Bible does not give us dates, we only have our own ideas and opinions. 
The one who truly knows which one is right is God, and while we can feel strongly about things, both 
views believe that God created the earth and so we can love our brothers and sisters in Christ and have 
wonderful dialogues about it until we find out for sure one day in heaven! (Parents, feel free to discuss 
your own viewpoints here and why you believe what you do. For some great Young Earth resources, check out 
AnswersinGenesis.com.)

Because of this, they do not believe that the earth is millions and billions of years old, but rather 6,000-10,000 
years old. When other scientists claim that only evolution and billions of years could explain the fossil record, Young 
Earth creationists argue that the flood was a catastrophic event that supports the fossil record! 

biblical Theories

http://AnswersinGenesis.com
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non-bibLical theories

Secular views on the origin of the earth are different. Because they don’t believe that God created the earth, 
there are many different theories and ideas. The most common one about the origin of the earth and space is 
the Big Bang theory; which is mainly the idea that the universe was just a single hot point about 13 billion years 
ago that expanded (and is still expanding). From here we have the theory of evolution, which believes that simple 
organisms changed over million of years to fit with their environment. It is important to understand that not 
everyone believes the same things as us. In fact, you will spend your whole life encountering people who believe 
differently than you (from small things to big things). When we can understand why people believe what they do 
and find why we believe what we do, then we don’t get angry or upset. Instead, we can learn to share our views 
and beliefs and have discussions instead of arguments; asking God to lead us in what to say and when to take a 
stand for what the Bible says. 

The composition of the Earth
Now that we know about the controversial (something people disagree on) answer to the age of the earth and 
what the Bible says about it, we are going to learn more about the layers that make up the earth’s surface by 
diving under it! The earth has three main layers: the crust, the mantle, and the core. The crust is the part of the 
earth that is rock (which we’ll be learning 
lots about in the next few weeks). It is 
thicker on land (the continental crust) and 
thinner in the ocean. On land, the crust 
can be up to 43 miles (70 kilometers) 
thick. The mantle is divided up into 
different layers called the lithosphere, 
asthenosphere, and the mesosphere (hey, 
this is also the name for a layer of the 
atmosphere!). The lithosphere actually 
straddles both the crust and the mantle 
layers and is where the tectonic plates 
are located (these are what rub together 
or collide to cause earthquakes and 
volcanos!). The asthenosphere is thought 
to be a layer of solid rock that is under 
high pressure and heated by the core 
so that rocks can move through it. The 
mesosphere is thought to be rigid rock 
and the thickest part of the mantle. The 
lithosphere and asthenosphere are often 
considered the upper mantle while the mesosphere is the lower.
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Sources
https://answersingenesis.org/creation/ 
https://maggiesscienceconnection.weebly.com/layers-of-the-earth.html
https://solarsystem.nasa.gov/planets/earth/in-depth/ 
What is the big bang theory? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S9BvNUD1U7c 
https://www.americangeosciences.org/education/k5geosource/careers/geologist

handS on adaptationS: 

assignmenT
Students, it’s time to work in your notebooks! Open your notebooks to today’s lesson and complete the 
assignments.

The core is made up of the inner and outer core. You might think that the inner core, being the hottest, would 
be liquid, but it is actually the other way around! The outer core is thought to be liquid nickel-iron alloy while the 
inner core is thought to be solid iron that spins; which is what scientists believe causes the magnetic field around 
the earth.

We actually don’t know for certain what the core is made of or how it spins, but these theories are based on 
seismic waves that bounce around and help give scientists a picture of what lies beneath the surface. 

Science n o t e b o o K i n g
Notebooking pages are opportunities to take notes 
and record what students remember from the lesson. 
Today students can work while they listen or complete 
their pages after you are done. You will need scissors 
for younger levels and a Bible to use as a reference for 
today’s notebooking page. 

L E S S O N  1  •   D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E  •  T H E  E A R T H

Early reader 
Assignment: Cut the days of creation from the appendix and paste 
them to the correct day. Dictate one thing you learned and copy it.

Early ELEMENTARY 
Assignment:  Use the word bank to write what happened on each day 
of creation. Write one thing you learned today. 

what’s
happEning?

upper ELEMENTARY 
Assignment:  Write what happened on each day of creation. 
Write down one thing you learned today.

MIDDLE + HIGH School 
Assignment: Write (and sketch if you want) what occurred on 
each day of creation in the chart. High school students will be 
asked to use verse references or to write Scripture to show what 
happened on each day. 

Answers for all: 
Day 1: Light and dark 
Day 2: Sky and waters 
Day 3: Dry land, plants + trees 
Day 4: Sun, moon, and stars 
Day 5: Birds and sea creatures 
Day 6: Land animals and Adam + Eve

Try making a model of the layers of the earth! You could make it out of dough, clay, or even cut out construction paper or felt to make a model. 
Older students can label the different layers and what makes them up or sketch them out in a science journal! 

https://answersingenesis.org/creation/
https://maggiesscienceconnection.weebly.com/layers-of-the-earth.html
https://solarsystem.nasa.gov/planets/earth/in-depth/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S9BvNUD1U7c
https://www.americangeosciences.org/education/k5geosource/careers/geologist
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 Language arts + Bible 

c o p y W o r k  +  S p e l L i n g 
This week students will work on their spelling 
through Psalm 24:1 (Psalm 24:1-4 for older 
students who are encouraged to look it up in 
their own version). You can choose to have your 
children just copy and focus on spelling, or work on 

 social studies W h a t  i s  a  g e o l o g i s T ?
Today students will learn about what a geologist 
is and what they do. Younger students will draw 
a picture, Upper Elementary will write about 
it, and Middle and High School will research 
about geologists. They will need a research tool 
(book, Internet, ect.).

these verses as a family and try to memorize them. At the end of the week 
they can try to write them from memory or you can dictate the verses to 
them. You could also practice the Charlotte Mason art of recitation and 
recite this each morning before you start to help your kids memorize it. All 
verses are in ESV, though you can choose any version for your children. 
**If you purchased the cursive writing notebook, you can have older 
students do their spelling and verse (or dictation) in cursive instead.

L E S S O N  1  •   D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E  •  T H E  E A R T H

Science  l a y e r s  o f  t h E  e a r T h

 Students will label the layers of the earth that 
they learned about today. If needed, use the 
Teacher’s Guide or the visual representation you 
made with felt or dough.   

what’s
happEning? what’s

happEning?

what’s
happEning?

Early reader + Early Elementary 
Assignment: Draw a picture of a geologist (this is a great opportunity 
to research some of their tools).

UPPER ELEMENTARY 
Assignment:  What does a geologist do? Would you like to be a 
geologist? Why or why not?

Middle School 
Assignment: Research what a geologist does and areas where they 
work.

High School 
Assignment: Research what geologists do and areas where they work. 
Also research how someone becomes a geologist, and how many 
years of school are needed. 

Early reader 
Verse: “The earth is the Lord’s and the fullness thereof...” Psalm 24:1a
Spelling: earth 

Early Elementary 
Verse: “The earth is the Lord’s and the fullness thereof, the world and 
those who dwell therein...” Psalm 24:1
Spelling: world

Upper Elementary 
Verse: “The earth is the Lord’s and the fullness thereof, the world 
and those who dwell therein, for he has founded it upon the seas and 
established it upon the rivers.” Psalm 24:1-2
Spelling: establish

Middle + High School 
Verse: “The earth is the Lord’s and the fullness thereof, the world 
and those who dwell therein, for he has founded it upon the seas and 
established it upon the rivers. Who shall ascend to the hill of the Lord? 
And who shall stand in his holy place? He who has clean hands and a 
pure heart, who does not lift up his soul to what is false and does not 
swear deceitfully.” Psalm 24:1-4
REFLECTION: What do you think it means to “not lift up his soul to what 
is false”? What does it mean to have a pure heart? (High School)Early reader

Assignment: Cut out crust, mantle, and core from the appendix 
and paste them to label the diagram.

Early Elementary 
assignment: Use the word bank to label to layers of the earth.

upper Elementary 
assignment: Label the layers of the earth.

middle + High School
assignment: Label the layers of the earth.

art/Bible  d r a w  o r  d e f e n d
Younger students will draw an image of the earth 
while Middle and High School will learn how to 
defend an argument about what they believe 
and why. They will be encouraged to ask their 
parents for their opinions about the origins of the 
earth.  

what’s
happEning?

Early reader-Upper elementary 
Assignment: Draw or paint an image of the earth. 

Middle + High School
Assignment: Defend his/her belief about the age of the earth.
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Earth Science 1G A T H E R  ‘ R O U N D  H O M E S C H O O L 2
introduction
Yesterday we learned about what makes up the earth below the surface. Today we will look in deeper detail at 
what is going on on the surface of the earth. There are many different landforms found throughout the earth, but 
what exactly is a landform? A landform is how we classify the shape of the land around us. These forms can be 
on land and even under the waters. There are four main landforms and four minor landforms, and we will look 
at each one. As we go through each landform today, take the time to think about the creativity of our God. Each 
landform is unique, showing God’s creativity through a beautiful sunset over mountain peaks, the canyons that 
make us feel so small, and the vast prairie plains that seem to go on forever. In Romans, Paul describes how the 
evidence of God is seen throughout creation: 

“For what can be known about God is plain to them, because God has shown it to them. For his invisible attributes, namely, 
his eternal power and divine nature,have been clearly perceived, ever since the creation of the world, in the things that 
have been made. So they are without excuse.” 
Romans 1:19-20

So the next time you go for a walk in a park or a hike in the woods or experience a breath-taking view, marvel at 
the greatness of our God who created these amazing things to point our thoughts back to Him. 

PlatEaus
A plateau is one of earth’s major landform on earth and is found on every continent; taking up one third of the 
land on earth. Plateaus are like flat-top mountains; they rise sharply above the surrounding landscape on at least 
one side but have a flat top instead of a mountain peak. On the flat surface of a plateau, the land can be very 
flat or slightly hilly and can be quite a large area. These landforms are very important to humans because they 
often have very good soil for growing crops or raising animals. The largest plateau in the world is the Tibetan 
Plateau found in central Asia. It is found through the countries of Tibet, China, and India, and covers 1.5 million 
square miles (2.5 million square kilometers). In comparison, that is about four times the size of Texas in the 
United States. 
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MounTains
Mountains are another major landform that rise above their surroundings. They often have steep slopes or sides and 
small summit areas which are found at the very tops of the mountains. They are known to have a high point called a 
peak. Most mountains do not form on their own and are often found in mountain ranges or chains. Mountain ranges 
can be anywhere from just a few miles to hundreds of miles long (tens to hundreds of kilometers long). When many 
mountain ranges are linked together it is called a mountain belt, and they are often hundreds to thousands of miles 
long (or hundreds to thousands of kilometers long). 

The climate on top of mountains tends to be very different from the climate at sea level. At the top of mountains the 
weather tends to be colder and wetter and there is often thinner air. What is thinner air? The higher up in the sky you 
are, the less oxygen there is in the air. This is referred to as thinner air because there is less oxygen in it. Mount Everest 
in the tallest mountain above sea level, reaching 29,035 feet (8,850 meters) into the sky. But you may be surprised 
to know that Mount Everest is not the tallest mountain on earth. That honor falls to Mauna Kea, which is on the 
Hawaiian Islands. Mauna Kea is 33,500 feet tall (10,210 meters) with only 13,796 feet (4,205 meters) of it above the 
surface of the water. 

hills
Earth’s third major landform is hills, and these are the simplest to describe. A hill is land that is raised up with sloping 
sides. Hills are found in many sizes but are smaller than mountains and less steep. Like mountains, hills have an 
obvious summit which is its highest point. At one time in history, the United Kingdom and the United States used to 
define hills as a summit that was less than 1,000 feet (300 meters), but both countries stopped using that definition 
in the mid-twentieth century. The U.S. Geological Survey states that there is no official difference between hills and 
mountains; they are just defined by their shape. A famous set of hills is the seven hills of Rome where Ancient Rome 
was built. 

Optional Extension Activity:
As a family, research why Rome was built upon 
these 7 hills. Look at pictures of the area. Would 
you have chosen to build a city on a hill?
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Plains
Earth’s last major landform is plains. Like plateaus, plains cover one third of the land on earth and are found on every 
continent. Plains are defined as a large area of relatively flat land. Some forms of plains are grasslands, deserts, and 
the Arctic tundra. Plains that can be found along the ocean are called coastal plains. Plains that are found more 
inland, away from the ocean, are called inland plains. Another plain that is well known is a floodplain, which is a 
region that is often flooded when rivers overflow their banks. 

vallEys
The first minor landform we are going to learn about is a valley. A valley is a depressed area of land that has been 
scoured (rubbed in a hard way) and washed out by erosion (which is the gradual wearing away of the earth by 
water, wind, and ice). This area is most often between mountains and hills. Most take on the shape of either a V or a 
U. Rivers and streams create the most valleys in the world with steep, walled sides and a narrow floor that gives it a 
V shape that can be seen from afar. Valleys that have been formed by glacier movement tend to have a U shape to 
them. Yosemite Valley in California is an example of a valley created by glaciers and has the typical U shape. 

buttEs
Buttes appear like towers that are tall, flat-topped, and steep. A butte is also created through erosion and happens 
when a river or stream slowly cuts through a plateau. This creates a separate landmass that is usually around the 
same height as the plateau it was cut from. They tend to form in very dry areas of the world. Monument Valley, 
in Utah and Arizona, USA, has the most famous collection of buttes that have been the setting for many famous 
movies and television series. 
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canyons
Canyons are deep, narrow valleys with steep sides. The name gorge is often interchanged with canyons, but 
this is not correct because gorges are always more narrow and steep than a canyon. The most common type 
of canyons are river canyons, which are formed through erosion from the river’s water pressure digging into the 
riverbed and creating deep and narrow channels in the rock. When we think about canyons, we often think of 
the Grand Canyon, located in the Northwest corner of Arizona, United States, with its majestic views and steep 
sides. The Grand Canyon is 277 miles (446 km) long and anywhere from 4 to 18 miles (6 to 29 km) wide. 

Extension Activity:
Check out pictures and videos of the Grand
Canyon in the United States. Would you like 
to visit this natural wonder someday? 

basins
A basin is a depression or a dip in the earth’s surface. They are bowl shaped, often oval or circular, much like a 
sink. Some basins are filled with water while others are empty. They are formed by erosion or earthquakes that 
can cause them to form almost overnight. One of the largest basins in the world is the Great Artesian Basin, 
also called the Great Australian Basin. This basin is one of the only sources of freshwater in all of Australia. 
Death Valley in California also has a basin called Badwater Basin, which is 282 feet (86 meters) below sea level, 
making it the lowest point in North America. 

Extension Activity:
As a family, choose a couple of these landforms and find pictures of them. Or if you’d like, look at them all! Seeing pictures of 
these amazing landforms is a great way to learn their characteristics and differences!
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assignment
Students, it’s time to work in your notebooks! Open your notebooks to today’s lesson and complete the assignments.

Sources
https://www.britannica.com/science/mountain-landform
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/plateau/print/
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/hill/
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/plain/
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/earth/surface-of-the-earth/valleys/
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/basin/
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/canyon/
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/butte/
https://www.britannica.com/place/Mount-Everest/Early-expeditions
https://mountainplanet.com/seven-summitshttps://www.education.com/science-fair/article/earth-science_squirter1/

optional SpelLing WordS froM this Lesson
Early Reader Early Elementary Upper Elementary Middle School

Hill Valley Plateau Mountain

handS on adaptationS: 

Science n o t e b o o K i n g

During the lesson, I recommend students take notes 
and/or color and sketch in their notebooking page 
to help them focus on the lesson. This is a great 
opportunity for older students to learn note taking 
skills, and they can use these notes afterwards to write 
complete sentences. Don’t forget, younger students 
will dictate to you first then copy! 

L E S S O N  2  •   D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E  •  L A N D F O R M S  O F  T H E  E A R T H

Early reader 
Headings: Color Me, Draw It, Copy Me - 1 Thing I Learned

Early Elementary
headings:  Color the Picture, Copy Me - 1 Thing I Learned

what’s
happEning?

Upper elementary 
Headings: Sketch It, Notes, What I Learned

Middle School 
Headings: Sketch It, Research - Continental Shelf, Write a 
Paragraph 

High School
Headings: Sketch It, Notes, Journal Entry 

If you want to get hands on, try making a landform diorama out of clay or paper mache. Or you could have students draw a picture of each 
landform and make a book (or add it to their science or nature journal). You could also use dough to create the shape of each landform.

https://www.britannica.com/science/mountain-landform
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/plateau/print/
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/hill/
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/plain/
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/earth/surface-of-the-earth/valleys/
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/basin/
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/canyon/
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/butte/
https://www.britannica.com/place/Mount-Everest/Early-expeditions
https://www.education.com/science-fair/article/earth-science_squirter1/
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Geography  h i g h E s t  m o u n t a i n   history att eMp t s  T o  c l im b  mount  E v er e St
This page is similar for all age groups. Feel 
free to do it all together as a group. You can 
even have an older student read the page 
and then have your students do their page 
individually.
**Note: not all sources agree on how long it 
takes to climb Mount Everest.

Younger students will sort mountains from tallest 
to shortest and put them in the correct order. 
Middle and High School will research various 
mountains to learn more about them. Feel free 
to do this page all together! You will need a 
research tool to complete the assignment.

L E S S O N  2  •   D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E  •  L A N D F O R M S  O F  T H E  E A R T H

Language Arts  w r i t i n g  p r o j E c t
Younger students will work on a writing project 
to create a few journal entries throughout this 
unit. Today, they are choosing their topic and 
preparing while older students are learning 
about how to write a good lab report. 

what’s
happEning? what’s

happEning?

what’s
happEning?

Early reader + Early Elementary 
Question: Would you like to climb a mountain this high? How long 
do you think it would take to climb such a high mountain? (Early 
Elementary)

UPPER ELEMENTARY 
Questions:  How long do you think it would take to climb such a high 
mountain? Why do you think this was such a monumental event 
when Hillary and Norgay reached the top of Mount Everest?  Write 
your response.

Middle + High School 
Assignment: Research about the 1952 expedition to Mount Everest.

Early reader-Upper elementary
Assignment: Choose a topic, write down anything you already 
know, and write down any questions you have about the topic.

Middle + High School 
Assignment: Learn what goes into a lab report and then go 
to the appendix and find the science experiment for the unit. 
Students can choose this one or make their own. Students will 
work on a lab report throughout the unit, adding to it as they 
go.

MIDDLE SCHOOL
Answer key:
These clauses should be circled:

Language arts  g r a s P i n g  g r a m M a r

Younger students will focus on dictionary and 
thesaurus skills. You will want a dictionary 
and thesaurus on hand, or you can use the 
Internet. Older students are learning the rules of 
parenthesis.  

what’s
happEning?

Early reader
Assignment: Look up the word “earth” in the dictionary.

Early elementary
Assignment: Look up “world” in the dictionary and write a 
definition. 

Upper Elementary
Assignment: Choose two definitions of establish and write them 
in your own words.  

Middle School
answers: 1. The temperature outside was 78 degrees 
Fahrenheit (25.5 degrees Celsius). 
2. Belize (formally British Honduras) is in Central America. 
3. All tiger species (especially the South China tiger) are 
endangered.

High School
Answers:   1. Martha Washington (nee Dandridge) was the 
wife of George Washington.  2. Yesterday was 32 degrees 
Fahrenheit (0 degrees Celsius) outside. 3. Clover (also called 
shamrock) is a plant in the pea family. 4. Answers vary. 

Answers: 
1. Asia: Mount Everest (29,029 feet/8,848 meters), 60 days
2. South America: Aconcagua (22,837 feet/6,960 meters), 17 days 
3. North America: Denali (20,237 feet/6,168 meters), 13 days 
4. Africa: Mount Kilimanjaro (19,349 feet/5,895 meters), 9 days 
5. Europe: Mount Elbrus (18,510 feet/5,642 meters), 7 days
6. Antarctica: Visson Masif (16,050 feet/4,892 meters), 17 days 
7. Australia: Mount Kosciuszko (7,310 feet/2,228 meters), 1 day

**Note: There is some disagreement regarding what mountains make 
the seven summits and their heights. We used Brittanica as our source 
for this, but further research is encouraged.
https://www.britannica.com/list/7-(or-8)-summits-the-worlds-
highest-mountains-by-continent

rule #1 Use parentheses for nonessential information or 
abrupt changes in thought. Place a period inside if it is 
a complete thought, place it outside if not. But ALWAYS 
place commas, semicolons, and colons outside the 
closing parenthesis.

https://www.britannica.com/list/7-(or-8)-summits-the-worlds-highest-mountains-by-continent
https://www.britannica.com/list/7-(or-8)-summits-the-worlds-highest-mountains-by-continent
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Earth Science 1G A T H E R  ‘ R O U N D  H O M E S C H O O L 3
When you hear the word energy, what do you think of? Maybe a dog running around with too much energy or 
your mom sitting with a cup of coffee saying she needs more energy! Energy can mean the strength needed to 
continue doing a physical or mental activity; like the energy you need to run on the soccer field. Energy can also 
mean the power created to provide light or heat or to work machines. When God created the earth, He also put 
resources on the earth for us to use. These resources give us energy so that we can use electricity and turn on 
our lights or power our vehicles and drive places. There are many different types of energy found around us, and 
today we are going to learn about two different types of energy: renewable and non-renewable. 

reneWable Energy
Renewable energy is energy coming from sources that can be replenished (filled up again) by nature. For 
example, the sun provides warmth to us, especially in the warmer months, and if the sky is clear the sun will 
continue to provide warmth for us. Renewable energy is also called clean energy because it does not pollute the 
air when these sources of energy are used or gathered. Renewable energy has been used for many years. Wind 
has been used for generations to power sail boats and to operate windmills to grind grain. The sun provides 
warmth during the day and can be used to kindle fires that keep people warm throughout the night. There are 
seven different types of renewable energy; let’s learn about the four most common ones.

hydroelecTric
Hydroelectric energy comes from moving water and is one of the oldest sources of energy. This energy can be 
captured from water running in rivers and streams. Hydroelectric plants are placed on larger rivers with massive 
dams that hold back the running water and instead move it through the plant. Inside the hydroelectric plant, 
the water spins turbines, which are like large wheels that are made to spin fast. As the turbines spin, they turn 
generators that produce electricity. 

Extension Activity:
Take a virtual tour of a hydroelectric plant! https://fwee.org/
nw-hydro-tours/walk-through-a-hydroelectric-project/

Another form of hydroelectric power is 
produced from moving waters in the oceans 
during the tides. The ocean’s tides are the 
rising and falling of sea level during certain 
times of the day. Engineers have created 
dams that collect the water during high tide 
and then release it at low tide. When the 
water is released, it turns turbines in the dam 
much like a hydroelectric plant on streams or 
rivers. 
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Wind
Wind is the movement of air over the surface of the earth. 
Just like we harness power from moving water, we can also 
harness the power from moving air! You may have seen 
windmills, with their large blades spinning in the wind, while 
driving with your family. Those blades are connected to a 
generator that produces energy. The faster the blades spin, 
the more energy is made. Although giant wind turbines can 
produce enough energy to meet the electricity needs of an 
entire town, it is not always reliable. Even in the best locations 
that have plenty of wind, there are times when the wind doesn’t blow and that means no electricity is being 
produced. 

Solar
People have been using the energy from the sun for many years to keep warm, grow crops, and dry foods. Every 
15 minutes, the earth gets enough energy from the sun to meet the energy needs for the world for one whole year. 
But how do they take sunlight and turn it into electricity? Solar cells turn light from the sun into electricity. Solar 
cells are also called photovoltaic cells. The word photo in Latin means light, and voltaic means electricity. So these 
cells are essentially light electricity cells. Solar cells are combined into a solar panel that are placed on the roof 
of homes and in fields that receive a lot of sunlight. The energy collected from these panels can power all the 
electrical items in a person’s home and can even power cars and planes! Another way people use the sun’s energy 
is by something called passive collection. Passive collection means that there are no moving parts. Basically, 
sunlight enters a house and warms up the building materials of the house. These warmed up materials then keep 
the house warm in the evening hours, even though the sun isn’t shining. You might experience this in the summer 
when the sun is at its hottest. Even though the temperature outside has cooled down, your house can remain hot 
until late in the night because it takes time for the building materials to cool down as well. 
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geothermal
In many places far below the earth’s surface, there is water 
that flows in streams (just like on the surface of the earth). 
Often this water flows through areas that are heated by 
magna or by the hot gases that magna releases. As this water 
is heated, it produces steam and this can be a large source 
of heat energy. We call this geothermal energy, which means 
energy from the heat of the earth’s interior. Engineers have 
figured out a way to harness this heat energy by drilling wells 

to reach the hot water below the surface. Geothermal energy can be used to heat houses with something 
called a heat pump. It can also be used to produce electricity by the flow of the water powering turbines, much 
like water on the surface of the earth, at a geothermal power plant. In Iceland, much of the country is heated 
by geothermal energy since they have a large supply of it. Often near volcanoes there is also a large supply of 
geothermal energy that people use for heat. 

non-reneWable Energy
Non-renewable energy is a source of energy that will eventually run out. Since we cannot rely on it always being 
there, once we use it all there will be no more left. Buried beneath the surface of the earth are some of the most 
important non-renewable resources. These are natural resources called coal, petroleum, and natural gas. Since 
they are formed from the remains of living things beneath the surface, they are called fossil fuels. Fossil fuels 
are mostly made of two different compounds: carbon and hydrogen that are called hydrocarbons. When these 
hydrocarbons are burned, the breaking down of the compound releases energy. Much of the energy we use daily 
comes from the use of fossil fuels. Because fossil fuels pollute the air when they’re burned, they are called dirty 
energy sources, unlike the clean, renewable energy sources we just learned about.

coal
Coal is the most commonly burned fossil fuel and is a 
blackish rock made of mostly carbon. It is also the most 
abundant fossil fuel and is found on every continent of 
the world. The three countries with the largest deposits 
of coal are the United States, Russia, and China. Coal 
is removed from the ground through mining, either at 
the surface or deep underground. Most of the coal used 
today is found right under the surface and is removed 
by digging the surface layer of dirt to expose the coal 
beneath. Once the coal is removed, the area is then 
covered with dirt again and replanted. When the coal 
is several hundred feet under the ground, mining shafts 
are dug down to extract the coal. Miners reach these 
shafts through elevators that they ride down into the 
earth. These elevators take them to machines that they 
use to dig out the coal. 

Extension Activity:
Watch a documentary about coal mining in the 1800s and 
early 1900s. What were the conditions like? Do you think 
it’s the same today? 
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Petroleum
Another fossil fuel is petroleum, which is also called crude 
oil. It is made of liquid hydrocarbons and is a thick, black 
liquid. Most petroleum is found by drilling down through 
rock on land, but it can also be found by drilling offshore 
on the continental shelf, which is the shallowest part of the 
ocean. Currently the major producers of petroleum are the 
Middle East, United States, and Russia. When crude oil is 
refined, it can be made into gasoline, diesel fuel, jet fuel, 
home heating oil, and asphalt or tar. One of the biggest 
dangers in drilling for oil offshore is the potential for oil 

natural gas
The last form of fossil fuels is natural gas - hydrocarbons in the form of a gas. This hydrocarbon compound is 
called methane and is the largest component of natural gas. Natural gas is found in large cracks and spaces 
between rocks, crude oil, and coal. When it is found in deposits of rock like shale or other rock formations, a 
process called hydraulic fracturing breaks up the rock formation, releasing the gas so that it can flow up through 
wells to the surface of the earth. Once there, it is put in pipelines that bring the natural gas to a processing plant 
where it is treated before being sent to homes or to produce electricity. Along with coal, natural gas is the second 
largest energy source in the world. Natural gas can be used in power plants to move turbines (like hydroelectric 
power) and produce electricity. Many people also use natural gas to heat their homes. 

spills to occur. Accidental oil spills can happen when equipment doesn’t work properly; some oil spills happen 
on purpose through terrorism. Any oil spill, whether on accident or on purpose, has long-lasting effects on the 
environment.

Extension Activity:
Natural gas has no smell to it, so people 
have added a rotten egg smell so they can 
find leaks in the pipelines! This is just like 
propane gas that has no natural smell but has 
an additive in it so people can smell a leak. 

assignment
Students, it’s time to work in your notebooks! Open your notebooks to today’s lesson and complete the assignments.
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Sources
Allison, M.A., DeGaetano, A.T. & Pasachoff, J.M. (2008). Earth Science. Austin, Texas: Holt, Rinehart and Winston. 
https://www.renewableenergyworld.com/2016/06/13/solar-energy-for-kids/#gref
https://www.alliantenergykids.com/RenewableEnergy/HydroEnergy
https://archive.epa.gov/climatechange/kids/solutions/technologies/geothermal.html
https://www.solarunitedneighbors.org/news/brief-history-solar-energy-2/
https://kids.britannica.com/students/article/petroleum/276386
https://www.electricchoice.com/kids/gas/

optional SpelLing WordS froM this Lesson
Early Reader Early Elementary Upper Elementary Middle School

Wind Solar Hydroelectric Petroleum

handS on adaptationS: 

Science n o t e b o o K i n g

During the lesson, younger students have an image 
to color and older students take notes.  This is a great 
opportunity for older students to learn note taking 
skills, and they can use these notes afterwards to write 
complete sentences. Don’t forget, younger students 
will dictate to you first then copy! 

L E S S O N  3  •   D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E  •  F U E L S  +  E N E R G Y

Early reader + early elementary
Headings: Circle Renewable or Non-Renewable, Color Me, Copy Me 
- 1 Thing I Learned
answer key: blue - solar, wind, hydroelectric, geothermal; red - coal, 
petroleum, natural gas

what’s
happEning?

Upper elementary 
Headings: Sketch It, Notes, What I Learned

Middle School 
Headings: Sketch It, Notes, Write a Paragraph

High School
Headings: Sketch It, Notes, Journal Entry

If you want to get hands on, try designing your own windmill (there are simple versions and more complex, depending on your student’s 
abilities) or making a solar oven (https://www.education.com/science-fair/article/design-solar-cooker/).

https://www.renewableenergyworld.com/2016/06/13/solar-energy-for-kids/#gref
https://www.alliantenergykids.com/RenewableEnergy/HydroEnergy
https://archive.epa.gov/climatechange/kids/solutions/technologies/geothermal.html
https://www.solarunitedneighbors.org/news/brief-history-solar-energy-2/
https://kids.britannica.com/students/article/petroleum/276386
https://www.electricchoice.com/kids/gas/
https://www.education.com/science-fair/article/design-solar-cooker/
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Language Arts + Bible    Social Studies  En e r g y  +  anc i En t  cu ltu r e s
Today students will learn about energy in 
ancient cultures. If you are doing this with 
multiple students, read the page together 
and then younger students can answer their 
questions while older students work on their 
research. 

c o p y W o r k  +  S p e l L i n g 
Review of spelling words and copywork verse. 
Older students can look up in their own Bible 
and younger students are given the verse in ESV.  

L E S S O N  3  •   D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E  •  F U E L S  +  E N E R G Y

Science States of Matter

Today’s page is about child labor, this can be a 
sensitive topic. We encourage you to discuss as 
a family and research only if you feel your kids 
are ready for it. It is a great jumping point for 
discussion. Younger students will answer some 
questions while older students will research 
about child labor in coal mines.  

what’s
happEning? what’s

happEning?

what’s
happEning?

Early reader + Early Elementary 
Assignment: Write/draw/dictate ideas for using solar energy or wind 
energy (Early Elementary).

UPPER ELEMENTARY 
Assignment:  How do you think another ancient culture used water, 
wind, or solar energy in its day-to-day life.

Middle School
Assignment:  Research ancient cultures that used solar, hydroelectric, 
or wind power in their day-to-day lives.
Answers will vary. 

High School
Assignment:  Research two ancient cultures that used solar, hydro-
electric, or wind power in their day-to-day lives.
Answers will vary. 

Early reader + early elementary
Assignment: Draw a picture yourself doing a job you would enjoy. 

Upper Elementary
Assignment: Journal your thoughts about what it would be like to 
work in such a damanding job with terrible working conditions.

Middle + HIGH 
Assignment: Research about child labor in coal mines.
Answers: Answers will vary.

further down the rabbit hole: 
What was the work environment like for the children who worked in 
mines? Were they safe and protected, or did they have lasting effects 
on their health? When and why did mining laws change to remove 
children from the labor force?

History  c h i l d  L a b o r  i n  c o a l  M i n e s

You can read the same page for the elementary 
levels. Younger students will classify images as 
solid, liquid, or gas. Middle and High School 
will research states of matter and answering 
questions.  

what’s
happEning?

Early reader
Assignment: Cut and paste answers from the appendix.
Answers: gas: steam from tea, steam from pot; solid: football, 
ice; liquid: water, milk

Early elementary
Assignment: Color the objects to define their state of matter.
Answers:  Green: wood, rock, ice; Blue: water, soda, broth; 
Red: helium, exhaust, oxygen

Upper Elementary
Assignment: Use the questions to define the state of an object: 
Does it take up space? Can you see it? Does it change its 
shape? Does it weigh anything? 
Answers: exhaust – gas, juice – liquid, ice - solid.

Middle + HIGH school
answers: Research three states of matter and answer: Does it 
take up space? Can you see it? Does it change its shape? Does 
it weigh anything?

Early reader 
Verse: “The earth is the Lord’s and the fullness thereof…” Psalm 24:1a
Spelling: earth

Early elementary 
Verse: “The earth’s is the Lord’s and the fullness thereof, the world and 
those who dwell therein...” Psalm 24:1
Spelling: world

Upper Elementary
Verse: “The earth is the Lord’s and the fullness thereof, the world 
and those who dwell therein, for he has founded it upon the seas and 
established it upon the rivers.” Psalm 24:1-2  
spelling: establish

Middle + High school
Verse: “The earth is the Lord’s and the fullness thereof, the world 
and those who dwell therein, for he has founded it upon the seas and 
established it upon the rivers. Who shall ascend the hill of the Lord? 
And who shall stand in his holy place? He who has clean hands and a 
pure heart, who does not lift up his soul to what is false and does not 
swear deceitfully.” Psalm 24:1-4
Middle School Assignment: Find synonyms for words: established, 
fullness, and ascend. 
High School Assignment: Find synonyms for words: fullness, 
established, ascend, deceitfully. Write a sentence using one or more of 
the synonyms. 
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Earth Science 1G A T H E R  ‘ R O U N D  H O M E S C H O O L 4
Earlier this week, we learned about the layers of the 
earth and that the earth has an inner and outer core. 
Surrounding the core is the mantle, melted rock that 
flows underneath the top layer (or crust). The crust and 
mantle are further classified (grouped together) into a 
layer called the lithosphere. This layer is made up of the 
crust and the upper, more rigid, part of the mantle that 
is the furthest from the core. Below the lithosphere is 
another layer called the asthenosphere, which is hotter 
and more fluid than the lithosphere. 

The lithosphere layer is not a solid piece, but is instead broken up into blocks, or tectonic plates, that ride on top 
of the more fluid asthenosphere layer below. These tectonic plates fit together on the earth’s surface like three-
dimensional puzzle pieces. Scientists have studied the earth and think that there are about 8 major tectonic 
plates, 15 minor plates, and many microplates that make up the earth’s surface. The largest plates are the 
Antarctic plate found at the bottom of the earth, the Eurasian plate spanning Europe and Asia, and finally the 
North American plate that spans North America, Greenland, and the Arctic.
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TypeS of PlatEs
The tectonic plates that make up the 
earth are classified into two different 
types: continental crust and oceanic 
crust. Continental crust is the thicker 
part of the earth’s crust that makes 
up the earth’s land. It also makes up 
the shallow ocean floor that we call 
the continental shelf, found right 
off the edge of land. Continental 
crust is less dense and floats higher 
on the mantle than the oceanic 
crust. Oceanic crust is thinner than 
continental crust and is especially 
thin at the ocean ridges where the 
temperatures are hotter. 

Plate boundaries
Where two plates meet is called the plate boundary and can happen in the ocean, around the edges of 
continents, or even in the middle of a continent. There are different types of plate boundaries and each is 
determined by how the plates move against each other. But how exactly do these large plates move? Tectonic 
plate movement is still being determined, but there are two different theories. Some scientists believe that 
convection currents (movement of heat through a fluid) in the mantle are responsible for the movement. Others 
believe a theory called slab pull. This theory states that the weight of cold, more dense tectonic plates will sink 
deeper into the mantle at ocean ridges. The force of this causes a suction force that drives the plates to move. 
However it happens, the tectonic plates move on the surface of the mantle at a rate of about 1 to 2 inches (3 to 5 
centimeters) per year. So, let’s look at the three different ways that plates move in relation to one another. 

divergent boundaries
The first boundary type is a divergent boundary, where plates are moving apart 
from one another. When the plates separate, it allows magna to rise to the surface 
between the tectonic plates. When the magna cools, it forms new oceanic crust. 
The new rock that has just been formed from the cooled mantle is less dense, and 
because of that, it will be higher than the surrounding ocean floor. This process is 
what creates underwater mountain ranges, called mid-ocean ridges. In the center 
of a mid-ocean ridge is an area called the rift valley, which is a narrow valley that 
forms where the plates separate.  Most divergent boundaries are found on the ocean floor, but there are some that 
are found on continents as well. An example of this is the Red Sea in the Middle East, where the Israelites crossed 
on dry land to escape the Egyptians. The Red Sea is in a rift valley that formed from the separation of the African 
plate and Arabian plate. 
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Did you know that some of the major plates are large enough to have both continental and oceanic crust 
portions? The African plate is one of these tectonic plates. However, some plates consist of only one type of crust, 
like the Pacific plate which is made up of mostly oceanic crust. 
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convErgent boundaries
The second boundary type is a convergent boundary, and this is where plates move toward one another and 
collide to form ocean trenches, mountain ranges, volcanoes, and island arcs. Often as plates pull apart in one 
area (divergent boundaries), the same plates are pushing into other plates at other boundaries. There are three 
types of convergent boundary collisions and each has a different outcome. The first collision type happens 
when continental crust and oceanic crust collide. Because the oceanic crust is denser (heavier), it sinks under 
the less dense continental crust. When one plate goes underneath the other, 
it is called a subduction zone. This collision often forms deep ocean trenches 
and volcanoes. The second collision type happens when two continental crust 
plates collide. Because they are both the same density, neither one of them sinks 
below the other. Instead the plates crumble and thicken, causing an uplifted 
area that forms mountain ranges. The Himalaya Mountains are an example of 
mountain ranges that formed in this type of collision. The third and final type of 
collision is when two oceanic plates collide. When these two plates collide, one 
will eventually sink down and go underneath the other and form a subduction 
zone. This is also how deep ocean trenches are formed, and they often create 
an island arc from the chain of volcanoes that form alongside the trench. Japan 
is an example of an island arc that formed from these types of collisions. 

TranSform boundaries
The final boundary type is called transform boundaries, and this is where 
two plates slide past each other. The plates don’t slide against each other 
smoothly, however, and often scrape against each other. The tectonic 
plates tend to go through spurts of movement that feel like earthquakes. 
This boundary type does not produce mountains and does not produce 
magna like the other two boundary types. The San Andreas Fault in 
California, United States is an example of a transform boundary. The 
movement along this fault line often causes large earthquakes, like the 
devastating 1906 earthquake in San Francisco. 

SeisMic Waves
Seismic waves are usually created by movement of the tectonic plates, but they can also happen because of 
other factors. Seismic waves are vibrations or waves of energy that are created after movement in the ground; 
either from the movement of tectonic plates or because of earthquakes, volcano eruptions, magma movement, 
large landslides, and large man-made explosions. The seismic waves travel along the surface of the earth like 
sound travels through the air. There are observatories where scientists record the seismic waves that come in 
to determine where they started and how big the vibrations are. This is how scientists determine how big an 
earthquake is and where it started. We will learn more about seismic waves tomorrow when we learn about 
earthquakes and tsunamis!
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assignment
Students, it’s time to work in your notebooks! Open your notebooks to today’s lesson and complete the assignments.

Sources
Allison, M.A., DeGaetano, A.T. & Pasachoff, J.M. (2008). Earth Science. Austin, Texas: Holt, Rinehart and Winston. 
https://www.geolsoc.org.uk/Plate-Tectonics/Chap2-What-is-a-Plate
https://sciencing.com/convection-currents-8172073.html
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/earth/the-dynamic-earth/plate-tectonics/
https://earthobservatory.sg/faq-on-earth-sciences/what-seismic-wave
https://www.britannica.com/science/seismic-wave
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/news/2018/05/active-volcano-kilauea-hawaii-agung-mayon-community-culture/

optional SpelLing WordS froM this Lesson
Early Reader Early Elementary Upper Elementary Middle School

Plate Boundary Tectonic Convergent

handS on adaptationS: 

Science n o t e b o o K i n g

During the lesson, I recommend students work 
on taking notes and coloring or sketching their 
notebooking page to help them focus on the lesson. 
This is a great opportunity for older students to 
learn note taking skills, and they can use these notes 
afterwards to write complete sentences. Don’t forget, 
younger students will dictate to you first then copy! 

L E S S O N  4  •   D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E  •  P L A T E  T E C T O N I C S  +  S E I S M I C  W A V E S

Early reader + early elementary
Headings: Trace the Tectonic Plates, Copy Me - 1 Thing I Learned

Upper elementary 
Headings: Sketch It, Notes, What I Learned

Middle + high School 
Headings: Draw Divergent Boundaries, Draw Convergent Boundar-
ies, Notes, Write a Paragraph (Middle) or Journal Entry (High) 

what’s
happEning?

If you want to get hands on, try demonstrating plate tectonics with whipped cream or shaving cream for magma and graham crackers on top 
as the plates. Or watch the video, “Plate Tectonics from Geology Kitchen” at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZjSaKKdZ3DI 

https://www.geolsoc.org.uk/Plate-Tectonics/Chap2-What-is-a-Plate
https://sciencing.com/convection-currents-8172073.html
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/earth/the-dynamic-earth/plate-tectonics/
https://earthobservatory.sg/faq-on-earth-sciences/what-seismic-wave
https://www.britannica.com/science/seismic-wave
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/news/2018/05/active-volcano-kilauea-hawaii-agung-mayon-community-culture/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZjSaKKdZ3DI
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Language Arts + Bible   d i c t a t i o n Bible Pa r a b l e  o f  t he  Sower
Same page alert! Pull our your Bible 
and read it together, or have your older 
students read it to the younger ones.

Today your students have an opportunity to 
practise writing their Bible verse from memory! 
If they are not ready for that, you can dictate 
the verse and have them write it out. Your Early 
Readers will copy the verse, but for an extra 
challenge ask them first if they can remember it

L E S S O N  4  •   D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E  •  P L A T E  T E C T O N I C S  +  S E I S M I C  W A V E S

Social Studies  L i v i n g  n e a r  a  v o l c a n o
Younger students will answer questions about 
living near a volcano. Same page alert for Early 
Reader - Upper Elementary. Older students will 
research about cultures that live near volcanoes. 

what’s
happEning? what’s

happEning?

what’s
happEning?

Answers for All:
1. The seeds that fell on the path were eaten by birds.
2. The seeds that fell on rocky soil had no roots and died.
3. The seeds that fell among the thorns were chocked by the thorns.
4. The seeds that fell on good soil produced grain.

Early reader
Answers: Good Farming, Like Danger, Revere Pele

Early Elementary
Assignment: Would you like to live near a volcano? Why or why 
not? Write 2 sentences explaining your answer.

Upper Elementary
Assignment: Would you like to live near a volcano? Why or why 
not?  

Middle + High School
Assignment: Research the benefits of living near a volcano, and 
the cultural reasons for living near a volcano.. 

Geography  h a w a i i a n  i s l a n d s

Younger students will color the Hawaiian Islands 
while older students will label each island. what’s

happEning?

Early reader
Assignment: Color the Hawaiian Islands.

Early elementary
Assignment: Color the Hawaiian Islands and label the Pacific 
Ocean. 

Upper Elementary
Assignment:  Label each of the Hawaiian Islands.
Answers: (from top to bottom) Ni’ihau, Kaua’i, O’ahu, Molo-
ka’i, Lana’i, Kaho’olawe, Maui, Hawai’i 

Middle + HIGH School
Assignment: Label each of the Hawaiian Islands and draw a 
mountain where there is an active volcano.
Answers: Hawaii, Maui, Oahu, Kauai, Molokai, Lanai, Niihau, 
Kahoolawe

Early Reader:
Instead of tracing, your early reader will try copying the passage on 
their own. 

Early Elementary:
Verse: “The earth is the Lord’s and the fullness thereof…” Psalm 24:1

Upper Elementary:
Verse:  “The earth is the Lord’s and the fullness thereof, the world 
and those who dwell therein, for he has founded it upon the seas and 
established it upon the rivers.” Psalm 24:1-2  

Middle + High School: 
Verse:  “The earth is the Lord’s and the fullness thereof, the world 
and those who dwell therein, for he has founded it upon the seas and 
established it upon the rivers. Who shall ascend the hill of the Lord? 
And who shall stand in his holy place? He who has clean hands and a 
pure heart, who does not lift up his soul to what is false and does not 
swear deceitfully.” Psalm 24:1-4

all on their own! Passages from the book are ESV, if you had them do it 
in a different translation, pull out your Bible and use that instead. 
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Earth Science 1G A T H E R  ‘ R O U N D  H O M E S C H O O L 5
Earthquakes are one of the most destructive natural disasters on earth. A single earthquake can cause 
thousands of people to lose their lives and cause millions of dollars in damage to buildings, roads, and 
other structures. An earthquake on the ocean floor can create a tsunami (a giant wave) that causes serious 
destruction if it crashes into land. Have you ever wondered how earthquakes occur? Where do they happen? 
How do tsunamis occur? Today we will answer all these questions about this fascinating natural disaster.

why do earthQuakES happEn?
Yesterday we learned about plate tectonics and how 
plate boundaries work. Plate boundaries have many 
faults (breaks in the plate formation) along them where 
two rocks can slide past each other and cause the 
trembling of an earthquake. As tectonic plates move, 
this energy is stored near the fault line in the same way 
that energy is stored by a stretched-out spring. Once 
the pressure holding the spring apart is released, the 
energy takes over and the spring takes off! This build-up 
of energy around a fault continues to grow, but the fault 
line can remain held together without moving by the 
force of friction (resistance of one object when moving across another object). 

For an earthquake to occur, the built-up energy around a fault line becomes larger than the force of friction 
holding the rocks together and the fault slips. This slipping produces an earthquake. The slipping fault also 
creates elastic waves that travel outward from the fault and cause the ground to shake. When these waves reach 
an observer, they feel the vibrations in the ground and interpret them as an earthquake or a tremor, depending 
on how strong the vibrations are. Earthquakes always originate at fault lines, which are located all around the 
world. The Ring of Fire is the largest and most active fault line in the world. This single fault line is shaped like a 
long horseshoe. It stretches from New Zealand 
all the way up the east coast of Asia and then 
heads over to Canada and the United States, 
continuing all the way down to the southern tip 
of South America. The Ring of Fire causes more 
than 90 percent of all the world’s earthquakes. 
The Ring of Fire also includes almost 75 percent 
of the world’s volcanoes. 

Fault Line vs. Plate Boundaries
Did you know that fault lines aren’t always the same thing as 
plate boundaries? Plate boundaries are always fault lines, but 
fault lines can occur in other places of the plate as well. When 
two plates move, it causes changes to the earth’s crust and can 
create other fractures in the plate. This can cause major fault 
lines even in the interior of a tectonic plate.

43 Ea r t h  S c i en ce
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Experimenting with friction:
Did you know that friction is the resistance one object has when moving across another object? If 
you put two pieces of sandpaper together, the force of friction is high, making it hard to slide those 
two pieces of sandpaper against each other. But if you have two wood blocks together instead and 
try to slide them against each other, the force of friction is less and they will move easier. If you 
slide along the kitchen floor in your softest socks, is the friction high or low? If you want, look 
around your house and use various objects to experiment with high and low friction.  

activity break!
Watch the National Geographic Video called “Earthquakes 101” 
and see how earthquakes occur. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VSgB1IWr6O4 

hoW arE earthQuakES tracKed?
The vibrations created by an earthquake can be felt far from where the earthquake occurs. These same 
vibrations, which are called seismic waves like what we learned about yesterday, can be used to detect and 
record information about an earthquake. This information is captured by a machine called a seismograph. 
Seismographs have three different sensing devices that capture the vertical (or up and down) motion of the 
ground, the horizontal (east-west) motion, and the horizontal (north-south) motion. As vibrations reach the 
seismograph, they are recorded by tracing wave-shaped lines that scientists can analyze to determine where the 
epicenter (the point on the earth’s surface) of the earthquake occurred. 

     digging deepEr...
Seismic waves have two different forms: body waves and surface waves. Body waves travel through the 
inside of the body of a medium such as rock. There are two different body waves that can be recorded. 
The first are P waves, also known as primary waves, and these are the fastest seismic waves. They are the 
first waves detected on a seismograph. P waves can travel through solids, liquids, or gases, and often the 
more rigid or firm the material is, the faster the waves travel through it. The second body waves are called S 
waves, also known as secondary waves, and are the second fastest seismic waves. Unlike P waves, S waves 
can only travel through solids. Surface waves are often overlooked since they are slower than body waves, 
but since these waves travel along the surface with buildings and people, they can often cause the most 
damage. There are two different types of surface waves. The first is the Raleigh wave with motion like the 
rolling of ocean waves. The second wave is the Love wave with zig zag motion around the surface. 

how are EarthquakEs measured? 
Scientists can measure the magnitude (the strength) of an earthquake. Magnitude is determined by how much 
ground motion an earthquake causes. Scientists now use the moment magnitude scale to rate the strength of an 
earthquake by the size of area that the fault moved, the average distance (or how far the fault blocks moved), 
and how rigid the rocks are in the fault zone. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VSgB1IWr6O4
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Tsunamis
Tsunamis are giant waves, sometimes up to 100 feet high (30.5 meters), that are caused by earthquakes or 
volcanic eruptions under the ocean. A tsunami may occur when there is a sudden drop or rise in the ocean floor. 
This large drop or rise of the ocean floor also causes a large amount of ocean water to drop or rise, and this 
movement causes the initial wave to form. At the epicenter of the earthquake a tsunami wave is not dramatically 
large, but as they travel inland, they build up higher and higher as the depth of the ocean decreases.

did you know?
The Richter scale was used to measure earthquakes, but scientists now know it’s 
not as accurate for larger earthquakes. Scientists also measure an earthquake’s 
intensity, which is how much damage it causes. This was most commonly used

Before a tsunami hits, the tide often goes back further than it ever has before, exposing more of the ocean floor. This is a sign 
that a tsunami is likely coming and gives up to a five-minute warning before the giant wave hits. 

Most tsunamis happen around the Ring of Fire fault line and 80 percent of all tsunamis occur in this one hot 
spot. The tsunami that occurred in December of 2004 was triggered by an earthquake in the Indian Ocean. The 
tsunami devastated coastal areas of Indonesia, India, Sri Lanka, and Thailand and caused the deaths of more 
than 200,000 people. Tsunamis can bring so much destruction, but unlike an earthquake, there is often some 
warning especially for high risk areas along the coast. Some areas have alert systems, and most of them have 
evacuation routes and plans so that people know what to do when a tsunami is coming.

before magnitude scales were invented, and it was the only way people could determine how large an earthquake was. 
They would use the Mercalli scale, which rated damage in Roman numerals. The Roman numeral I referred to an earthquake 
felt by a very few people, and the scale continued to Roman numeral XII meaning the earthquake caused total destruction 
where it occurred. 
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Sources
Allison, M.A., DeGaetano, A.T. & Pasachoff, J.M. (2008). Earth Science. Austin, Texas: Holt, Rinehart and Winston.
https://www.usgs.gov/natural-hazards/earthquake-hazards/science/science-earthquakes?qt-science_center_objects=0#qt-science_center_objects
https://www.britannica.com/place/Ring-of-Fire
https://www.bgs.ac.uk/discoveringGeology/hazards/earthquakes/seismicWaves.html
https://oceanservice.noaa.gov/facts/tsunami.html
https://www.britannica.com/event/Chile-earthquake-of-1960
https://www.history.com/news/the-deadliest-earthquake-ever-recorded

assignment
Students, it’s time to work in your notebooks! 
Open your notebooks to today’s lesson and 
complete the assignments.

activity break!
Watch this video about how tsunamis work by TED-Ed: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wx9vPv-T51I

handS on adaptationS: 

Science n o t e b o o K i n g
During the lesson, younger students have an 
image to color and older students take notes. 

L E S S O N  5  •   D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E  •  E A R T H Q U A K E S  +  T S U N A M I S

Early reader + early elementary 
Headings: Color Me, Color Thailand, Copy Me - 1 Thing I Learned

Upper elementary 
Headings: Sketch It, Notes, What I Learned

Middle + high School 
Headings: 1498 Nankai Earthquake, Notes, Write a Paragraph 
(Middle) or Journal Entry (High)
  

what’s
happEning?

If you want to get hands on, try building a structure to see if it can withstand an earthquake: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=mMnEXukSmdg or do an earthquake epicenter experiment online: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HYp-AlYjLE0

optional SpelLing WordS froM this Lesson
Early Reader Early Elementary Upper Elementary Middle School

Fault Earthquake Tsunami Seismic

https://www.usgs.gov/natural-hazards/earthquake-hazards/science/science-earthquakes?qt-science_center_objects=0#qt-science_center_objects
https://www.britannica.com/place/Ring-of-Fire
https://www.bgs.ac.uk/discoveringGeology/hazards/earthquakes/seismicWaves.html
https://oceanservice.noaa.gov/facts/tsunami.html
https://www.britannica.com/event/Chile-earthquake-of-1960
https://www.history.com/news/the-deadliest-earthquake-ever-recorded
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wx9vPv-T51I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mMnEXukSmdg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mMnEXukSmdg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HYp-AlYjLE0
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language arts + Bible   Geography r i ng  o f  f i r e
Younger students will trace the fault line. 
Upper Elementary through High School will 
map the fault line from a description. 
 

L E S S O N  5  •   D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E  •  E A R T H Q U A K E S  +  T S U N A M I S

History  T h e  g r e a t  c h i l E a n  E a r t h q u a K e
Same page alert: Feel free to read this all 
together. This lesson mentions the destructive 
nature of earthquakes, as well as the number of 
people killed in Chile in the 1962 EarthQuake 
so if your children are sensitive, you may want to 
pre-read the lesson. 

what’s
happEning? what’s

happEning?

what’s
happEning?

Early reader + Early Elementary 
Assignment: Trace the fault line. 

Early Elementary
Assignment:  Trace the fault line. Find North America and label it. 

Upper Elementary
Assignment:  Map out the fault line from the description given. 

Middle School 
Assignment:  Map out the fault line from a description and label 
continents around the fault line. 

High School 
Assignment:  Map out the fault line from a description and label 
continents around the fault line. Label countries for a challenge.

Early reader
Answers: 1. True 2. False 

Early Elementary
Answers: 1. Chile 2. Chile and Hawaii

Upper Elementary
Answers: 1. Chile 2. Chile and Hawaii 3. 15 hours

MIDDLE SCHOOL
ASSIGNMENT: Research the 2004 earthquake and tsunami 
in Thailand, and compare and contrast it with the Chilean 
earthquake. 

HIGH SCHOOL
ASSIGNMENT: Research 1556 earthquake in China and write 
about what you learn. 

ART  d r a w  a  t s u n a m i  w a v e

Today students will use what they have learned 
about tsunami waves to draw their own. They 
can sketch it or use water colors or pastels if you 
have them! You can do it in this book or they 
can do it in a science or art journal, too! Older 
students can look up more detailed drawings or 
paintings and try some new techniques if they 
want!

what’s
happEning?

c o p y W o r k  +  S p e l L i n g 
Today your students will be introduced to their 
new copywork verse and spelling words! Older 
students can look it up in their own Bible, and 
younger students are given the verse in ESV.  

Early reader - Upper Elementary
Verse: “He loves righteousness and justice; the earth is full of the 
steadfast love of the Lord.” Psalm 33:5 
Spelling: justice (Early Reader), steadfast (Early Elementary), 
righteousness (Upper Elementary)

Middle + High School 
Verse: “For the word of the Lord is upright, and all his work is done 
in faithfulness. He loves righteousness and justice; the earth is full of 
the steadfast love of the Lord.” Psalm 33:4-5
Spelling: faithfulness (Middle School)
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Earth Science 1G A T H E R  ‘ R O U N D  H O M E S C H O O L 6

activity break!
Go look up videos of volcanic eruptions 
and see if you can spot differences in 
the way that each volcano erupts. 

Watching a volcanic eruption is an amazing thing to see, on a video that is. In real life, it can be a scary thing 
to witness. Did you know that volcanic eruptions can sometimes be more powerful than an atomic bomb 
explosion? These eruptions happen due to movement of the tectonic plates, just like earthquakes. A volcano 
is where there is a crack in the earth’s crust that allows magma (hot, melted rock) to escape. Despite the high 
temperatures of the mantle area, most of this zone remains solid because of the large amount of pressure from 
the surrounding rock. 

digging deepEr...
Magma can form under three conditions: 

1. If the temperature of the rock gets hot enough to be above the 
melting point of the minerals in the rock, the rock will melt. 

2.  If the pressure around the mantle decreases this will cause the 
melting point to decrease as well and cause the rock to melt. 

3. If water is added to the layer for some reason, it can decrease 
the melting point of some of the minerals in the rock and cause it to 
melt as well.
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volcano ZoneS
Like earthquakes, most volcanoes occur in zones around tectonic plate boundaries. The most active volcano area 
is the Ring of Fire fault line like we learned about yesterday. The Ring of Fire is the largest and most active fault line 
in the world, and about 75% of all volcanoes occur around the Ring of Fire. The volcanoes around the Ring of Fire 
fault line are created near subduction zones where one tectonic plate moves under another plate at convergent 
boundaries. When the oceanic plate starts to sink under the continental plate, substances like water combine with 
the mantle material below. When water gets mixed into mantle, it decreases the melting point for the mantle rock. 
This causes the mantle to melt into magma and rise to the surface, causing a volcanic eruption.

The largest amount of magma comes to the surface when two tectonic plates separate at divergent boundaries. 
These volcanoes happen mostly in the ocean, and go unnoticed since they happen so deep under the ocean. One 
exception to this is Iceland. Half of Iceland is on one part of the North American Plate that is moving apart from 
the Eurasian Plate. This movement created part of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, and Iceland sits right on top of it. Not 
all volcanoes form at boundaries where plates are moving together or apart. Some occur within tectonic plates 
that are called hot spots. These hot spots form when columns of solid, hot materials from the mantle, called mantle 
plumes, rise and reach the lithosphere layer (made up of both mantle and crust). Eventually, as these mantle 
plumes rise, they break through the underlying crust and then a volcano can form in the middle of a tectonic plate. 
The Hawaiian Islands formed in this way, since they are in the middle of the Pacific tectonic plate. 

On larger volcanoes there are often secondary vents as well; they are smaller vents where magma can also travel 
up to the surface. Once magma comes to the surface of a volcano, it is then called lava. Lava is the same hot, 
melted rock that is found below the surface and has a temperature of 1,292 to 2,192 °F (700 to 1,200 °C). As it 
encounters air and starts to flow downhill, it will eventually cool and harden. Volcanoes also produce an ash cloud 
when they erupt. This ash cloud contains fragments of rock that are very small. The ash cloud forms when gases 
that are trapped within the magma expand until the magma basically shatters and is propelled into the air. 

ash cloud
(dust, ash, steam, and Gas)

main vent
secondary vent

crater

conduit

magma
chamber

lava

siLl
throat

anatomy of a volcano

partS of a volcano
When you see a volcano that is not erupting, it looks just 
like any other mountain. But the inside is what makes all the 
difference. Below the volcano is a space called the magma 
chamber, where the magma is stored prior to an eruption. 
Most magma chambers are hard to detect, but some 
have been discovered a few miles or kilometers just below 
the surface. For magma to find its way out of a volcano, 
there needs to be an escape route. That escape route is 
called a vent (the main tube) for the magma to travel up to 
the surface. The upper part of the main vent is called the 
throat. This is the entrance to the volcano and is where the 
magma explodes from. At the very top of the volcano, on 
the outside, there is often an area called the crater which 
is a basin that can be large and sometimes very deep. The 
crater is located over the main lava vent. 
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typeS of volcanic erupTions
A volcano can erupt in different ways, depending on how loose or thick the magma rock is when it melts. Mafic 
magma is rich in magnesium and iron, causing it to have a darker color. When this type of magma melts, it 
makes a very runny lava and causes a quieter eruption called an effusive eruption. This is because the gases that 
are trapped within magma can easily escape from the runny lava. Oceanic volcanoes form from mafic magma. 
The volcanoes around Hawaii are oceanic volcanoes. When these volcanoes erupt, they are usually quiet and 
the lava flows down the sides of the volcano, often into the ocean. These volcanic eruptions are classified as 
Hawaiian because of the lava flow and very quiet eruption. Icelandic eruptions are similar to Hawaiian but the 
lava flows from long fissures or fractures in the crust instead of a mountain. 

Felsic magma is rich in feldspar and silica, causing it to have lighter color. When this type of magma melts, it 
creates a sticky lava that traps more gases within the magma and causes a more explosive eruption. Continental 
volcanoes form from felsic magma and have a lot of trapped gases like water vapor, which is water in the form 
of a gas, and carbon dioxide, which is what we breathe out of our lungs. When this type of volcano erupts, the 
trapped gases escape and send lava shooting into the air. Often when this type of volcano erupts, it sends out an 
ash cloud as well as the trapped gases exploding out of the magma, sending fragments of rock into the air.  
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did you know? There are also different types of explosive volcano eruptions. 

1. The Strombolian eruption: an explosion of lava that can sometimes reach heights of hundreds of feet in the air. This 
is caused by the bursting of large bubbles of gas, which travel up into the magma-filled vent until they burst out of the 
volcano mouth. 

2. The Vulcanian eruption: a relatively small but very violent eruption that can cause materials to travel faster than 800 
mph (350 meters per second) and rise several miles into the air. These eruptions can happen repetitively and go on for 
days, months, or even years. They may also come before an even larger and violent eruption.

3. The Plinian eruption: the largest and most violent of all volcano eruptions. They create huge columns of ash and gas 
that can rise up to 35 miles (50 kilometers) high into the air. Their ash clouds are usually mushroom shaped or sometimes 
pine tree shaped. These types of eruptions can cause a lot of damage and can even cause the tops of mountains to explode 
off from the force of the eruption.

4. The Pelean eruption: an explosive eruption causing a lot of damage from lava flowing very fast down the mountainside. 
It also has a large ash cloud that flows down the side of the mountain instead of going high into the air like other 
eruptions. 

Sources
https://volcanoes.usgs.gov/vsc/glossary/vent.html
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/volcanic-ash/
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/natural-disasters/volcanoes/
https://www.britannica.com/science/volcano
https://www.history.com/topics/ancient-history/pompeii
https://awc.ashford.edu/PDFHandouts/Punctuations-Parentheses.pdf

assignmenT
Students, it’s time to work in your notebooks! Open your notebooks to today’s lesson and complete the 
assignments.

optional SpelLing WordS froM this Lesson
Early Reader Early Elementary Upper Elementary Middle School

Vent Magma Volcano Eruption

https://volcanoes.usgs.gov/vsc/glossary/vent.html
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/volcanic-ash/
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/natural-disasters/volcanoes/
https://www.britannica.com/science/volcano
https://www.history.com/topics/ancient-history/pompeii
https://awc.ashford.edu/PDFHandouts/Punctuations-Parentheses.pdf
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handS on adaptationS: 

Science n o t e b o o K i n g

During the lesson, younger students have an image 
to color with a mapping activity to complete. Older 
students will take older students take notes which 
they will later use to write a paragraph or journal 
entry. 

L E S S O N  6  •   D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E  •  V O L C A N O E S  +  E R U P T I O N S

Early reader + early elementary
Headings: Color the Volcano, Label Iceland, Copy Me - 1 Thing I 
Learned

Upper elementary 
Headings: Sketch It, Notes, What I Learned

what’s
happEning?

Middle + high School 
Headings: Sketch a Volcano, Notes, Write a Paragraph 
(Middle) or Journal Entry (High)

Create your own volcanic eruption experiment (there are many different options on how to do this, from using a soda bottle to using paper 
mache to make your own volcano, depending on how much time you want to put into the project).
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 Language arts Wr i t i ng  P r o j E c t

Today your students will continue to work 
on their writing project for this unit. Younger 
students will work on their science journal 
sentences. Middle and High School will  work 
on their lab reports. 

Younger students learn about synonyms and 
thesaurus use. Middle and High School learn 
the second parenthesis rule.   

L E S S O N  6  •   D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E  •  V O L C A N O E S  +  E R U P T I O N S

Science  P a r t S  o f  a  v o l c a n o
Using what they learned from today’s lesson, 
students will label the parts of a volcano. Use the 
Teacher’s Guide for reference as needed.

what’s
happEning? what’s

happEning?

what’s
happEning?

Early reader 
Assignment: Write two sentences about your topic and revise them. 
 
Early ELEMENTARY 
Assignment:  Write three sentences about the chosen topic and revise 
them.

Upper ELEMENTARY 
Assignment:  Write four or five sentences about the chosen topic and 
revise them.

Middle + High School
Assignment:  Write Introduction, Methods and Materials sections of 
lab report. 

Early reader
Assignment: Cut out the words from the appendix to label the 
volcano.

Early + Upper Elementary
Assignment: Use the word bank to label the volcano.

Middle School 
Assignment: Write labels and definitions of each part on the 
image of a volcano.  

High School 
Assignment: Write labels and definitions of each part on the 
image of a volcano. Define the difference between magma and 
lava.
Answer:  Magma is below the surface; lava is above the 
surface. 

History  P o m p E i i

Language arts  g r a s P i n g  g r a m M a r

Same page alert! Feel free to read it all together.

what’s
happEning?

Early reader 
Assignment: Write, draw, or dictate what you learned about Pompeii. 

Early Elementary
Assignment: Write one thing you learned about Pompeii. 

Middle School
Assignment:  Research to answer the question: Is Mount Vesuvius still 
active?
answers: 1. 24 hours 2. Yes. 

High School
Assignment: Research pyroclastic surge and write what it is. 

Early reader + early elementary
Assignment: Look up synonyms for “run” in a thesaurus, and 
then choose another word to look up and write 2 (Early Reader) 
or 3 (Early Elementary) synonyms.

Upper Elementary
Assignment: Look up “run” and 3 additional words in a thesau-
rus. Then write two synonyms for each.

Middle School
Correct sentences by rewriting them. 
answers:  1. Tomorrow I’m going on a plane (I’m so excited!) 
to fly to London. 2. On Sunday we are going to Orlando (in 
Florida) to go to Disney World! 3. Do you remember why we 
went to the mall (last Friday) in the city?

High School
Correct sentences by rewriting them. 
answers:  1. Have you ever been to Niagara Falls (in the United 
States and Canada)?
2.Do you remember John Smith (from accounting) who won a 
marathon?
3. I can’t wait to visit the Eiffel Tower (isn’t it in Paris?) this
week.

rule #2 Use punctuation inside the parentheses only if 
the sentence ends with a different punctuation mark.
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Earth Science 1G A T H E R  ‘ R O U N D  H O M E S C H O O L 7
Did you know that there are areas of the world where there is snow all year long? In the polar regions of the world, 
like the Arctic and Antarctica, or areas of high elevation on top of mountains, snow remains on the ground all year. 
In these areas, glaciers often form, which are made up of fallen snow that over time compresses into large, thick ice 
masses. Glaciers can be as small as football fields or hundreds of miles (or kilometers) long. Currently, glaciers make 
up about 10% of the world’s total land area. Have you ever wondered what makes glaciers interesting? They actually 
move! Since they are so large, they flow like extremely slow rivers over the land. 

formation of glaciers
So how exactly do glaciers form? In glacier areas,
the average temperatures are always near or 
below the freezing point of water. When it snows, 
the snow accumulates year after year. If the 
temperature of the area rises just enough to cause partial 
melting of the snow, it will eventually refreeze, and this refreezing changes the snow into a 
grainy ice called firn, which is like grains of sugar. When the snow reaches the firn state, it is 
in the intermediate state between snow and glacier ice. Over time, as more snow accumulates 
and causes compression to the lower layers of snow and firn, the grains flatten and the air that
 is between them is squeezed out, causing crystals to form. In very old glaciers, these ice crystals
 can be several inches in length. For most glaciers, the process takes more than a hundred years
 to form into a substantial-sized glacier. 

did you know? 
When glaciers become extremely dense, meaning most of the air 
bubbles are no longer between the crystals, the ice absorbs a small 
amount of red light. This leaves a bluish tint in the light that is 
reflected, which is why we see glaciers as a bluish color. When a 
glacier is white, that means there are still many tiny air bubbles  
within the ice. 
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TypeS of glaciers
There are two categories of glaciers: alpine and 
continental. An alpine glacier is a narrow, 
wedge-shaped mass of ice that forms around 
mountains and is usually confined to a small area. 
There are many alpine glaciers found in Alaska, the 
Himalaya Mountains, the Andes, and the Alps. 

Continental glaciers are large sheets of ice that may 
cover many millions of square miles (or kilometers). 
They can also be thousands of feet (or meters) thick and they are not confined by the area where they are 
located, unlike alpine glaciers. Continental glaciers, also called ice sheets, are only found in Greenland and 
Antarctica.

glacier MoveMent
Glaciers are sometimes called rivers of ice because they move just like rivers do, but a lot slower. Gravity is 
the force that causes an apple to fall and not float in the air. Gravity also causes rivers to flow downward, or 
downhill, and the same is true for glaciers. But unlike water in a river, glaciers cannot move fast or move easily 
around a barrier. In a year, some glaciers only move a few inches (or centimeters) while other glaciers can move a 
mile or more (kilometer or more). 

When an entire glacier slips forward on a thin layer of water and sediment that is between the glacier and the 
ground, this is called basal slip. Ice can melt on the glaciers, and this often happens where the ice touches the 
ground. The water mixes with sediment, like small rocks, sand, and dirt, at the base of the glacier. This acts as 
a lubricant (a substance that makes something slippery, like oil) between the glacier and the ground, and the 
glacier will slip forward. Glaciers can also work their way over small barriers in their path like rocks. When ice 
pushes against a rock, the pressure causes some of the ice to melt in that area. The water then flows around 
the barrier and freezes again when the pressure is no longer there. This causes the glacier to move over the rock 
slowly by surrounding the rock. 

digging deepEr...
One type of continental glacier is called an ice cap and is a miniature ice sheet that covers less than 19,305 
square miles (50,000 square kilometers). They form in polar and sub-polar regions that are mostly flat and high in 
elevation. If you look at a topographical map of Iceland, you’ll see a small ice area on Iceland; this is an ice cap. Even 
smaller than an ice cap is something called an ice field, but this type of glacier is not a continental glacier. Instead, it 
is an alpine glacier because they are found usually within mountain regions. 
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Much like rivers, glaciers can cause erosion to the land. Like we learned about in lesson 2, moving glaciers 
can cause U-shaped valleys to form because it scrapes away the floor and the walls of a valley. This creates a 
different shape than what rivers form. Alpine glaciers can also change the shape of mountain regions as the 
ice moves slowly through an area. As they move, these glaciers can pick up large amounts of rock and even 
carry large rocks that gouge out deep grooves along the sides of mountains. The landscape that is eroded by 
continental glaciers looks very different than what alpine glaciers produce. Continental glaciers erode by leveling 
out landforms to make the landscapes smooth and round in a similar way that bulldozers flatten out areas. Rock 
surfaces can also be scratched and grooved by rocks carried at the base of glaciers; these scratches are in the 
same direction as the glacier moved. 

formation of glaciers 
Crevasses (deep cracks or fractures) in a glacier usually form in the top 160 feet (50 meters) where the ice is 
more brittle since there is not as much pressure on these layers. Below this area, glaciers can slide over an uneven 
surface without cracking, but the upper portion that is less flexible can crack. Crevasses can go across an entire 
glacier, run along the edges of it, or even crisscross through it. Some crevasses have been discovered that are as 
large as 66 feet (20 meters) wide and 148 feet (45 meters) deep. Most crevasses are usually thin and deep and 
can be very dangerous for people that climb mountains. Sometimes a thin layer of ice can form over the crevasse, 
making it impossible to see and putting mountaineers at risk of falling into the crevasse. 

Glaciers that form across a large area can move outward from the center in all directions. When this happens, 
some areas of the glacier can move out over the ocean and form ice shelves. Ice shelves are permanently floating 
sheets of ice that connect to land. Most of the world’s ice shelves happen around Antarctica, but they can happen 
anywhere a glacier forms near the ocean. When the tide rises and falls in the ocean, it can cause cracks to form in 
the ice shelf. Eventually, the ice shelf will calve (split and shed) off their edges where cracks have formed. 
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This creates an iceberg. Icebergs are large chunks of ice that are at least 15 feet (5 meters) across and can pose 
a danger to ships sailing in the ocean since icebergs move with the currents. Only 10% of an iceberg’s size is 
visible above the water. This poses a big threat to ships because they are unable to see 90% of the iceberg that’s 
hidden below the water.

Sources
Allison, M.A., DeGaetano, A.T. & Pasachoff, J.M. (2008). Earth Science. Austin, Texas: Holt, Rinehart and Winston. 
https://nsidc.org/cryosphere/glaciers/questions/what.html
https://www.nps.gov/subjects/glaciers/types-of-glaciers.htm
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/crevasse/
https://nsidc.org/cryosphere/quickfacts/iceshelves.html
https://www.facinghistory.org/stolen-lives-indigenous-peoples-canada-and-indian-residential-schools/historical-background/inuit
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Eskimo-people
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Titanic/Aftermath-and-investigation

assignmenT
Students, it’s time to work in your notebooks! Open your notebooks to today’s lesson and complete the 
assignments.

handS on adaptationS: 

Science n o t e b o o K i n g

During the lesson, younger students have an 
image to color and a mapping exercise to 
complete while older students take notes. 

L E S S O N  7  •   D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E  •  G L A C I E R S  +  I C E  C A P S

Early reader + early elementary
Headings: Color the Iceberg, Label Greenland and Iceland, Copy Me 
- 1 Thing I Learned

what’s
happEning?

Upper elementary 
Headings: Sketch It, Notes, What I Learned

Middle School 
Headings: Draw a Glacier, Notes, Write a Paragraph 

High School
Headings: Sketch It, Notes, Journal Entry 

Modeling glacier formation and movement (Elementary): https://www.education.com/science-fair/article/glacial-movement-earth-surface/
How do snowflakes become ice? https://www.cresis.ku.edu/sites/default/files/Education/K-12/IceIceBaby/2.1-IIB_lesson.pdf
Model a moving glacier (Middle and High School): https://scied.ucar.edu/activity/model-moving-glacier

optional SpelLing WordS froM this Lesson
Early Reader Early Elementary Upper Elementary Middle School

Ice Iceberg Glacier Continental

https://nsidc.org/cryosphere/glaciers/questions/what.html
https://www.nps.gov/subjects/glaciers/types-of-glaciers.htm
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/crevasse/
https://nsidc.org/cryosphere/quickfacts/iceshelves.html
https://www.facinghistory.org/stolen-lives-indigenous-peoples-canada-and-indian-residential-schools/historical-background/inuit
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Eskimo-people
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Titanic/Aftermath-and-investigation
https://www.education.com/science-fair/article/glacial-movement-earth-surface/
https://www.cresis.ku.edu/sites/default/files/Education/K-12/IceIceBaby/2.1-IIB_lesson.pdf
https://scied.ucar.edu/activity/model-moving-glacier
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 Social Studies c l imat e s  +  cu ltu r e s
Today your students will learn about the Inuit 
culture and how the people adapted to their 
climate.Same page alert! Read this page 
together. You could read it aloud as students 
follow along, or suggest that they take turns 
reading.

L E S S O N  7  •   D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E  •  G L A C I E R S  +  I C E  C A P S

History  r m S  T i t a n i c
Same page alert! Read this page together. 
Extension activity: watch National Geographic 
video “How Did the Unsinkable Titanic End Up 
at the Bottom of the Ocean?” 
Link: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=4pywFRpEcZA

what’s
happEning?

what’s
happEning?

Early reader
Assignment: Use the pictures from the appendix to make an Inuit 
scene.

Early ELEMENTARY 
Assignment:  Draw a picture of an Inuit village.

Upper ELEMENTARY 
Assignment:  Write or draw two interesting things you learned about 
the Inuit. 

Middle School
Assignment:  Research the Inuit legend of “The Owl and the Raven”  
and write what it’s about and if you believe it. 

High School
Assignment:  Research Inuit myths and legends and write a journal 
entry. 

Early reader + Early Elementary
Assignment: While you listen, color the ship, add some waves, 
and name your ship.  

Upper Elementary
Answers: Sketch your own RMS Titanic. 

Middle School 
Answers: Answers may vary.

High School 
Assignment: Research about the claims of the Titanic being 
unsinkable.
Answers: Answers may vary. 

Science  g l a c i e r s

Younger students will label an iceberg above and 
below water. Upper Elementary to High School 
will research interesting information about topics 
in the lesson.  

what’s
happEning?

Early reader + early elementary
Assignment: Label above and below percentages of an iceberg. 
Answers: 10% above, 90% below

Upper Elementary + middle school
Assignment: Research interesting information about crevasses 
and icebergs and write it down.  

High School
Assignment: Research interesting information about crevasses, 
icebergs, alpine glaciers, and ice caps.

language arts + Bible  

what’s
happEning?

c o p y W o r k  +  S p e l L i n g 
Today your students will review their copywork 
verse and spelling words! Older students can 
look it up in their own Bible, and younger 
students are given the verse in ESV.  

Early reader - Upper Elementary
Verse: “He loves righteousness and justice; the earth is full of the 
steadfast love of the Lord.” Psalm 33:5 
Spelling: justice (Early Reader), steadfast (Early Elementary), 
righteousness (Upper Elementary)

Middle + High School 
Verse: “For the word of the Lord is upright, and all his work is done 
in faithfulness. He loves righteousness and justice; the earth is full of 
the steadfast love of the Lord.” Psalm 33:4-5
Spelling: faithfulness (Middle School)

REFLECTION (HIGH SCHOOL): What do you think the part that says, 
“…all His work is done in faithfulness,” means?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pywFRpEcZA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pywFRpEcZA
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Earth Science 1G A T H E R  ‘ R O U N D  H O M E S C H O O L 8
Rocks can be found almost anywhere in the world. People collect them, paint them, display them, and climb up 
them. Have you ever wondered what a rock is? Are there different types of rocks? Today we will discover this and 
more! Anything that makes up the solid parts of the earth is known as rock. Geologists, scientists who study the 
earth, have classified rocks into three major types according to how they are formed. Let’s look at these three 
different rocks.

igneous rock
Igneous rock is formed when magma or molten rock cools and hardens. In Latin, the word igneous means from 
fire, because in order for rock to melt and become magma, the temperature needs to be extremely hot! The 
melting temperature of rocks is determined by the rock itself. Each rock or mineral may have a different melting 
point (temperature that changes it from a solid to a liquid). Other things, like higher pressure on the rock and the 
addition of water onto the rock, will change the melting temperature as well. Partial melting can also occur when 
the rocks and minerals with lower melting temperatures melt first. This can cause different rock types to form 
from the same magma source.

Look at these beautiful examples of igneous rocks:

granite PumiceSnowflaKe obsidian

Extension Activity
Look up other types of rock that are 
classified as igneous rock!

When magma cools, the cooling process is the reverse of the partial melting process. The chemicals in magma 
combine to form minerals, and each mineral has a different freezing point where it will become rock again. 
Minerals that have the highest freezing points will crystallize first, and when this happens, it removes certain 
chemicals from the magma. This causes different minerals to form alongside the initial minerals that have 
crystallized, a process called fractional crystallization. The crystals that form first tend to be the largest because 
they have the longest time to grow. Each igneous rock is also classified depending on where the magma cools 
and hardens. Intrusive igneous rock forms deep inside the crust, and like its name suggests, it intrudes into other 
rock masses beneath the earth’s surface. Extrusive igneous rock happens when lava forms and cools at the 
surface of the earth
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Extension Activity
Look up pictures of sandstone canyons 
in Utah. They are beautiful and unique!

SediMentary rocKs
Sedimentary rocks form when fragments of rock, mineral, and other materials get compressed (squeezed) and 
cemented (glued) together. Sediment is something that naturally occurs on the surface of the earth. Erosion by 
the weather causes these fragments to break off pieces and these pieces move until they are deposited in rivers 
and other waters where they settle to the bottom. These little fragments then form into sedimentary rock through 
two different methods. Compaction, just like taking snow and packing it tightly into a snowball, packs and 
squeezes the grains of rock, sand, and other materials into rock formations that take up less space. Cementation 
happens when minerals act as glue, holding all the sediment fragments together. 

Clastic sedimentary rocks are made up of fragments that are carried away and deposited in other 
areas. Rocks formed by compaction and cementation are all classified as clastic sedimentary 
rocks. The most common type of clastic sedimentary rock is sandstone. This type of sedimentary 
rock often shapes rock formations. In Utah, United States, there are many sandstone canyons 
that people hike and explore. 

Organic sedimentary rocks are formed when the remains of plants and animals are compacted 
together. Coal is a type of organic rock that is formed from plant remains that are buried in the 
ground. The remains of plants and animals can also be perfectly preserved in sedimentary rocks. 
As the sediment piles up, it will bury the animal remains and plants. 

Chemical sedimentary rocks happen when minerals that are dissolved in water start to settle to 
the bottom of a body of water and form deposits. 

Just like there are different types of igneous rock, there are different forms of sedimentary rocks. 

Check out these examples of sedimentary rocks:

SandStone

Shale

breccia

ammonite With fossil

Extension Activity
Look up other types of 
rock that are classified 
as sedimentary rock. 
Have you seen any of 
these rocks before? 
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Extension Activity
Look up other types of metamorphic rock!

MetaMorphic rock
Metamorphic rocks are rocks that form when heat, pressure, and hot fluids cause rocks to change into other 
forms of rock. Rocks can change in size and shape or they may even separate into different bands that give 
the rock a layered look. This happens deep within the earth’s crust, and all metamorphic rock changes from 
existing igneous, sedimentary, or other metamorphic rock. There are two types of metamorphic rock and they 
are classified by their texture. Foliated metamorphic rock is a rock that has bands of different minerals causing 
different color variations in the rock. There are often a series of light and dark bands that form and alternate 
throughout the rock. Slate is the most common foliated metamorphic rock; it is formed from shale (sedimentary 
rock) being compressed and changed. Metamorphic rocks that do not have any bands are called nonfoliated 
metamorphic rock. An example of nonfoliated metamorphic rock is marble that is often used for building 
monuments and statues. Marble is formed when limestone is compressed and changed. 

The rock cycle
Did you know that any of the three major types of rock 
can be changed into another of the three types? When 
a rock changes from igneous to sedimentary rock or 
sedimentary rock to metamorphic rock, it goes through 
the rock cycle. We can start with any rock type and move 
through the cycle, but for today’s discussion we will start 
with igneous rock. When igneous rock, on the surface of 
the earth, is exposed to weather and erosion, it can be 
broken up into sediment or small fragments of rock. This 
sediment is then washed into lakes or other bodies of water 
where the sediment from our igneous rock is compacted 
and cemented together. This changes the igneous rock 
fragments into a sedimentary rock. 

Have you ever seen these examples of metamorphic rock?

Slate MarbLe hornfel

gneiSs
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digging deepEr...
If you look at the figure on this page, sedimentary rock can continue through the rock cycle, being 
broken up into sediment again and then re-compacted into a different sedimentary rock if it goes back 
up to the surface of the earth. But if the sedimentary rock gets buried deeper into the earth instead, 
and high pressures and high temperatures that occur deeper in the layers of the earth press on the rock, 
it can change into a metamorphic rock. Again, as you can see in the figure on this page, metamorphic 
rock, if brought to the surface of the earth, can convert back into sedimentary rock if it is broken up 
into sediment. Or this metamorphic rock can be changed into igneous rock if it is put under the right 
temperature and pressure conditions, melting into magma and cooling into a new igneous rock form. 

Much of the earth’s crust has probably passed through the rock cycle many times in the history of the 
earth. If it gets exposed to the right conditions, it changes from one rock form to another. But as we 
have learned, if igneous rock never goes to the surface of the earth, it can remain igneous rock and 
never change into sedimentary rock. Or sedimentary rock can be broken down and become another 
sedimentary rock. Metamorphic rock can also be altered by heat and pressure to form a different 
type of metamorphic rock and never change into igneous rock. For something that is so easily found 
around us, rocks are truly unique and interesting things to learn about.

Metamorphic Rock
Magma

Sedimentation
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assignmenT
Students, it’s time to work in your notebooks! Open your notebooks to today’s lesson and complete the 
assignments.

Sources
Allison, M.A., DeGaetano, A.T. & Pasachoff, J.M. (2008). Earth Science. Austin, Texas: Holt, Rinehart and Winston.
https://www.britannica.com/science/igneous-rock
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/sedimentary-rock/
https://www.americangeosciences.org/education/k5geosource/content/rocks/what-are-metamorphic-rocks
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/metamorphic-rocks/
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/rock-cycle/

handS on adaptationS: 

Science n o t e b o o K i n g

During the lesson, younger students have an 
image to color and a mapping activity to complete 
while older students take notes. 

L E S S O N  8  •   D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E  •  T H E  R O C K  C Y C L E  +  T Y P E S  O F  R O C K S

Early reader + early elementary
Headings: Color the Rocks, Find Nevada and Color It, Copy Me - 1 
Things I Learned

Upper elementary 
Headings: Sketch It, Notes, What I Learned

what’s
happEning?

Middle + high School 
Headings: Sedimentary Rock, Igneous Rock, Metamorphic 
Rock, The Rock Cycle, Notes, Write a Paragraph (Middle) or 
Journal Entry (High) 

Get a rock and mineral kit to identify different rock types.
Demonstrate the rock cycle with starburst candy https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_uqGXZlF3vA

optional SpelLing WordS froM this Lesson
Early Reader Early Elementary Upper Elementary Middle School

Magma Igneous Sedimentary Metamorphic

https://www.britannica.com/science/igneous-rock
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/sedimentary-rock/
https://www.americangeosciences.org/education/k5geosource/content/rocks/what-are-metamorphic-rocks
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/metamorphic-rocks/
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/rock-cycle/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_uqGXZlF3vA
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L E S S O N  8  •   D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E  •  T H E  R O C K  C Y C L E  +  T Y P E S  O F  R O C K S

Language Arts + Bible   d i c t a t i o n Bible Pa r a b l e  o f  t he  Two  bu i l d er s
Same page alert! Pull out your Bible, and 
read this page together. Better yet, have 
your older students read it to the younger 
ones!

Today your students have an opportunity to 
practice writing their Bible verse from memory! 
If they are not ready for that, you can dictate 
the verse and have them write it out. Your Early 
Readers will instead be working on copying the 
verse, but for an extra challenge ask them first

Science  T h e  r o c k  c y c l e
Younger students will label the rock cycle. 
Middle and High School will explain the rock 
cycle of different rocks. 

what’s
happEning? what’s

happEning?

what’s
happEning?

Early reader
Assignment: Cut out the words from the appendix and label the 
rock cycle.

Early + Upper Elementary
Assignment: Use the word bank to label the types of rock (Early 
Elementary) or the rock cycle (Upper Elementary).  

Middle School
Answers: 1. Shale turns into slate. 2. Granite turns into igneous. 
3. Limestone turns into marble. 

High School
Answers: 1. Shale turns into slate. 2. Granite turns into igneous. 
3. Limestone turns into marble. 4. Quartz, feldspar and mica 
Answers will vary. 

Early reader
Assignment: Draw a picture to illustrate the parable. Where 
would you want to build your house?

Early Elementary
Assignment: Draw a picture of the story and discuss the 
answers: where would you want your house built? Who should 
we build our “house” upon? 

Upper Elementary
Answers:  1. on the sand, it fell 2. on the rock, it did not fall 
3. Answers will vary. 

Middle School
Answers: 1. on the sand, it fell 2. on the rock, it did not fall 
3-5. Answers will vary.

High School
Answers: Answers will vary. Art  d r a w  b r y c E  c a n y o n  n a t i o n a L  p a r k

Students will draw a sandstone rock formation.  
They can sketch it or use water-colors or pastels if 
you have them! You can do it in this book or they 
can do it in a science or art journal too!

what’s
happEning?

Early Reader:
Copy the Bible verse on the lines below. 

Early + Upper Elementary
Verse: “He loves righteousness and justice; the earth is full of the 
steadfast love of the Lord.” Psalm 33:5 

Middle + High School 
Verse: “For the word of the Lord is upright, and all his work is done 
in faithfulness. He loves righteousness and justice; the earth is full of 
the steadfast love of the Lord.” Psalm 33:4-5

if they can remember it all on their own! Passages from the book are 
ESV, if you had them do it in a different translation, pull out your Bible 
and use that instead. 
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Earth Science 1G A T H E R  ‘ R O U N D  H O M E S C H O O L 9
introduction
Yesterday we looked at rocks, and today we’re going to dive into minerals. Have you ever wondered what the 
difference is between the two? If I put a rock and a mineral on the table, it would be pretty hard to figure out what 
each one was just by looking at them! So, when scientists are figuring out which is which, they ask four basic 
questions to determine if it’s a rock or a mineral. 

is iT organic (made of living things or thE remains of plants or animalS)? 
Many sedimentary rocks are formed from living things; like coal which is formed from the remains 
of plants. There are rocks, like igneous and metamorphic, that are not created from living things 
though, so we need more questions to determine a rock verses a mineral. 

did The substance occur naturally? 
Nothing that is man-made can be a mineral and neither can it be a rock. An example would be 
man-made metals like brass or steel. 

is the substance a Solid with a crystalLine StrucTure (do crysTals form iT’s ShapE)? 
Obsidian, which is an igneous rock, is not made of living things and is a naturally formed 
substance, but it does not have a regularly repeating crystalline structure, so it could not be a 
mineral. 

does the Substance have a conSistent chEmicaL comPosition? 
What a lot of words starting with C! Minerals are made of a pattern of different substances. For 
example, fluorite is a mineral that is made of one calcium ion for every two fluoride ions. Rocks 
do not have this consistent pattern and can have a variety of substances in their make-up that 
can vary between different rocks. 
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did you know?The non-stick cooking surface called Teflon is 
created from using fluorine, which is created from 
fluorite. Do you have any Teflon cookware in your 
house? Discuss as a family why you think it is such a 
popular cooking surface?

TypeS of Minerals
Now that we know how to tell the difference between rocks and minerals, let’s look a little deeper at some types 
of minerals. All minerals are classified into two main groups, based on what they are made of. Silicate minerals 
are minerals that contain a combination of silicon, Si on the periodic table of elements, and oxygen, O on the 
periodic table of elements. Feldspar and quartz are the most common silicate minerals and make up 50% of 
the earth’s crust alone. Silicate minerals, in general, make up 96% of the earth’s crust. Nonsilicate minerals do 
not contain silicon or oxygen in their chemical composition. These minerals only make up 4% of the earth’s crust 
and can be broken down into six subgroups based on what they are composed of: carbonates, halides, native 
elements, oxides, sulfates, and sulfides.

fluorite
When fluorite is found in a rock, all the crystals that make it up are in the shapes of cubes. This is how the mineral 
naturally grows. Fluorite is a very soft mineral that can be scratched with your fingernail. Fluorite has even been 
used to carve sculptures. It is found in many different colors, but the most common colors are purple, green, and 
translucent yellow. One of the most interesting things about fluorite is that it is fluorescent. This means that when 
you shine an ultraviolet light or black light on fluorite, it glows. Most commonly it glows a bluish color but has 
been known to glow white or cream as well. Fluorite has many uses including lenses for telescopes, microscopes, 
and cameras. 

digging deepEr...
Are you interested in learning more about each of the nonsilicate minerals? As a family, research each of the 
subgroups and find what minerals are classified in each group. 
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PyriTe
Pyrite, also known as fool’s gold, is a brass-yellow mineral 
that has been mistaken for gold in the past, hence its 
nickname. Pyrite is often associated with gold, however, 
and the two often form together. In some deposits of 
pyrite, there is enough gold within the area that it makes 
it worth mining and removing both. But how do they tell 
gold and pyrite apart? They test them! Pyrite is very brittle 
and will fracture; gold is very soft and will bend or dent if 
tapped with a pinhead. When scraped, gold will leave a 
yellow streak; pyrite leaves a greenish black streak when 
scraped. Pyrite is occasionally used as a gemstone in 
jewelry. It also sparks when hit against steel, so it was used 
in early flintlock firearms. 

MagnEtite
Magnetite is a mineral that contains the highest iron 
content (72%) and is often found within igneous, 
metamorphic, and sedimentary rocks. Magnetite is 
very easy to identify because it is the most magnetic 
mineral on earth and is attracted to a common 
magnet. There are some forms of magnetite that can 
attract small pieces of iron and other magnetic objects. 
This form of magnetite is called lodestone. Pieces of 
lodestone suspended on a string were the earliest 
forms of compasses used in China in 300 BC. 

did you know? 
Magnetite is used in conjunction with corundum to 
make the abrasive material known as emery, which 
is used for nail files. Small amounts of magnetite 
are also used to create pigment in paints and in ink 
cartridges that we use in our printers.
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calcite
Calcite is a rock-forming mineral that is extremely common and found 
all over the world within sedimentary, metamorphic, and igneous rocks. 
Calcite is one of the main components of both limestone and marble. 
It is one of the most widely used minerals in the world and has more 
uses than any other mineral. Construction uses calcite in the form of 
limestone and marble to produce cement. Antacids that people use 
to neutralize stomach acids are made up of calcite as well. Another 
interesting feature of calcite is its ability to bend light. When calcite is 
in a transparent (clear or see-through) form, it can bend light in such a 
way that it will create a double image of anything viewed through the 
mineral. This is called double refraction and takes place because light 
rays are split into two parts as they enter the crystal. 

QuarTz
Another very abundant mineral on the earth is quartz. It comes in many 
different colors including pink (called rose quartz), yellow (called citrine), 
purple (called amethyst), white (called milky quartz), and brown and gray 
(called smoky quartz). It is found in a lot of igneous, metamorphic, and sedimentary
 rocks and is very resistant to weather erosion due to its hardness. It is the dominant mineral on mountaintops 
and primarily makes up sand on beaches, rivers, and in deserts. Its hardness and ability to shine make it very 
desirable as a gemstone in jewelry. Quartz sand is an excellent abrasive (polishing or cleaning through hard 
rubbing) used in sandblasting, cleaners, and grit used for sanding materials. But one of its most unique features 
is its ability to vibrate at different frequencies. It is so precise that quartz is used to make extremely accurate time-
keeping instruments. Today quartz is also used in watches, clocks, radios, computers, and cell phones for this 
exact purpose. 

coppEr
Native copper is both an element and a mineral and is a naturally 
occurring metal, unlike brass. Copper is usually a reddish-brown color 
but will turn green when it is exposed to the air. The green is basically 
like a rust that forms on the metal, from exposure to oxygen that is in 
the air. Copper was one of the first metals ever used by humans to make 
coins and tools. Copper absorbs heat very easily and today is often 
used to make pots and pans for cooking. Copper is also an important 
part of vehicle motors, but the largest use of copper is in construction. It 
is used often in electrical wires because electricity flows through it easily. 
The Statue of Liberty in New York City, which is an American icon, is 
actually made of copper! Have you ever noticed its green color? 
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assignmenT
Students, it’s time to work in your notebooks! Open your notebooks to today’s lesson and complete the 
assignments.

Sources
Allison, M.A., DeGaetano, A.T. & Pasachoff, J.M. (2008). Earth Science. Austin, Texas: Holt, Rinehart and Winston.
https://www.usgs.gov/news/earthword-rock-vs-mineral
https://www.britannica.com/science/mineral-chemical-compound
https://geology.com/minerals/fluorite.shtml
https://geology.com/minerals/pyrite.shtml
https://geology.com/minerals/magnetite.shtml
https://geology.com/minerals/calcite.shtml
https://geology.com/minerals/quartz.shtml
https://geology.com/minerals/copper.shtml
https://kids.kiddle.co/Compass_rose
https://www.history.com/topics/landmarks/statue-of-liberty

handS on adaptationS: 

Science n o t e b o o K i n g

During the lesson, younger students have a picture to 
color, and older students will be prompted to write the 
names of some of the minerals they learn about while 
they take notes.

L E S S O N  9  •   D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E  •  M I N E R A L  I D E N T I F I C A T I O N

Early reader 
Headings: Color the Minerals, Trace the Names of the Minerals, Copy 
Me - 1 Thing I Learned

Early Elementary
headings:  Color the Minerals, Write the Names of 2 Minerals, Copy 
Me - 1 Thing I Learned

what’s
happEning?

Upper elementary 
Headings: Sketch Some Minerals, Write the Names of Four 
Minerals, Notes, What I Learned

Middle + high School 
Headings: Sketch Some Minerals, Notes, Write a Paragraph 
(Middle) or Journal Entry (High)

optional SpelLing WordS froM this Lesson
Early Reader Early Elementary Upper Elementary Middle School

Copper Mineral Quartz Silicate

Get a rock and mineral kit to identify different rock types use the rock journal in the appendix of your student notebooks to see what you can 
find.

https://www.usgs.gov/news/earthword-rock-vs-mineral
https://www.britannica.com/science/mineral-chemical-compound
https://geology.com/minerals/fluorite.shtml
https://geology.com/minerals/pyrite.shtml
https://geology.com/minerals/magnetite.shtml
https://geology.com/minerals/calcite.shtml
https://geology.com/minerals/quartz.shtml
https://geology.com/minerals/copper.shtml
https://kids.kiddle.co/Compass_rose
https://www.history.com/topics/landmarks/statue-of-liberty
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 Geography The  compas s  ro s e
Younger students will find Grand Banks on a 
map and coloring/labeling. High School will 
research about the area.  

L E S S O N  9  •   D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E  •  M I N E R A L  I D E N T I F I C A T I O N

History  S t a t u e  o f  L i b e r t y
Same page alert! Read this all together. This 
page has three different rabbit trails to choose 
from, so you can rabbit trail together as a family. 
Have fun!

what’s
happEning?

what’s
happEning?

Early reader 
Assignment: Cut out compass directions in appendix and paste in 
correct spot (Clockwise: North, East, South, West).

Early ELEMENTARY 
Assignment:  Use the word bank to write the directions on the 
compass. (Clockwise: North, East, South, West).

Upper ELEMENTARy + middle school 
Assignment:  Write compass directions in the correct spot 
Clockwise from the top: North, Northeast, East, Southeast, South, 
Southwest, West, Northwest).
additional questions:  (Middle School): What direction is Ireland 
from where you live? What direction is Australia from where you 
live?

High School 
Assignment:  Research the compass rose and write a paragraph 
about its importance in navigation and world exploration.  

Rabbit Trail
Discover how a statue is created.

Down the Rabbit Hole
Research and discuss Ellis Island and early immigration.

Further Down the Rabbit Hole
There is more than one Statue of Liberty. Research the others 
and their sculptors. 

Science  c l a s S i f y i n g  r o c K s  +  M i n e r a l s

Students will try to classify a rock verses a 
mineral. what’s

happEning?

Early reader + Early Elementary
Assignment: Cut and paste pictures from the appendix to fill in 
chart of rocks and minerals.
Answers: Rocks – granite, sandstone, marble, obsidian
Minerals – pyrite, quartz, magnetite, fluorite

Upper Elementary
Assignment: Label pictures as rocks or minerals. 
Answers: Rocks – granite, sandstone, marble, obsidian
Minerals – pyrite, quartz, magnetite, fluorite

Middle + High School
Assignment: Research to fill in a chart of rocks and minerals. 
Answers: Rocks – basalt, quartzite, obsidian
Minerals – galena, gypsum, halite, hematite

 Language arts + Bible 

c o p y W o r k  +  S p e l L i n g 
This week students will work on their spelling 
through Psalm 118:24 (or 23-24 for older students 
who are encouraged to look it up in their own 
version). You can choose to have your children just 
copy and focus on spelling, or work on these verses 

as a family and try to memorize them. At the end of the week they can 
try to write them from memory or you can dictate the verses to them. You 
could also practice the Charlotte Mason art of recitation and recite this 
each morning before you start to help your kids memorize it. All verses are 
in ESV though you can choose any version for your children. 

(If you purchased the cursive writing notebook, you can have older 
students do their spelling and verse (or dictation) in cursive instead.)

what’s
happEning?

Early reader + Early Elementary 
Verse: “This is the day that the Lord has made; let us rejoice and be 
glad in it.” Psalm 118:24
Spelling: made (Early Reader), rejoice (Early Elementary)

Upper Elementary 
Verse: “This is the Lord’s doing; it is marvelous in our eyes. This is the 
day that the Lord has made; let us rejoice and be glad in it.” Psalm 
118:23-24
Spelling: marvelous

Middle + High School 
Verse:  “I thank you that you have answered me and have become 
my salvation. The stone that the builders rejected has become the 
cornerstone. This is the Lord’s doing; it is marvelous in our eyes. This is 
the day that the Lord has made; let us rejoice and be glad in it.” Psalm 
118:21-24
Reflection: Write a prayer and answer: Who is the stone that the 
builder’s rejected? Has Jesus become your salvation? 
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Extension Activity
Did you know that when water freezes it 
expands in size? Try it out for yourself! Take 
a plastic water bottle and fill it halfway with 
water. Mark on the water bottle with permanent 
marker where the waterline is and then put it 
in the freezer standing upright. Take it out the 
next day and see where the frozen water is now!

We’ve spent the last couple of weeks learning about the geology of the earth. We’ve been under the surface 
looking at the layers of the earth and how tectonic plates move around. We’ve studied the landforms of the 
earth and the energy sources our great big world provides for us. We’ve explored volcanoes, earthquakes, and 
tsunamis, the geological natural disasters. We’ve examined rocks and minerals and learned how we can tell 
the difference between them. As we start to turn our focus away from these amazing geology topics towards 
meteorology, we need to investigate how these two areas of science interact. How does the weather affect 
geology? And can geology affect the weather? Let’s find out!

Ice is something that we touched upon in our glacier lesson; 
looking at how glacier movement can cause erosion to the 
landscape of an area. This of course takes hundreds of years 
to occur and is not an area where we will notice the changes 
year to year. But there is a type of weathering, called ice 
wedging, that we can see the effects of. Ice wedging occurs 
when water seeps into the cracks of rocks and then freezes. 
This only happens in cold climates where the temperature 
drops below the freezing point of water. When water freezes, 
it expands in size by about 10%. When the water in the 
cracks of rocks freezes, it expands and creates pressure on 
the surrounding rock. Every time the water melts and then 
re-freezes, the cracks in the rocks get wider. Eventually, this 
process will split a rock apart.

Weathering + Erosion
As we investigated the rock cycle, we 
learned that sedimentary rocks are made 
up of fragments of rock, minerals, and other 
materials called sediment. The breakdown of 
these rock materials above the surface of the 
earth is called weathering. Common causes 
of weathering include ice, wind, and running 
water. Let’s look a little closer at each of these. 
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Activity Break
Look up videos or pictures of rockslides, landslides, and mudslides (or 
ocean and wind erosion) to see how these can affect the landscape.

Wind is another agent that affects the geology of the earth. Weathering by wind is called abrasion. Abrasion is 
the scraping or wearing away of a surface. The wind can pick up loose soil and other small particles and throw 
them against surfaces of rocks. Slowly, over time, these particles will wear away the rock in the same way that 
sandblasting is used to smooth out a rough surface.

What is the difference between weathering and erosion? Weathering is the process where rocks are broken 
down into particles and erosion is when those particles are carried away; this happens through the same causes 
as weathering: wind, running water, and ice. Most erosion is a slow process, and it often takes years to see the 
difference in the landscape. But there are erosions that happen quickly, and these are called mass movements. 
Some examples of mass movements are landslides, rockslides, and mudslides. When large amounts of rock and 
soil suddenly fall down a slope, it is called a landslide. These events are usually triggered by heavy rainfall, spring 
thawing, volcanic eruptions, and earthquakes. Rockslides are when a large amount of rock (from small pebbles 
to large boulders) fall from a steep cliff. Rockslides can also be triggered by ground movements that occur with 
earthquakes and volcanic eruptions. Mudslides are when a large amount of mud moves quickly down a slope. 

Ocean erosion is another way that nature causes erosion. The tides coming in and out can cause the wearing 
away of rocks and sand on the beach, changing the entire coastline of an area. Waves can also move sand away 
from beaches, causing the coastlines to move farther inland. Waves can also have a lot of power behind them, 
battering the sides of cliffs along the ocean. This force can change the landscape along the coast by creating 
unique rock formations and sometimes caves. Fundy National Park in New Brunswick has many examples of how 
the tides can cause rock erosion. The Hopewell Rocks, also called the flowerpot rocks, are amazing examples of 
how significant tides can change the landscape of an area. 

In the same way that wind picks up particles, running water will carry small particles of sand and rocks down 
streams and rivers. Those particles will scrape against stationary rocks in the river, causing them to wear away. 

waTer erosion: colorado river (horseshoe bend)

Mudslides often occur in dry, mountainous 
areas that receive a large amount of rainfall 
in a short amount of time. They can also 
happen due to volcanic eruptions. All 
these events cause a massive change in the 
landscape in a short amount of time.
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effects of volcanoes
We’ve been looking at ways that weather effects 
geology, but did you know it can happen the other 
way around as well? Let’s look a little closer at 
volcanoes and their effect on climate. We often 
talk about factories or other industrial businesses 
polluting the air from the use of fossil fuels. But what 
happens when volcanoes release ash clouds into 
the air? When an explosive volcano erupts, creating 
large clouds of ash, gases, and rock fragments, it can 
darken the skies for hundreds of miles (or kilometers). 
Ash clouds cause problems with planes flying, 
buildings collapsing under the weight of  the ash, 

Landforms + wEather
Landforms can also cause changes in weather from one area to another. Landforms like mountains and volcanoes 
can cause something called a rain shadow zone to occur. A rain shadow zone is a patch of land that becomes 
a desert, or very dry area, because mountain ranges block the rainy weather from getting there. One example 
of a rain shadow zone is Death Valley, which is a desert in California and Nevada, United States. Death Valley 
is famous for being the hottest place on earth, and it is this way because it is in a rain shadow zone of the Sierra 
Nevada mountain range. Another example is the Tibetan Plateau, which we learned about in lesson 2. This 
plateau is also in a rain shadow zone of the Himalaya mountain range and has a very dry climate because of it. 
Are you wondering how exactly a mountain range creates a rain shadow zone? We’ll learn about it in more detail 
in our meteorology lessons coming up, so stay tuned for that!

ash cloud, EyjafjallajokuLl voLcano, iceland

animals having a hard time finding food, and contaminating an area’s water supply. Another issue is that it 
lowers the average surface temperature of the earth. In June of 1991, Mount Pinatubo in the Philippines erupted 
and caused a lot of sulfur dioxide to be thrown into the atmosphere. When sulfur dioxide is mixed with water, it 
becomes sulfuric acid, reflecting the sun’s energy back into space. By the next year, the average temperature of the 
earth had dropped by 0.6°C and slowly began to recover after that. 
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assignment
Students, it’s time to work in your notebooks! Open your notebooks to today’s lesson and complete the 
assignments.

Sources
Allison, M.A., DeGaetano, A.T. & Pasachoff, J.M. (2008). Earth Science. Austin, Texas: Holt, Rinehart and Winston.
https://www.thehopewellrocks.ca/index.php/en/page/geology
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/erosion/
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/rain-shadow/
https://www.britannica.com/science/ice-wedge
https://awc.ashford.edu/PDFHandouts/Punctuations-Parentheses.pdf
https://maptia.com/danielmiller/stories/nomads-of-the-tibetan-plateau-and-himalaya

handS on adaptationS: 

Science n o t e b o o K i n g

Younger students will color a picture and complete an 
activity while you read the lesson. Older students will 
work on note taking while you read. Younger students 
will dictate one thing they learned to you after the 
lesson, and then copy it themselves onto the lines at 
the bottom of their notebooking page. 

L E S S O N  1 0  •   D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E  •  W E A T H E R I N G  +  E R O S I O N

Early reader 
Headings: Color the Picture, Trace the Erosion Sources, Copy Me - 1 
Thing I Learned

Early Elementary
headings:  Color It, Copy the Sources of Erosion, Copy Me - 1 Thing I 
Learned

what’s
happEning?

 
Upper elementary 
Headings: Sketch It, Notes, What I Learned

Middle School 
Headings: Sketch It, Notes, Write a Paragraph 

High School
Headings: Effects of Weather on Population, Notes, Journal 
Entry

Make your own erosion! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YETdZyZI6es

optional SpelLing WordS froM this Lesson
Early Reader Early Elementary Upper Elementary Middle School

Wind Rockslide Erosion Weathering

https://www.thehopewellrocks.ca/index.php/en/page/geology
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/erosion/
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/rain-shadow/
https://www.britannica.com/science/ice-wedge
https://awc.ashford.edu/PDFHandouts/Punctuations-Parentheses.pdf
https://maptia.com/danielmiller/stories/nomads-of-the-tibetan-plateau-and-himalaya
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YETdZyZI6es
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 Language Arts Wr i t i ng  P r o j E c t

Younger students will work on writing and 
editing their science journal sentences. Middle 
and High School will work on their lab reports.  

Social Studies  c l i m a t e s  +  c u l t u r e s
Same page alert! Read this page to all 
grade levels. Extension activity to pray for the 
unreached Drokpa people.

what’s
happEning?

what’s
happEning?

Early reader - Upper Elementary
Assignment: Choose your next science journal topic. Write what you 
already know and any questions you have.

Middle + High School
Assignment: Write “Data,” “Results,” and “Discussion” of lab report. 

Early reader + Early Elementary
Assignment: Draw a yak. 

Upper Elementary
Assignment: Research and write Drokpa uses for yak. Draw a 
yak. 

Middle SChool
Assignment: Research altitude sickness symptoms and how it is 
treated. 
Answers: Difficultly sleeping or sleepiness, dizziness or 
light-headedness, fatigue, headache, loss of appetite.
Answers will vary. 

High SChool
Assignment: Research altitude sickness symptoms, how it is 
treated, and how people live at high altitudes without symp-
toms. Record findings in a journal entry.
Answers: Difficultly sleeping or sleepiness, dizziness or 
light-headedness, fatigue, headache, loss of appetite.
Answers will vary for last two questions. 

Language arts  g r a s P i n g  g r a m M a r

Bible  P s a l M  o f  T h a n K f u l n E s s

Throughout this unit we are focusing on 
dictionary and thesaurus skills for younger 
students, so you will want to have one of each on 
hand and/or use the Internet. Older students are 
learning the rules of parenthesis.  

All students will learn about refrains and writing a 
psalm of thankfulness to God. Younger students 
will likely prefer to dictate it to you. Don’t be afraid 
to give ideas and remind them that it can rhyme, 
but it doesn’t have to!

what’s
happEning?

what’s
happEning?

Early reader + Early Elementary
Assignment: Look up antonyms for “mad” and then choose 
another word and find two (Early Reader) or three ( Early 
Elementary) antonyms.

Upper Elementary
Assignment: Look up antonyms for “grumpy” and then choose 
three words and write two antonyms for each. 

Middle + High School
Assignment: Learn parenthesis rule #3 and write three (Middle 
School) or Five (High School) sentences using it. Go back and 
see if you can use this rule in your lab report.

L E S S O N  1 0  •   D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E  •  W E A T H E R I N G  +  E R O S I O N

psalm: “Oh give thanks to the Lord, for he is good;
for his steadfast love endures forever!

Let Israel say,
‘His steadfast love endures forever.’

Let the house of Aaron say,
‘His steadfast love endures forever.’

Let those who fear the Lord say,
‘His steadfast love endures forever.’”

-Psalm 118:1-4

rule #3 Use parentheses to clarify or give more 
information about preceding words.
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Today we are going to change focus and explore the world of weather and the atmosphere. From thunderstorms 
to typhoons, blizzards to tornadoes, we see the effects of the weather all around us. Weather can be very extreme 
at times, causing damage to towns, roads, and the lands around us. Weather can also be enjoyable to watch, 
such as gentle falling snowflakes or lightning shooting across the sky. Over the next couple of weeks, we’ll learn 
about extreme weather events as well as the calmer day-to-day weather like clouds and fog. Do you know what 
the study of weather is called? Meteorology is the study of the Earth’s atmosphere (mainly the lower part of the 
atmosphere), atmospheric events, and the atmospheric effects on our weather. The atmosphere is a layer of gas 
surrounding the earth; it allows us to live on the earth because the oxygen within our atmosphere is essential for 
us to be able to breathe. It also blocks the sun’s dangerous rays from reaching earth and traps heat so that earth 
is a comfortable temperature, in most places at least! Meteorology is just one type of the atmospheric sciences. 
Another type of atmospheric science is climatology, which studies how the changes in the atmosphere affect the 
world’s climates. The final type of atmospheric science is called aeronomy, and this area studies the upper parts of 
the atmospheres. Our focus for today is meteorology, so let’s look back at how it all started. 

Weather forecasting, or trying to determine what the weather will 
be like, has probably been done for thousands of years. In the Bible 
there is even an example of weather forecasting that Jesus quotes:
“He (Jesus) answered them, ‘When it is evening, you say, ‘It will be 
fair weather, for the sky is red.’ And in the morning, ‘It will be stormy 
today, for the sky is red and threatening.’” Matthew 16:2-3a
Have you ever heard this similar saying before: “Red skies at night, 
sailor’s delight. Red skies in morning, sailors take warning?” It is a 
phrase that mariners often repeated as they sailed the seas. 

Because weather played such an important role in farming, sailing, and many other jobs, being able to predict 
what the weather would do was very important. The ancient cultures were maybe not always correct at weather 
forecasting, but by using the clouds, winds, and oftentimes birds, who can indicate a change in weather, people 
attempted to understand when bad weather was coming. 

The history of 
meTeoroLogy
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The creation of meteorology as a science had its origins from the Greek philosopher Aristotle. Around 340 BC, 
he wrote the first major study of the atmosphere and coined the word meteorologica, which eventually became 
the term meteorology that we use today. Many of Aristotle’s ideas about the atmosphere were very wrong, 
because he did not believe that it was necessary to make scientific observations. Scientific observations are when 
we see something happen in nature, for example, and then try to explain why that happened with science. As 
the scientific method (a step-by-step way to record your scientific observations and explain why they happened) 
became more widely used in the 1600s and 1700s, more accurate scientific research began to emerge. Around 
1643, an Italian physicist named Evangelista Torricelli observed that changes in air pressure caused changes in 
the weather. He invented the barometer to measure the pressure of air, and this instrument is still used today in 
helping meteorologists understand and forecast the weather. Another important invention came about in 1714, 
when Daniel Fahrenheit, a Dutch physicist, created the mercury thermometer to measure air temperature. 

During World Wars I and II, the greatest advancements in meteorology occurred. The success of many military 
missions relied on knowing the weather, and so the military did a lot of research looking for new technologies 
to help with weather forecasting. This brought the invention of radar, which was initially created to help detect 
the presence, direction, and speed of enemy ships and planes. But they also used it to detect weather systems 
(movement of hot and cold air around the earth). As technology continued to improve over the years, the use of 
computers and satellites allowed scientists to predict large-scale weather systems more correctly. 

What is a meteorologist?
A meteorologist is a scientist that works as a weather observer. Meteorologists use weather 
information like wind speed, temperature, air pressure, and rainfall to make detailed weather maps. 
They also work to forecast the daily weather and will broadcast the weather on televisions for people 
to know what to expect. Sometimes, when your parents watch the news on television, they also 
watch to see what the weather will be like for the week. How does someone become a meteorologist? 
Meteorologists need a bachelor’s degree in either atmospheric science or meteorology. Many 
people also go on to receive a master’s degree or doctorate in order to do research in the field of 
meteorology. 

Meteorology today
Since the many advancements in technology over the years, meteorologists now have 
a variety of tools that help them do their jobs well. They use these tools to help predict 
weather systems happening all around the world. Radar is an important tool that is 
still being used today to help forecast the weather. Radar is used by sending out radio 
waves that bounce off particles in the air and then return to the radar dish that sent 
out the waves. A computer then uses the information the dish received to map clouds 
and storms, as well as the speed and direction the clouds are moving. A new form of 
radar, called dual-polarization radar, has also improved the accuracy of precipitation 
forecasting. It helps better determine if the precipitation will be rain, snow, sleet or hail. 
Meteorologists have also found that it helps improve flash-flood and winter-weather 
forecasting. 
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Precipitation is any solid or liquid 
water that falls from the atmosphere 
and reaches the earth’s surface. 

What is PrecipitaTion?

much water vapor is in the 
air, and a rain gauge to measure the rainfall. Each of the sensors then relays information back to a base unit, 
allowing you to see all the information in one place. Meteorologists use very specialized units to send information 
to computers so they can track this information. Weather stations are also available to buy for your personal use 
at home. 

meteorologists use in weather forecasting. A large latex balloon with a special instrument called a radiosonde 
is released into the atmosphere at 900 locations around the world. These balloons measure air pressure, 
temperature, and humidity as it goes up into the atmosphere. A transmitter on the radiosonde sends information 
every one to two seconds back to earth. With the data scientists receive, they can also calculate wind speed and 
direction. Once the balloon pops, the radiosonde has a parachute attached to it that opens and slowly drops it 
back down to the earth’s surface. Where it drops is hard to predict, so each radiosonde has instructions with it 
so if anyone finds one on the ground, they know how to send it back to the researchers. Only about 20% of all 
radiosondes from weather balloons are found each year. 

Weather stations are 
devices that collect weather 
and environmental data 
using many different 
sensors. They often have 
sensors on them that 
include a thermometer to 
take the temperature, a 
barometer to measure the 
pressure in the atmosphere, 
an anemometer to measure 
the wind speed, a wind vane 
to measure the direction 
the wind is blowing, a 
hygrometer to measure the 
relative humidity or how 

Satellites are another tool that are 
extremely important in understanding 
weather that is happening across the 
globe. These meteorological satellites see 
more than just clouds; they also see fires, 
snow, ice, other storm development, sand 
and dust storms, and ocean currents. 
These satellites also help monitor volcanic 
eruptions and the ash clouds they create, 
as well as the smoke from wildfires. 
Weather balloons are another tool that 
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assignment
Students, it’s time to work in your notebooks! Open your notebooks to today’s lesson and complete the 
assignments.

Sources
Allison, M.A., DeGaetano, A.T. & Pasachoff, J.M. (2008). Earth Science. Austin, Texas: Holt, Rinehart and Winston. 
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/meteorology/
https://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/dra/etrp/become_meteorologist.php
https://www.weather.gov/bmx/kidscorner_weatherballoons
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Daniel-Gabriel-Fahrenheit

handS on adaptationS: 

Science n o t e b o o K i n g

During the lesson, younger students have an image to 
color and older students take notes. All students have 
a compass to fill in the directions as a review from the 
previous lesson. 

L E S S O N  1 1  •   D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E  •  M E T E O R O L O G Y  T H E N  +  N O W

Early reader + early elementary 
Headings: Color the Weathervane, Fill In the Directions, Copy Me - 1 
Thing I Learned

Upper elementary 
Headings: Sketch It, Compass Review, Notes, What I Learned

what’s
happEning?

Middle School 
Headings: Label the Compass, Notes, Write a Paragraph  

High School
Headings: Tools of Meteorology, Notes, Journal Entry. 

Create your own weather station to monitor the weather as we go through the meteorology lessons by using the ideas in the appendix or 
researching your own ideas. Most weather stations include a thermometer (for temperature), a hygrometer (for humidity), barometer (for 
air pressure), a rain gauge, and a wind vane. You can choose to just do a couple of these in your weather station or include them all! In the 
appendix of each student notebook is a chart to fill in with weather observations. 

optional SpelLing WordS froM this Lesson
Early Reader Early Elementary Upper Elementary Middle School

Pressure Weather Barometer Meteorology

https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/meteorology/
https://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/dra/etrp/become_meteorologist.php
https://www.weather.gov/bmx/kidscorner_weatherballoons
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Daniel-Gabriel-Fahrenheit
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 history dan i E l  f a h r Enhe i t
Same page alert! I recommend that you read 
this page all together, or have them take turns 
reading it aloud. Older students have an 
extension activity to convert between Celsius 
and Fahrenheit.

Social Studies  M a r k E t s
Younger students will discuss what types of items 
are sold in farmer’s markets and older students 
will research how weather can affect a country’s 
economy. 

what’s
happEning?

what’s
happEning?

Early reader 
Assignment: Circle Fahrenheit or Celsius to show which scale you use.

Early ELEMENTARY 
Assignment:  Write the name of the temperature scale you use.

Upper ELEMENTARY 
Assignment:  What temperature scale do you use? Write the country 
that uses Fahrenheit, and write one country that uses Celsius.

Middle + High School
Assignment:  Research answers to questions: Differences between 
Fahrenheit and Celsius. Is there a reason one is used more than the 
other? 
Answers:  Water boils at 100 degrees Celsius, 212 degrees Fahrenheit
Water freezes at 0 degrees Celsius, 32 degrees Fahrenheit.
Celsius scale is easier due to it being in multiples of 10. Fahrenheit was 
the first scale developed and was adopted by most countries. Many 
switched over, but the USA did not. 

Early reader
Assignment: Circle the pictures a farmer would sell at a market.
Assignment: apple, carrot, eggs, pumpkin

Early Elementary
Assignment: Draw images of things a farmer would sell at a farm-
er’s market. 

Upper Elementary
Assignment: Write a list of items a farmer would sell at a farmer’s 
market.  

Middle + High School 
Assignment: Research the ways that a country’s weather can affect 
the economy in that area, and write a report on the lines provided 
or a separate page. 

Science  W e a t h e r v a n e s

Younger students will make a weathervane. You 
will need a paper plate, paper cup, pencil with an 
eraser,  push pin or sewing pin, and a
drinking straw. Middle and High School students 
will research the three different atmospheric 
sciences. 

what’s
happEning?

Early reader-Upper Elementary
Assignment: Cut out parts of the weathervane and assemble it 
with help. 

Middle  + HIgh School
Assignment: Research about the three different atmospheric 
sciences and fill in a chart. 
answers: Answers will vary.  

L E S S O N  1 1  •   D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E  •  M E T E O R O L O G Y  T H E N  +  N O W

 Language arts + Bible 

c o p y W o r k  +  S p e l L i n g 
Students continue to work on their spelling through 
copywork with Psalm 118:24 (or 23-24 for older 
students who are encouraged to look it up in their 
own version). 

what’s
happEning?

Early reader + Early Elementary 
Verse: This is the day that the Lord has made; let us rejoice and be 
glad in it.” Psalm 118:24
Spelling: made (Early Reader), rejoice (Early Elementary)

Upper Elementary 
Verse: “This is the Lord’s doing; it is marvelous in our eyes. This is the 
day that the Lord has made; let us rejoice and be glad in it.” Psalm 
118:23-24
Spelling: marvelous

Middle + High School 
Verse:  “I thank you that you have answered me and have become 
my salvation. The stone that the builders rejected has become the 
cornerstone. This is the Lord’s doing; it is marvelous in our eyes. This is 
the day that the Lord has made; let us rejoice and be glad in it.” Psalm 
118:21-24
Reflection: Write three (Middle School) or five (High School)  things 
you can rejoice in today.
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Earth Science 1G A T H E R  ‘ R O U N D  H O M E S C H O O L 12

Have you ever had a sunburn? They can be so painful, 
and a sunburn is just an example of the harm that UV 
rays can cause for living things. As a family, do some 
research into the harm caused by UV rays. Discuss 
what you can do to best protect yourselves. 

Yesterday we learned that meteorology is the study of the atmosphere and events that happen within it. The 
atmosphere is the layer of gases that surround the Earth, and this mixture of gases is what we commonly call air. 
Our atmosphere protects us here on earth and allows us to live here safely. One of the most important things we 
are protected from is ultraviolet radiation, or UV rays, that come from the sun. Here on earth, we need heat to 
survive; the atmosphere allows the heat to come through but less of the harmful UV rays. Our atmosphere also 
has the perfect amount of oxygen that humans need to breathe. None of this was by accident, and we can see 
God’s intelligent design in how the atmosphere protects us and helps us survive. Are you beginning to wonder 
what makes up the atmosphere? And how high it is? We’ll dive into this and more throughout this lesson.

atmoSpherE composition
Have you ever wondered what is in the air 
around you? Water vapor and dust are 
a part of the air around us, but the air is 
mostly made of various gases. Nitrogen and 
oxygen make up 99% of the gases in dry air, 
with argon, carbon dioxide, helium, and
other gases making up the small remaining portion. Nitrogen alone makes up 78% of the earth’s atmosphere, 
and the amount of nitrogen that is maintained happens through something called the nitrogen cycle. Let’s look a 
little closer at this cycle. 

Nitrogen is removed from the air by bacteria that 
live in the soil and on the roots of certain plants. 
These bacteria actually change the nitrogen from 
the air into important nitrogen compounds that 
are necessary for the growth of plants. As animals 
eat the plants, these nitrogen compounds enter 
their bodies and then return to the soil in their 
waste. As this waste decays (rots and breaks 
down), the nitrogen is released back into the 
atmosphere. This cycle repeats itself, helping to 
maintain the nitrogen in the atmosphere and in the 
soil for plants to grow well. 

SPF
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Oxygen makes up 21% of the earth’s atmosphere and has a cycle of its own. This cycle maintains the correct 
balance of oxygen in the atmosphere for life to survive on earth. Oxygen is removed from the atmosphere by plants, 
animals, and bacteria through natural processes. Just like humans, animals breathe in oxygen and remove it from 
the air. In our bodies, oxygen is breathed into our lungs, and the waste that our lungs breathe out is called carbon 
dioxide. But if we breathe in oxygen and breathe out carbon dioxide, wouldn’t we use up all the oxygen in the air? 
How does air maintain that balance mentioned before? The answer is found in plants! Through a process called 
photosynthesis, plants use sunlight, water, and carbon dioxide (what we breathe out) to produce their food. They 
process all those parts and then release oxygen as the waste of photosynthesis. Plants produce enough oxygen each 
year to equal the amount that humans and other sources use to stay alive. Pretty neat, huh? So, the next time you’re 
next to a plant, breathe out all that carbon dioxide onto it and help the oxygen cycle along! 

What is MasS?
Mass is the measurement of the amount of matter something has. Matter is just how much space an object takes up. Mass and weight are not the same. Weight is the measure of the pull of gravity on an object. If you went to the moon, your mass would not change from what it was on earth, but your weight would decrease because the pull of gravity is not as strong on the moon like it is on earth. 

oxygEn cycle



atmoSpheric PresSure
Have you ever wondered how the atmosphere stays where we need it, especially since oxygen in the atmosphere 
is so important for life on earth? Just like gravity helps keep our feet on the ground, it also holds the gases of 
the atmosphere near the earth’s surface. Gravity causes the molecules in the air to be compressed (squeezed) 
together and forced down upon the earth’s surface. This forced pressure is called atmospheric pressure. Gravity 
helps keep 99% of the total mass of the atmosphere within 20 miles (32 kilometers) of the earth. (Curious 
what mass is? See note above!) The air around is so spread out that we barely notice it, despite the molecules 
being compressed together. But the weight of air on us is the same as being 34 feet underwater (10 meters)! 
The higher up into the atmosphere you go, the thinner the air becomes. This is the last 1% of the atmosphere, 
and it goes up for hundreds of miles (kilometers), becoming thinner and thinner the higher you go. The further 
away from the surface of the earth you are, the less the strength of gravity’s pull, causing the air molecules to be 
further apart from each other. Once you get into space, there is no atmosphere at all! 
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did you know?
Atmospheric pressure can change due to temperature changes and the amount of 
water vapor in the air. As the air temperature increases, usually the atmospheric

pressure decreases. When air is heated (and the temperature increases), the molecules in the air move farther apart 
and apply less pressure on each other. When there is more water vapor in the air, there is a similar reaction. Water has 
less mass than nitrogen or oxygen, so when there is more water vapor in the air, they replace the heavier oxygen and 
nitrogen. This change causes the air to become less dense and atmospheric pressure decreases. This means that before 
a large rainstorm, the atmospheric pressure will drop because there is more water vapor in the air. Meteorologists 
measure the amount of atmospheric pressure by using an instrument called a barometer. If you haven’t already, research 
how to create your own barometer and study the barometric pressure for the next week. Do you notice changes in the 
temperature? Do those changes show up on your barometer? If you want, create a graph to track and demonstrate what 
you’ve learned about atmospheric pressure. 

Have you ever been on an airplane and experienced some bumps? 

Airplanes that fly in the troposphere can be caught by air 

masses, causing turbulence and a bumpy ride along the way. But 

jet streams in the troposphere are useful for airplanes, saving 

time and fuel! 

L E S S O N  1 2
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Layers of the atmoSphere
We already discussed the layers 
below the surface of the earth, but 
did you know the area above the earth’s 
surface has layers as well? The earth’s 
atmosphere is divided into five layers. 
The troposphere is the layer that is 
closest to the earth’s surface and is 
about 6 miles (10 kilometers) high. This 
layer is where most of our weather occurs,
because it contains most of the atmosphere’s 
water vapor. Clouds form in the troposphere 
as well as air masses that are moved by the 
wind and jet streams, which we will learn about 
later in this unit. The air in the troposphere thins 
as you go higher and higher because the 
atmospheric pressure decreases. This is why 
people who climb Mount Everest need oxygen 
tanks at the top of the mountain in order to 
breathe. As the air thins, the temperature also 
decreases, explaining why it is colder at the top of 
mountains than at sea level. Heat from the sun goes 
through the troposphere easily and the troposphere 
also absorbs the heat that is reflected from the ground. 
This is called the greenhouse effect and is important for 
life on Earth. The heat is absorbed by the carbon dioxide, 
water vapor, and methane, helping to warm the earth.

The second layer of the atmosphere is called the 
stratosphere and reaches to about 32 miles 
(50 kilometers) from the earth’s surface. Clouds are rare 
in this layer because there is very little moisture for clouds 
to form. There are also very strong winds that blow parallel 
to the earth’s surface and very little turbulence, making it an 
ideal layer for planes in flight. An important part of the 
stratosphere is the presence of a special layer of oxygen called 
the ozone layer. The ozone layer is a layer of special oxygen that 
is important for life on earth. This specialized oxygen layer absorbs the harmful UV rays from the sun. Without 
the ozone layer, all living things would be severely damaged by the sun’s rays.

straTosphEre

tropospherE

mesoSpherE

therMosphEre

ionoSpherE

exosphEre
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did you know?
Despite the very high temperatures in the thermosphere, there is not much heat.�
How can that occur? Heat happens when molecules warm up and start moving

quickly and hit into one another. When they hit into one another quickly, it is usually in an area of high pressure and the 
heat is transferred from molecule to molecule. Since there is very little pressure in this layer of the atmosphere, there is 
not much heat transfer.

The third layer of the atmosphere is called the mesosphere and reaches to about 53 miles (85 kilometers) 
above the surface of the earth. This layer of the atmosphere has the coldest temperatures of any layer, and 
those temperatures can go as low as -184 degrees Fahrenheit (-120 degrees Celsius). Once you get above this 
layer, the temperatures start to increase slightly. The mesosphere is the layer that burns up shooting stars. Some 
meteors are large enough that they don’t entirely burn up in the mesosphere layer and can fall through the lower 
atmosphere layers to earth and crash as meteorites. The upper region of the mesosphere and the lower region 
of the thermosphere are commonly called the ionosphere. This layer of the atmosphere conducts electricity and 
reflects radio waves, making radio communication possible. This is also the area where auroras occur and can 
be seen from the ground. 

The fourth layer of the atmosphere is called the thermosphere and is the thickest layer. It reaches to 372 miles 
(600 kilometers) above the surface of the earth. The temperature increases in this layer and has been recorded 
to reach 2,732 degrees Fahrenheit (1,500 degrees Celsius). The final layer of the atmosphere is called the 
exosphere, and this is where the earth’s atmosphere blends into outer space. This zone reaches to 6,200 miles 
(10,000 kilometers) above the earth’s surface and is where many weather satellites orbit the earth.
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assignment
Students, it’s time to work in your notebooks! Open your notebooks to today’s lesson and complete the 
assignments.

Sources
Allison, M.A., DeGaetano, A.T. & Pasachoff, J.M. (2008). Earth Science. Austin, Texas: Holt, Rinehart and Winston.
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/atmosphere/
https://www.sciencealert.com/explainer-what-is-mass
https://climatekids.nasa.gov/greenhouse-effect/
https://www.weather.gov/jetstream/layers

handS on adaptationS: 

Science n o t e b o o K i n g

During the lesson, younger students have an image 
to color and an activity to complete, and older 
students take notes which they will use to write a 
paragraph or journla entry after the reading. 

L E S S O N  1 2  •   D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E  •  T H E  A T M O S P H E R E

Early reader 
Headings: Color the Airplane, Trace It, Copy Me - 1 Thing I Learned

Early Elementary
headings:  Color the Airplane, Copy It, Copy Me - 1 Thing I Learned

Upper elementary 
Headings: Sketch It, Planes Fly In the..., Notes, What I Learned

what’s
happEning?

Middle School 
Headings: List the Layers of the Atmosphere, Notes,  Write a 
Paragraph 

High School
Headings: Atmosphere Layers, Notes, Journal Entry

Demonstrating air pressure – fill a cup 1/3 with water and cover the entire mouth of the cup with an index card. Holding the card in place, turn 
the cup upside down over the sink. Remove your hand from underneath and the card should stay in place because the water inside the cup is 
being held up by the air pressure outside the cup.

optional SpelLing WordS froM this Lesson
Early Reader Early Elementary Upper Elementary Middle School

Air Aurora Pressure Atmosphere

https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/atmosphere/
https://www.sciencealert.com/explainer-what-is-mass
https://climatekids.nasa.gov/greenhouse-effect/
https://www.weather.gov/jetstream/layers
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 Bible The  Pa r a b l e  o f  t he  go o d  S amar i tan

 Science L ay e rs  o f  t he  atmoS pher e

Same page alert! Get out your Bible and read 
the Parable of the Good Samaritan aloud to 
your students, or if they are older, have them 
take turns reading it aloud.

All students will be labeling the layers of the 
atmosphere.

what’s
happEning?

what’s
happEning?

Early reader 
Assignment: Draw a picture from the story and answer: What made 
the Samaritan good?

Early ELEMENTARY 
Assignment:  Draw a picture from the story and answer: What made 
the Samaritan good? Why do you think the other people walked by 
the wounded man? 

Upper ELEMENTARY 
Questions:  What happened to the man? How many people just 
walked by the wounded man? Why did they not help? What made the 
Samaritan good?  

Middle + High School
Questions:  What happened to the man? How many people just 
walked by the wounded man? Why did they not help? What made the 
Samaritan good?  How can you apply the lesson from this parable to 
your own life?

L E S S O N  1 2  •   D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E  •  T H E  A T M O S P H E R E

Language Arts + Bible   d i c t a t i o n

Art   d r a w  t h e  a u r o r a  b o r e a l i s

Today your students have an opportunity to 
practice writing their Bible verse from memory! 
If they are not ready for that, you can dictate 
the verse and have them write it out. Your Early 
Readers will work on copying the verse, but for 
an extra challenge ask them first

All students will color or paint an aurora borealis 
scene. They can sketch it or use water-colours 
or pastels if you have them! You can do it in this 
book or they can do it in a science or art journal 
too!

what’s
happEning?

what’s
happEning?

Early Reader:
Copy your Bible verse on the lines provided. 

Early Elementary
Verse: “This is the day that the Lord has made; let us rejoice and be 
glad in it.” Psalm 118:24

Upper Elementary
Verse: “This is the Lord’s doing; it is marvelous in our eyes. This is the 
day that the Lord has made; let us rejoice and be glad in it.” Psalm 
118:23-24

Middle + High School 
Verse: “I thank you that you have answered me and have become 
my salvation. The stone that the builders rejected has become the 
cornerstone. This is the Lord’s doing; it is marvelous in our eyes. This is 
the day that the Lord has made; let us rejoice and be glad in it.” Psalm 
118:21-24

if they can remember it all on their own! Passages from the book are 
ESV, if you had them do it in a different translation, pull out your Bible 
and use that instead. 

straTosphEre

tropospherE

mesoSpherE
ionoSpherE

therMosphEre
Early reader
Assignment: Cut the words from 
the appendix and use to label the 
diagram of the atmosphere.

early - Upper ELEMENTARY 
Assignment: Use the word bank 
to label the diagram

Middle + High School
Questions + answers:  
1. Where would you find the
clouds? Troposphere
2. Where would you find
airplanes? Statosphere
3. Where do meteors burn
up? Mesosphere
4. Where do weather
satelites orbit? Exosphere (High 

87
School)

exosphEre
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Earth Science 1G A T H E R  ‘ R O U N D  H O M E S C H O O L 13
Clouds are so much fun to watch up in the sky. We see them floating in the air like big fluffy pillows - don’t they 
look comfortable enough to take a nap on? There are other times we see them dark and menacing, almost like 
they are angry at the world. But what exactly are clouds? Clouds are the collection of small water droplets or 
ice crystals that fall slowly through the air. How do clouds form and are there different types of clouds? Let’s dig 
deeper into those questions as we go through today’s lesson.

how do clouds forM?
Before we learn about how clouds are created, we need to understand something called the water cycle. We 
have learned about many different cycles throughout this unit - the rock cycle, the nitrogen cycle, and the oxygen 
cycle. A cycle is just something that repeats over and over, similar to a circle having no start or end; it just keeps 
going around. In a scientific cycle, like the ones already mentioned, we take something and change it into 
something else, then change it into something else again, continuing until it eventually ends up back as the first 
item.

The water cycle demonstrates how water on the earth’s surface gets into the atmosphere and then falls back 
to the earth’s surface. As the sun heats up the surface of the earth, the temperature of the water in rivers, lakes, 
and the oceans starts to rise. Warmed water will evaporate into the air and turns into a gas called water vapor. 
Evaporation is the scientific word for when water or any liquid turns into a gas. You can see this happen when 
you take a really warm shower and the room becomes steamy from all the water vapor in the air. 

As we learned yesterday, when you move higher into the atmosphere, the air temperature drops down. So, as 
the water vapor rises into the sky, it will cool down in the colder temperatures that happen at higher elevations. 
As the water vapor cools, it turns back into a liquid, a process called condensation. Back to our shower example, 
when you’ve taken that warm shower and caused all the water vapor to enter the air, often you will see that 
the mirror in the bathroom is also foggy and sometimes dripping. The mirror is a colder surface that comes 
in contact with the moist air, full of water vapor, causing the water vapor to cool on the mirror and create 
condensation. Condensation is also what forms clouds. 

When too much water vapor has condensed, the water droplets in the clouds become too big and heavy for the 
air to hold them. The water droplets then fall back down to earth as precipitation. In meteorology, precipitation 
is a fancy word for any water vapor that falls to the earth’s surface from the sky. The main forms of precipitation 
are rain, snow, sleet, and hail. Once precipitation has fallen, all the water is then collected back in rivers, streams, 
and oceans to again start the cycle all over again. 
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TypeS of clouds
As you look up in the sky, you might notice that not all clouds look the same. Some clouds look like fluffy pillows 
while others look like wisps of cotton candy. There are different cloud types, and they are classified by their 
shape and how high in the sky they form. The main forms are stratus, cumulus, and cirrus clouds. There are also 
three altitude groupings of clouds and each type of cloud is also placed in an altitude group. Low clouds occur 
between 0 to 6,562 feet (0 – 2,000 meters), middle clouds occur between 6,562 to 19,685 feet (2,000 – 6,000 
meters) and high clouds occur above 19,685 feet (above 6,000 meters).

StraTus
Stratus clouds have a uniform gray color, are flat, and look almost layered. The main stratus clouds appear in 
the low and middle cloud zones and usually cover a large area of the sky. These clouds will often block out the 
sun, resulting in an overcast day. Stratus clouds can often appear like fog that hasn’t touched the surface of the 
earth. Usually, very little precipitation falls from stratus clouds. These types of clouds form where a layer of warm, 
moist air is above a layer of cool air. When the warm air cools, wide clouds appear. There are two variations of 
stratus clouds: nimbostratus and altostratus. Unlike the other stratus clouds that have very little precipitation, the 
dark nimbostratus clouds can cause very heavy rainfall. Altostratus clouds form at the middle altitudes and are 
usually thinner than the low stratus clouds. They do not produce much precipitation. 

Activity Break
Look up videos of the water cycle or how clouds are formed. 

cumuLonimbuscirrocumuLuscirruscirrostraTus

nimbostraTus
altoStratus

altocumuLus

cumuLus
StraTocumulus

StraTus
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Extension Activity
As you go about your week, spend some extra time outside and try to identify 
what clouds are in the sky! Do you think you will be able to find each type? 
Can you try predicting the weather based on the clouds you find?

did you know?
The nimbo- prefix and -nimbus suffix mean rain? Knowing the meaning of these 
prefixes and suffixes can help you (and weather forecasters) predict what weather 
might be coming your way! 

cumuLus
Cumulus means piled or heaped, which is exactly what these clouds look like! These clouds have a fluffy cotton 
ball top and a darker-colored bottom, and they form in lower altitudes. Cumulus clouds form when warm, 
moist air rises and then cools, condensing and forming a cloud. The flat base of most cumulus clouds is the 
condensation level where the cloud formed. Cumulus clouds tend to be taller than other cloud types and their 
height depends on the amount of water vapor in the air. The tallest cumulus clouds form on hot, humid days. 
There are three forms of cumulus clouds: cumulonimbus, altocumulus, and stratocumulus. Cumulonimbus form 
in the lower altitudes, but can grow into the higher altitudes, and are what we would call thunderclouds. These 
dark and very large clouds usually produce rain, lightning, and thunder. Altocumulus clouds occur when the base 
of the cumulus cloud forms in the middle altitudes. Finally, there are stratocumulus clouds that are a combination 
of both stratus and cumulus clouds. 

cirrus
Cirrus clouds are the feathery, almost hair-like, clouds that form in the highest altitudes. These clouds are made 
of ice crystals because the temperatures are so cold at the higher altitudes. Cirrus clouds are usually very thin 
and allow light to easily pass through them. There are two different forms of cirrus clouds: cirrocumulus and 
cirrostratus. Cirrocumulus are very high-altitude clouds that appear just before a snowfall or rainfall. They have 
a billowy appearance to them. Cirrostratus clouds are long, thin clouds that also form at very high altitudes.

doesn’t happen from water vapor going high into the atmosphere. So how does it happen? One type of fog 
forms when the earth cools down at night. The layer of air that is touching the earth cools down and the water 
vapor in that area condenses into droplets. This type of fog formation is called radiation fog because it forms 
from the loss of heat that happens at night. There are other types of fog that occur as well. Advection fog 
happens when warm, moist air moves across a cold surface. This is common along the coast when the warm, 
moist air over the water moves further inland where the land is cooler. There is also upslope fog that happens 
as air goes up the side of mountain slopes and cools, forming fog. Finally, there is steam fog that happens when 
very cold air moves over warmer water. This type of fog happens over open water like rivers and seas. 

fog
Fog is very similar to clouds because 
they both form from condensation. But 
the biggest difference is that fog forms 
very close to the surface of the earth, 
and the condensation creating fog
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assignment
Students, it’s time to work in your notebooks! Open your notebooks to today’s lesson and complete the 
assignments.

Sources
Allison, M.A., DeGaetano, A.T. & Pasachoff, J.M. (2008). Earth Science. Austin, Texas: Holt, Rinehart and Winston.
https://pmm.nasa.gov/education/water-cycle
https://www.noaa.gov/education/resource-collections/freshwater-education-resources/water-cycle
https://www.weather.gov/media/lmk/soo/cloudchart.pdf
https://www.weather.gov/jetstream/corefour
https://www.weather.gov/jetstream/basicten
https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/foggiest-places-on-earth.html
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/when-genetics-and-linguistics-challenge-winners-version-history-180968607/

handS on adaptationS: 

Science n o t e b o o K i n g

During the lesson, younger students have an image to 
color and older students have to take notes. Younger 
students will dictate one thing that they learned at the 
end and then copy it onto the lines at the bottom of 
the page. 

L E S S O N  1 3  •   D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E  •  C L O U D  F O R M A T I O N  +  T Y P E S

Early reader 
Headings: Color the Clouds, Trace Three Cloud Types, Copy Me - 1 
Thing I Learned

Early Elementary
headings:  Color the Clouds, Write Three Cloud Types, Copy Me - 
1Thing I Learned

what’s
happEning?

Upper elementary 
Headings: Draw Some Clouds, Write Three Cloud Types, 
Notes, What I Learned

Middle School 
Headings: Sketch a Cloud, Cloud Types, Notes, Write a Para-
graph 

High School
Headings: Sketch a Cumulus Cloud, Cloud Types, Notes, 
Journal Entry

Make a cloud in a jar https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=44GH2gs8avo or https://researchparent.com/cloud-in-a-jar-experiment/
Try drawing the different clouds or using cotton balls to create the three main cloud types.

optional SpelLing WordS froM this Lesson
Early Reader Early Elementary Upper Elementary Middle School

Cloud Stratus Cumulus Cumulonimbus

https://pmm.nasa.gov/education/water-cycle
https://www.noaa.gov/education/resource-collections/freshwater-education-resources/water-cycle
https://www.weather.gov/media/lmk/soo/cloudchart.pdf
https://www.weather.gov/jetstream/corefour
https://www.weather.gov/jetstream/basicten
https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/foggiest-places-on-earth.html
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/when-genetics-and-linguistics-challenge-winners-version-history-180968607/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=44GH2gs8avo
https://researchparent.com/cloud-in-a-jar-experiment/
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 Geography g rand  b ank S  o f  n ewfound land
All students will find Grand Banks on a 
map and color/label it. Older students will 
add additional labels and High School will 
research the area. 

History T h e  c l o u d  W a r r i o r s
Same page alert! Read about the Chachapoyan 
people of modern day Peru together and Rabbit 
Trail together. There are three different rabbit 
trails, if you choose to follow them. 

what’s
happEning?

what’s
happEning?

Early reader
Assignment: Color the Grand Banks area on the map.

Early ELEMENTARY 
Assignment: Color the Grand Banks, Label it, and try to label the 
Pacific Ocean.

Upper ELEMENTARY 
Assignment: Color the Grand Banks area and label Grand Banks 
and Newfoundland.

Middle School
Assignment: Draw the Grand Banks on the map. Label Grand 
Banks, Newfoundland, and the Atlantic Ocean.

High School
Assignment: Research the Grand Banks area and record your 
research. 

Rabbit Trail with Me: 
Research images of the Chachapoyan village ruins. 

Down the Rabbit Hole: 
The Chachapoya people were conquered by the Inca Empire. 
Research this empire and answer some of these questions: 
When did it rise and when did it fall? Who conquered the Incas? 
What were some of their customs and beliefs?  

Further down the Rabbit Hole: 
What is a cloud forest? Is there a difference between a cloud 
forest and a rainforest? Research what the difference is between 
the two.  

science  w a T e r  c y c l e
Students will fill in a diagram of the water cycle, 
older students will have questions to answer and 
research to complete. what’s

happEning?

Upper Elementary
Answer: Precipitation is any product of condensation of water 
vapor in the atmosphere that falls to the earth’s surface.

Middle School
Assignment:  Research and fill in the water cycle diagram and 
answer two questions.
Answers:  
1. Precipitation is any product of condensation of water vapor in 
the atmosphere that falls to the earth’s surface.
2. Condensation is the conversion of water vapor (or any gas) 
into a liquid. 

High School
Assignment: Research and fill in the water cycle diagram and 
write what happens at each stage.

L E S S O N  1 3  •   D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E  •  C L O U D  F O R M A T I O N  +  T Y P E S

 Language arts + Bible 

c o p y W o r k  +  S p e l L i n g 
This week students will work on their spelling 
through Psalm 118:24 (or 23-24 for older students 
who are encouraged to look it up in their own 
version). You can choose to have your children just 
copy and focus on spelling, or work on these verses 

as a family and try to memorize them. At the end of the week they can 
try to write them from memory or you can dictate the verses to them. You 
could also practice the Charlotte Mason art of recitation and recite this 
each morning before you start to help your kids memorize it. All verses are 
in ESV though you can choose any version for your children. 
**If you purchased the cursive writing notebook, you can have older 
students do their spelling and verse (or dictation) in cursive instead.

what’s
happEning?

Early reader-Upper Elementary 
Verse: “The Lord is good, a stronghold in the day of trouble; he knows 
those who take refuge in him.” Nahum 1:7
Spelling: refuge (Early Reader), trouble (Early Elementary), 
stronghold (Upper Elementary)

Middle + High School 
Verse:  “The mountains quake before him; the hills melt; the earth 
heaves before him, the world and all who dwell in it. Who can stand 
before his indignation? Who can endure the heat of his anger? His 
wrath is poured out like fire and the rocks are broken into pieces by 
him. The Lord is good, a stronghold in the day of trouble; he knows 
those who take refuge in him.” Nahum 1:5-7
Spelling: indignation (Middle School) 
reflection (high school): When you read, “...mountains quake be-
fore him; the hills melt; the earth heaves before him,” can you imagine 
this happening? Describe in your own words what you would feel as 
you witnessed this event.

EvarPoration

condEnsation

PrecipitaTion

collEction
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introduction
Yesterday we learned about clouds, the water cycle, and precipitation. Over the next two days, we’ll look at the 
different forms of precipitation that can fall from the clouds: rain, snow, sleet, and hail. So, let’s talk about rain! 
Rain is liquid precipitation that can vary from a fine mist to large drops in a torrential downpour. The drops range 
in size from 0.02 inches (0.5 millimeters) to 0.2 inches (5 millimeters). If raindrops are smaller than 0.02 inches 
(0.5 millimeters), the rain is known as drizzle and there is usually just a small amount that falls. Have you ever 
experienced drizzle? 

rainStorms
Rainy days happen to all of us and they are a natural part of the water cycle. As much as we don’t like when a 
rainy-day messes up our outdoor plans, God created rain and it has an important purpose! Rain is necessary 
to keep plants alive and return the water back to the earth, maintaining our water supply. When rain is going to 
last for a longer time, we can usually tell by the clouds in the sky. Nimbostratus clouds are common rain clouds, 
and they produce light or moderate rainfall for long periods of time. When you look at the sky and see a thick 
blanket of gray clouds without any shape, these are nimbostratus clouds most likely getting ready to release 
rain. Nimbostratus clouds form low in the atmosphere, usually below 6,500 feet (1,981 meters) and normally 
contain water droplets, but they can also have snow or ice if the temperatures drop low enough. Rainstorms can 
be a gentle rain, but they can also release a large amount of water in a short time. Rainstorms can also become 
thunderstorms, bringing more intense weather. 

Thunderstorms
Thunderstorms are unpredictable and can turn a perfectly sunny day into a torrential downpour in a matter 
of hours. The rainfall that comes with thunderstorms is usually intense and doesn’t last for a long time. 
Thunderstorms form in cumulonimbus clouds, which are sometimes called thunderheads. These clouds have a 
low, dark base that can start at only 1,000 feet (305 meters) above the ground, and their tops can billow up 
high, sometimes as high as 50,000 feet (15,240 meters) into the atmosphere. These clouds bring unstable air 
that often creates high winds and even tornadoes, which we will learn about later in this unit. 

Most of the water vapor that creates clouds are droplets smaller than the period at the end of this sentence. 
In order to fall as precipitation, these droplets must grow much bigger (100 times bigger!), and this happens 
through a process called coalescence (combining to create a whole). Smaller droplets combine together to 
create larger droplets. As these large droplets fall through the air, they collide and combine with additional 
smaller droplets. These droplets continue combining with smaller droplets until they contain much more water 
than they initially started with and fall to the ground. Now let’s look at two types of precipitation: rain and hail. 
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At any given moment, there are about 2,000 thunderstorms in progress. Scientists estimate that there are 16 
million thunderstorms that occur around the world each year. During the spring and summer months, especially 
during the afternoon and evening, is when most thunderstorms usually occur, but they’ve also been known to 
happen all year and at all hours of the day.

Have you ever wondered...
How thunderstorms form? Just like a recipe for cookies, 
thunderstorms have a recipe with specific ingredients that are 
needed. These ingredients are moisture in the air, unstable air 
that keeps rising, and something that causes the unstable air to 
rise or lift. Moisture is needed to evaporate into the atmosphere 
and form clouds and rain. The unstable air is air that is warm and 
rises quickly into the atmosphere. The lift is anything that causes 
the warm are to rise quickly, like mountains or hills, weather 
fronts, and ocean winds.

Want to learn more about unstable air? 
Air becomes extremely unstable when warm, light air gets 
covered by cooler, heavier air. When this happens, the cooler 
air sinks down, pushing the warmer air upward. If there is 
a large amount of air that is displaced and rises upward, 
an updraft (strong current of rising air) occurs. If the 
updraft is moist, the water will condense as it gets to colder 
temperatures in the higher atmosphere, forming clouds. The 
condensation causes latent (hidden or concealed) heat energy 
to form, which then makes the warm air rise even higher. 
Latent heat energy happens when any substance changes from 
one form to another, such as water vapor changing into water 
droplets during condensation. Areas of the atmosphere where 
the updraft is strong are called cells. If these updrafts carry 
the moist air to the very upper part of the troposphere, these 
areas are called deep cells. A thunderstorm happens when 
areas of deep cells merge together, producing precipitation, 
thunder, and lightning. 
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LighTning + Thunder
What causes a thunderstorm to have thunder and 
lightning? Lightning is an electric current like the 
electricity that runs through the power lines to give our 
houses power. Inside a cumulonimbus cloud are many 
tiny pieces of ice (frozen raindrops) that bump into 
each other as they move around in the air. They are 
frozen because cumulonimbus clouds form high in the 
atmosphere where it is cold enough for water to freeze. 
Each time these pieces of ice bump into each other, an 
electric charge is created and the whole cloud fills with 
these electric charges. Each electric charge forms at 
different place within the cloud. Lighter, positive charges 
(or protons) form at the very top of a cloud and the 
heavier, negative charges (or electrons) form at the base 
of the cloud. When these charges grow large enough, a 
giant spark happens between the two different charges, 
because positive and negative charges are opposites 
and are attracted to each other. This giant spark is what 
we call lightning. Have you ever walked across a rug and 
then touched a metal doorknob, only to be shocked? 
That is static electricity and a much smaller version of 
lightning. 

hail
Thunderstorms are most commonly known for rain, thunder, and lightning. But did you know that thunderstorms 
can also produce hail? Hail is formed when small water droplets get caught in the updraft of air that a 
thunderstorm produces. These water droplets get lifted higher and higher into the atmosphere until they freeze 
into ice. Once they are heavy enough, they start to fall. Hail can continue to get caught up in the updraft and 
brought up high into the atmosphere repeatedly, each time growing in size as more water gets added to them. 
Finally, when they become too heavy, they fall to the ground. Hail can be 0.2 inches (5 millimeters) across or can 
grow to be as big as 6 inches (15 centimeters) across and weigh as much as 1 pound (4.5 kilograms), about the 
size of a softball! According to the National Weather Service, for a hailstorm to be severe, the hail must be at 
least 1 inch across or greater. 

Thunder also happens during thunderstorms and is actually caused by the formation of lightning. When a 
lightning bolt travels from the clouds to the ground, it travels through a little hole in the air called a channel. The 
air quickly gets larger and then shrinks from the heat of the lightning bolt. Lightning bolts can get hotter than 
50,000 degrees Fahrenheit (27,760 degrees Celsius) which is three times hotter than the surface of the sun. 
When the lightning bolt is gone from the channel, the air cools and falls back into place, causing an echoing 
sound wave that we hear as thunder. We can hear thunder 10 miles or more away from the lightning that caused 
it. But when lightning is within sight, we see the lightning first because the speed of light is faster than the speed 
of sound. 
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Note to Parents: 
If your child/children are nervous about thunderstorms, be cautious as you read these next sections. Being prepared is 
better than not knowing what to do, but if you feel your children are not ready for this discussion, you can skip ahead to the 
notebook pages.

Storm damage
While thunderstorms can be fascinating to watch, they can also cause severe damage. Hailstorms are known to 
cause damage to cars and windows, kill or injure livestock that are caught in the open, and even damage crops. 
Lightning can cause fires, especially in an area that is extremely dry. These fires can turn into uncontrolled forest 
fires that cause significant damage to forests and cities caught in its path. Severe rainfall from thunderstorms 
can also cause flash flooding, 
which kills more people 
each year than hurricanes, 
tornadoes, or lightning. 
Strong gusts of wind, 
sometimes up to 120 mph 
(193 km/h), can blow down 
trees, electrical lines, and 
even mobile homes. These 
gusts of wind are known as 
straight-line winds, but 
tornadoes, which are spiral 
windstorms that have winds 
up to 300 mph (482 km/h), 
can destroy even the best man-made buildings. 

Storm SafeTy
Taking precautions during a thunderstorm is the best way to stay safe. If you know that there is a chance of 
thunderstorms in your area, it is best to postpone any outdoor activity. Many people can be struck by lightning, 
even if they are not in the area where rain is occurring. If you can hear thunder, you are close enough to be struck 
by lightning. The National Weather Service recommends staying inside for at least 30 minutes after you hear the 
last roll of thunder. Although staying inside, away from the windows, is the safest place during a thunderstorm, 
what happens if you get caught outside and cannot get to an enclosed building in time? The best thing to do if 
you are stuck outside is to stay away from trees, water, and anything made of metal (like fences or bleachers). 
You may want to find shelter from the rain, but being near a tall object that could easily be hit by lightning puts 
you at risk of being hit as well. If you can’t find shelter, the best thing you can do is be in the middle of a field, 
crouched down on the ground, with your shoes touching the ground. The rubber in your shoes actually protects 
you from the electrical current lightning produces. If you are swimming when a thunderstorm hits, get out of the 
water immediately! Water carries electrical charge very well and puts you at even greater risk of injury. This may 
all sound scary, but knowing what to do helps you not panic if it does happen. 
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assignment
Students, it’s time to work in your notebooks! Open your notebooks to today’s lesson and complete the 
assignments.

Sources
Allison, M.A., DeGaetano, A.T. & Pasachoff, J.M. (2008). Earth Science. Austin, Texas: Holt, Rinehart and Winston.
https://www.britannica.com/science/thunderstorm/Types-of-thunderstorms
https://www.nssl.noaa.gov/education/svrwx101/thunderstorms/
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/what-causes-thunder/
https://www.redcross.org/get-help/how-to-prepare-for-emergencies/types-of-emergencies/thunderstorm.html
https://awc.ashford.edu/PDFHandouts/Punctuations-Parentheses.pdf

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Plains-Indian

handS on adaptationS: 

Science n o t e b o o K i n g

During the lesson, younger students have an image to
color and older students take notes. Again, feel free to
do this as you read, or if it is distracting, make it a point
of further research and do it afterwards together as a
family. You can do less writing or more, oral narration
or written, pictures and sketches, or just discussion!

L E S S O N  1 4  •   D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E  •  T H U N D E R  +  L I G H T N I N G

Early reader + early elementary 
Headings: Color Me, What is Lightning, Copy Me - 1 Thing I Learned

Upper elementary 
Headings: Draw Some Lightning, What Is Lighting, Notes, What I 
Learned

what’s
happEning?

Middle School 
Headings: Sketch Lightning, Notes, Write a Paragraph

High School
Headings: Sketch a Thunderstorm, Notes, Journal Entry 

Try making a thunderstorm: https://www.earthsciweek.org/classroom-activities/make-thunderstorm  or experiment with static electricity: 
https://study.com/academy/popular/static-electricity-experiments-for-kids.html

optional SpelLing WordS froM this Lesson
Early Reader Early Elementary Upper Elementary Middle School

Rain Thunder Lightning Coalescence

https://www.britannica.com/science/thunderstorm/Types-of-thunderstorms
https://www.nssl.noaa.gov/education/svrwx101/thunderstorms/
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/what-causes-thunder/
https://www.redcross.org/get-help/how-to-prepare-for-emergencies/types-of-emergencies/thunderstorm.html
https://awc.ashford.edu/PDFHandouts/Punctuations-Parentheses.pdf
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Plains-Indian
https://www.earthsciweek.org/classroom-activities/make-thunderstorm
https://study.com/academy/popular/static-electricity-experiments-for-kids.html
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Geography  t h E  g r e a T   p l a i n S

history c l i mat e S  +  cu ltu r e S
Same page alert! Read this page about 
the Native Americans of the Great Plains 
together.

Younger students will will map the Great Plains 
region, and older students will research the area.

L E S S O N  1 4  •   D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E  •  T H U N D E R  +  L I G H T N I N G

Language Arts  w r i t i n g  p r o j E c t
Younger students will work on their science 
journal sentences. Middle and High School will 
work on their lab reports. 

what’s
happEning?

what’s
happEning?

what’s
happEning?

Early reader 
Assignment: Draw a buffalo.   

Early ELEMENTARY 
Assignment:  Draw a scene including the Plains Peoples and the 
buffalo. 

Upper ELEMENTARY 
Answers:  1. Buffalo was the primary source. 2. They also ate deer, 
moose, elk, wolves, coyotes, rabbits, gophers, prairie chickens, corn 
and berries. 3. They lived in teepees and earth lodges.

Middle School 
Answers: Research one Plains Peoples tribe and write an essay about 
them. 

High School 
Answers: Research two Plains Indian tribes and write an essay com-
paring and contrasting them.

Early reader-Upper elementary
Assignment: Writing two (Early Reader), three (Early 
Elementary), or four (Upper Elementary)  sentences about a 
chosen topic and revise them.

Middle + High School 
Assignment: Write “Conclusion,” “Tables/Graph,” and 
“References” of the lab report. 

Language arts  g r a s P i n g  g r a m M a r
Younger students will practice using all skills 
learned this unit. Middle and High School will 
learn the fourth parenthesis rule.  what’s

happEning?

Early reader + Early Elementary
Assignment: Look up word “rain” in the dictionary and write the 
definition. Then look it up in a thesaurus and write one (Early 
Reader) or two (Early Elementary) synonyms and one (Early 
Reader) or two (Early Elementary)  antonyms. 

Upper Elementary
Assignment: Look up the words “rain” and “peace” in the 
dictionary and write the definitions. Then look up same words in 
thesaurus and write 2 synonyms and 2 antonyms for each.

Middle School + High School
Assignment: 1. Learn parenthesis rule #4 and use it in lab report.   

Early reader
Assignment: Color the Great Plains region.

Early Elementary
Assignment: Color the Great Plains region and label the Rocky 
Mountains and Mississippi River. 

Upper Elementary
Assignment: Research where Great Plains are and draw it on 
map. Label the Rocky Mountains and Mississippi River. If they 
want, name the states and provinces included in the Great Plains. 

Middle School
Assignment: Write about the Great Plains, with geographical 
markers and how big the region is. 

High School
Assignment: Write about the Great Plains, with geographical 
markers, states/provinces included, and climate of the region.

rule #4 
Use parentheses for references or documentation of 
sources.



15did you know?
Because snow if made up of frozen water, it can be classified as a mineral! Ice 
is naturally occurring and organic. It has a definite chemical composition that 
repeats over and over and is made up of only one material. 

Ea r t h  S c i en ce
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Activity Break
Look up different images of snowflakes under a microscope to 
see the many unique shapes and designs that snowflakes form. 

introduction
Yesterday we learned about rain and hail. Today we’re going to explore the next two forms of precipitation: snow 
and sleet. Snow is any precipitation that falls in the form of ice crystals. Most snow forms in clouds when the 
temperatures are below freezing (32 degrees Fahrenheit or 0 degrees Celsius). But exactly how do snowflakes 
form? Can it be too cold for it to snow? Let’s investigate the amazing world of snow and ice storms.

Snow formation
When an extremely cold water droplet freezes on dust or pollen in the sky, a snowflake starts to take shape as 
an ice crystal. As this ice crystal begins to fall to the ground, more water vapor freezes around the initial crystal, 
creating the six arms of a snowflake. The shape of each of the six arms of a snowflake are determined by what 
that ice crystal experiences in the atmosphere. A crystal might start to grow an arm in one shape but then 
experience changes in the temperature or moisture of the air around it. This change can cause the crystal arm 
to branch out in a different direction or shape. Since all six arms of the crystal experience the same conditions, 
all the arms will look identical. You’ve probably heard people say, “no two snowflakes are alike.” But is that really 
true? It is! Each individual snowflake follows different paths from the atmosphere down to the ground. Each 
path will have different atmospheric conditions along the way, creating slightly different snowflakes that are all 
unique.

Snow formation depends on moisture in the air 
and the temperature of the atmosphere. Snow 
can form up high in the atmosphere and come
 down to the ground, even if the temperatures on 
earth are above the freezing point. If the ground temperature is at or below freezing (32 degrees Fahrenheit or 0 
degrees Celsius), then snow will form on the ground and stay there as long as the ground temperatures remain 
below freezing. If the ground temperature is above freezing, the snow will begin to melt as soon as it reaches the 
warmer temperatures. As a rule, snow will not form on the ground when the ground temperature is 41 degrees 
Fahrenheit (5 degrees Celsius). But just like it can be too warm for snow to stay on the ground, it can also be too 
cold for it to snow. Snow will form at low temperatures if there is moisture in the air. Some areas are extremely 
cold but there is not enough moisture in the air to produce snow. Antarctica’s Dry Valleys have very cold 
temperatures but also very low moisture and so they do not receive a lot of snow. 

99
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Activity Break
If you are not from an area that experiences snow, take this time to look up 
videos of falling snow. Can you see the difference between a snow flurry and 
a blizzard? It is a great learning experience. 

did you know? The heaviest snowfalls often occur when the air temperature is about 15 degrees 
Fahrenheit (-9 degrees Celsius) because warmer air can hold more water vapor. 

TypeS of SnowStorms
If you are not from an area that receives snow, it might be hard to fully understand how wonderful a fresh 
snowfall is. For those of us from colder climates that receive snow, that first snow of the year is truly magical. Did 
you know that there are actually different types of snowstorms? A snowstorm is any storm that releases a large 
amount of snow on an area. There is also something called a snow flurry, which is when a light snow falls for 
a very short period of time. There is usually very little snow left on the ground after a snow flurry. Another type 
of snowstorm is called a snow squall which is a very short but intense snowfall that happens in a smaller area. 
This type of snowstorm usually has very strong winds and can make it very difficult to see far into the distance. 
Sometimes, it’s even hard to see anything out of your windows! 

The most severe type of snowstorm is called a blizzard, and it is a snowstorm that lasts at least three hours long. 
Blizzards characteristically have strong winds of at least 35 mph (56 kph) that blow the falling snow and make 
it difficult to see. Often it can reduce visibility to less than ¼ of a mile (0.40 kilometers). Blizzards can produce a 
large amount of snow or blowing snow. There are even ground blizzards that have no falling snow, but instead 
the snow that has fallen previously is blown around and creates difficult traveling conditions. 

There are also after effects of a snowstorm that can cause issues as serious as a snowstorm can. Blowing snow 
occurs when snowflakes are blown by the wind to great heights, making visibility very difficult. This can occur 
during a snowfall event, or it can occur after the snow has all fallen from the sky, making driving extremely 
difficult. Blizzards include blowing snow, but it can also happen when there is no blizzard. Drifting snow occurs 
when snow on the ground is blown by the wind, making some areas have very little snow and other areas have 
very high banks of snow. Drifting snow on the roads can be dangerous if the drifts are deep enough to cause your 
vehicle to get stuck on the road.

Sleet + freezing rain
Sleet is a form of precipitation that is a 
mix of snow and rain, often having ice
 pellets as well. Freezing rain occurs when
 rain falls and freezes as it encounters cold 
surfaces like the road or ground. Both forms of precipitation occur because of something called a warm-air 
sandwich. The precipitation starts as snow in the cold layer at the top, it melts as it falls through the warm layer 
of air, and then it refreezes into sleet or freezing rain in the cold layer below. Sleet needs the warm air layer to be 
thinner and then have a thicker layer of cold air below so that the partially melted snow can refreeze into sleet. 
The ice pellets that are often in sleet will bounce off objects when they fall to the ground. Freezing rain needs the 
warm air layer to be thicker and the cold air layer beneath to be thinner. This allows the melted snow to remain as 
rain until it hits the cold ground. Freezing rain is more dangerous than sleet because, when it freezes on roads, it 
freezes clear and can cause roads to look fine for travel; but they are extremely slippery!
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ice StorMs
Freezing rain can also cause ice storms, leaving large accumulations of ice covering any surface. An ice storm 
needs to have at least 0.25 inches (0.63 centimeters) of ice to be classified as an ice storm. The accumulated ice 
can increase the weight of tree branches up to 30 times and add 500 pounds (227 kilograms) of extra weight 
to power lines. This extra weight can break tree branches or cause entire trees to fall, as well as cause power 
lines and power poles to fall. If strong winds happen during the freezing rain, it can cause even more damage. 
Depending on how severe the ice storm is, there can be a loss of electricity and heat for several days. During the 
summer months, this would not be as serious, but in the winter, when long stretches of cold weather happen, 
the lack of heat can result in severe cases hypothermia. One of the most devastating ice storms happened in 
southeast Canada, upstate New York, and northern New England in 1998. In some areas, ice accumulated up to 
3 inches and caused power outages that lasted for days into weeks. Ice storms are hard to predict, which makes 
them even more devastating and people cannot prepare for the storm. 

avalanches
Avalanches have nothing to do with ice storms, but they are one of the after effects of large amounts of snowfall 
in mountainous areas. An avalanche is a quick movement of snow down a hill or mountainside. They most often 
occur during the winter months, from December to April, but avalanches can occur at any month of the year in 
areas where snow remains year-round. Have you ever wondered how an avalanche happens? If you live in a cold 
climate, you may have noticed how snow will stick onto your car’s windshield after it snows. While it is cold, the 
snow continues to stick and does not slide, but once the temperature starts to go up, the snow will slowly start to 
slide down the windshield. This is what an avalanche does. At the top of a mountain, where the snow becomes 
unstable, layers of snow begin to fracture or crack and start to slide. This often triggers larger avalanches that 
can release up to 20 football fields filled with 10 feet (3 meters) worth of snow. Avalanches can also be triggered 
by someone or something disrupting the snow, like skiers or snowmobilers. Although these avalanches may be 
smaller, they are often more deadly. 
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assignment
Students, it’s time to work in your notebooks! Open your notebooks to today’s lesson and complete the 
assignments.

Sources
https://nsidc.org/cryosphere/snow
https://www.noaa.gov/stories/how-do-snowflakes-form-science-behind-snow
https://scied.ucar.edu/learning-zone/storms/blizzards
https://weather.com/science/weather-explainers/news/what-to-know-about-ice-storms-impacts-damage-explainer
https://www.weather.gov/safety/winter-ice-frost
http://snowflakebentley.com/bio.htm

handS on adaptationS: 

Science n o t e b o o K i n g

During the lesson, younger students have an image 
to color and an activity to complete, and older 
students take notes which they will use to write a 
paragraph or journal entry after the reading. 

L E S S O N  1 5  •   D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E  •  S N O W  +  I C E  S T O R M S

Early reader + early elementary
Headings: Color the Snowflakes, Different Types of Winter Precipita-
tion, Copy Me - 1 Thing I Learned

Upper elementary 
Headings: Different Types of Winter Precipitation, Draw Some Snow-
flakes, Notes, What I Learned

what’s
happEning?

Middle School 
Headings: Sketch a Snowflake, Notes, What I Learned

High School
Headings: Sketch Some Snowflakes, Notes, Journal Entry 

Make borax snowflakes: https://www.stevespanglerscience.com/lab/experiments/magic-crystal-snowflake/

optional SpelLing WordS froM this Lesson
Early Reader Early Elementary Upper Elementary Middle School

Snow Snowflake Blizzard Avalanche

https://nsidc.org/cryosphere/snow
https://www.noaa.gov/stories/how-do-snowflakes-form-science-behind-snow
https://scied.ucar.edu/learning-zone/storms/blizzards
https://weather.com/science/weather-explainers/news/what-to-know-about-ice-storms-impacts-damage-explainer
https://www.weather.gov/safety/winter-ice-frost
http://snowflakebentley.com/bio.htm
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Language Arts + Bible   HISTORY snowf l a K e  b ent L e y
Same page alert! Read the section at the 
top about Wilson “Snowflake” Bentley to all 
students, or have an older student read aloud 
to the younger ones. 

c o p y W o r k  +  S p e l L i n g 
Review of spelling words and copywork verse. 
Older students can look up in their own Bible 
and younger students are given the verse in ESV. 

L E S S O N  1 5  •   D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E  •  S N O W  +  I C E  S T O R M S

Geography Dakota Territory

All students will watch a video about avalanches 
and answer questions.  

what’s
happEning? what’s

happEning?

what’s
happEning?

Early reader + Early Elementary 
Assignment: Draw different snowflake designs. 

UPPER ELEMENTARY 
Answers:  Answers will vary and can be anything that you need a 
microscope to see, but some examples are germs, bacteria, algae, 
fungus, and microscopic insects.  

Middle School
Assignment:  Research photomicrography: what it is, how it works, 
what it’s used for. 

High School
Assignment:  Research photomicrography and compare it to its use 
today. 

Early reader
Answers: 1. b  2. a 

Early Elementary
Answers: 1. Large amount of snow that slides down mountain 
2. Can wipe out forest and mountain villages 3. Caused by 
heavy snowfall, strong winds, a quick change in temperature, 
sudden weight of an object like skier or snowmobile.

Upper Elementary
Assignment: 1. large amount of snow that slides down moun-
tain 2. Can wipe out forest and mountain villages 3. caused by 
heavy snowfall, strong winds, a quick change in temperature, 
sudden weight of an object like skier or snowmobile 4. Sluff 
avalanches are sliding loose snow. Slab avalanches are large 
sections of snow that crack off and slide down the mountain.

Middle + HIGH school
Assignment: Research avalanches.
Answers: Answers will vary.

Science  a v a l a n c h e s

Younger students will label a map, and your 
Middle and High students will research where 
Dakota territory is and write an essay. All 
students have the optional extension activity of 
reading Laura Ingalls Wilder’s book “The Long 
Winter.” 

what’s
happEning?

Early reader
Assignment: Color North and South Dakota. 

Early elementary
Assignment: Label North Dakota, South Dakota, and 
Wyoming.

Upper Elementary
Assignment: Label North Dakota, South Dakota, Wyoming, 
and Nebraska. 

Middle + HIGH school
answers: Research where Dakota territory is and write an 
essay including interesting events.

Early reader + Early Elementary
Verse: “The Lord is good, a stronghold in the day of trouble; he 
knows those who take refuge in him.” Nahum 1:7
Spelling Word: refuge (Early Reader), trouble (Early 
Elementary), stronghold (Upper Elementary) 

Upper Elementary
Verse: “The earth is the Lord’s and the fullness thereof, the 
world and those who dwell therein, for he has founded it upon 
the seas and established it upon the rivers.” Psalm 24:1-2  
Word: establish

Middle + High
Verse: “The mountains quake before him; the hills melt; the 
earth heaves before him, the world and all who dwell in it. Who 
can stand before his indignation? Who can endure the heat 
of his anger? His wrath is poured out like fire and the rocks are 
broken into pieces by him. The Lord is good, a stronghold in the 
day of trouble; he knows those who take refuge in him.” Nahum 
1:5-7
Middle School Spelling Word: indignation
Reflection Question (HIGH SCHOOL): What are five things that 
make the Lord good?
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Earth Science 1G A T H E R  ‘ R O U N D  H O M E S C H O O L 16
introduction
Have you ever gone outside when there is a gentle breeze blowing? How about when the wind is so strong that 
it almost feels like it could blow you over? Wind is an incredible force, something we cannot see but can see the 
effects of it. From watching trees bend in the breeze, to flying a kite in the sky, we see what wind can do. But 
what causes the wind to blow? Wind is any natural movement of air at any speed. All around the world, pressure 
differences in the atmosphere causes the air to move. The reason this flow of air happens is because air moves 
from areas of high pressure to areas of low pressure. High pressure areas form where cold air sinks towards the 
surface of the earth and low-pressure areas form where warm air rises away from the earth’s surface. This causes 
the air in the atmosphere to move from one place to another. 

Weather fronTs
When two different types of air meet, they 
usually don’t mix but instead stay separate.
 A cold air mass is more dense or heavier and
will not mix well with less dense air. The 
boundary line where these two types of air won’t
 mix is called a front. Most fronts can be hundreds
 of miles (or kilometers) long but some fronts can
be thousands of miles (or kilometers long). In tropical areas near the Equator, there are no fronts because there 
aren’t air masses that have significant differences in temperature. There are four types of fronts: warm fronts, 
cold fronts, stationary fronts, and occluded fronts. When a cold air mass overtakes a warm air mass, a cold front 
forms. 

Since cold air forms in high pressure areas, it tries to move to an area of low pressure or where warm air is. This 
moving cold air lifts the warm air up into the atmosphere. If the warm air also has a lot of water vapor in it, a 
cloud will form. Large cumulus and cumulonimbus clouds usually form where fast-moving cold fronts are. The 
storms that form along a fast-moving cold front don’t usually last very long. When we were learning about 
thunderstorms, those that formed from cumulonimbus clouds were storms that were fast and furious. The rain 
event didn’t last very long but it could be intense. There are also slow-moving cold fronts, and these produce 
weaker storms with light precipitation as compared to fast-moving cold fronts. 

When a cold air mass moves away from an area, a warm front forms. The less dense, warm air rises over the cold 
air and changes the temperature and often the humidity or moisture of an area. Warm fronts typically move from 
the southwest to northeast and cause precipitation over a large area. 

What is Air Pressure Exactly? 
Air pressure is the weight of the air pressing down on us. When 
you have an area of high pressure, it is pushing things more than 
areas that have lower pressure. Because high pressure pushes 
more, it moves to areas that have lower pressure and cannot push 
back hard enough to keep the air in the same place.
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Sometimes, a cold front follows directly behind a warm front. The cold front behind it will push the warm front 
along, until it bumps into another cold front. These two cold fronts will overtake the warm front, and this is known 
as an occluded front. The final weather front is called a stationary front, and this happens when a cold front 
meets a warm front and they both stop moving. Neither front is strong enough to push the other, so they just stay 
in one place, sometimes for days. 

global Wind belt 
The air that flows from the North and South Poles doesn’t go in a straight line but instead has looping patterns 
to it. In each hemisphere, there are three wind belts or wind patterns. These winds are also called the prevailing 
winds because the air blows in one main direction, blowing from an area of high pressure to an area of low 
pressure. Starting at the Equator, the wind belt that blows towards the Equator, from 30 degrees latitude to 0 
degrees latitude, is called the trade winds. The Equator is an area of low pressure, so the winds blow from the 
high-pressure area, at about the 30 degree latitude line, towards the Equator. They are also called the tropical 
easterlies and are named because of the direction that they blow. In the Northern Hemisphere or the top half of 
the globe, they are called the northeast trade winds. In the Southern Hemisphere or the bottom half of the globe, 
they are called the southeast trade winds. One reason that this wind belt is called the trade winds is because 
many trading ships sailed by these winds from Europe to the Caribbean in the 1700 and 1800s. The area where 
the trade winds of the Northern Hemisphere and the Southern Hemisphere meet at the Equator is called the 
Intertropical convergence zone. In this area, most of the air goes upward and the winds are usually very weak. 
Sailors called this area the doldrums because of its dull and windless weather. 

The next wind belt going either north or south 
from the area where trade winds blow is called the 
westerlies. This wind belt blows between 30 degrees 
latitude and 60 degrees latitude. In the Northern 
Hemisphere, the westerlies are called southwest 
westerlies. In the Southern Hemisphere, the westerlies 
are called the northwest westerlies. This wind belt is 
what blows throughout the continental United States 
and parts of Canada. At the 30 degree latitude line 
is the area of high pressure and that air moves to the 
area of low pressure at the 60 degree latitude line. 
Finally, the wind belt found at the North and South 
Poles is called the polar easterlies. These are found at 
60 degrees latitude which is an area of low pressure. 
At both poles are high pressure areas so the winds 
move from the poles towards the 60 degree latitude 
line. The polar easterlies are the strongest where they 
blow off Antarctica. Also, a front can form where the 
warm westerlies meet the polar easterlies. 

Subpolar Low

Subpolar Low

Subtropical high

Subtropical high

intertropical convErgence zone (itcz)

Prevaling WestErlies

Prevaling WestErlies

Tropical EastErlies

Tropical EastErlies

Polar EastErlies

Polar EastErlies
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global winds + the coriolis Effect
The air moving in the atmosphere as well as the ocean is affected by the rotation of the earth on its axis. Our 
earth makes one complete rotation each day, giving us day and night. Because each place on the earth also 
makes one complete rotation each day, places along the Equator travel faster and farther in one day than places 
around the North and South Poles do. When air is moving towards the poles, it travels eastward faster than the 
land below it does. This causes a curved path instead of a straight path for the wind to follow. This is called the 
Coriolis effect. Without the Coriolis effect, the global winds would blow north to south or south to north. But 
instead, the Coriolis effect makes them blow northeast to southwest in the Northern Hemisphere or the opposite 
of southwest to northeast for the westerlies. In the Southern Hemisphere, the Coriolis effect makes the winds blow 
northwest to southeast or the opposite of southeast to northwest for the westerlies in that hemisphere. Who knew 
that something that seems so simple like the blowing of air could be so complex?

Jet Streams
Let’s look at one final global wind pattern. Higher up in the atmosphere in the upper troposphere and lower 
stratosphere layer are thin bands of fast-moving air called jet streams. These winds happen in both Northern 
and Southern Hemispheres and flow from west to east at boundaries between hot and cold air. Just like the wind 
belts are affected by the Coriolis effect, the jet streams are also impacted by the earth’s rotation. There are two 
different jet streams, the polar jet stream which occurs around 60 degrees latitude and the subtropical jet stream 
which occurs around 30 degrees latitude. The polar jet stream is the stronger jet stream because there is a larger 
difference in temperature. This jet stream can travel as fast as 311 mph (500 km/h) and affect plane routes and 
the path that storms will take. 
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assignment
Students, it’s time to work in your notebooks! Open your notebooks to today’s lesson and complete the 
assignments.

Sources
Allison, M.A., DeGaetano, A.T. & Pasachoff, J.M. (2008). Earth Science. Austin, Texas: Holt, Rinehart and Winston.
https://www.climateandweather.net/world-weather/weather-fronts.html
https://oceanservice.noaa.gov/education/tutorial_currents/04currents2.html
https://www.weather.gov/jetstream/circ
https://www.weather.gov/jetstream/jet
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/weather/reference/jet-stream/
https://www.britannica.com/topic/European-exploration/The-Age-of-Discovery

handS on adaptationS: 

Science n o t e b o o K i n g

During the lesson, younger students have an image 
to color and an activity to complete, and older 
students take notes which they will use to write a 
paragraph or journal entry after the reading. 

L E S S O N  1 6  •   D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E  •  W I N D  +  W I N D  F R O N T S

Early reader 
Headings: Color the Cloud, Trace the Weather Fronts, Copy Me - 1 
Thing I Learned

Early Elementary
headings:  Color the Cloud, Write Two Weather Fronts, Copy Me - 1 
Thing I Learned

what’s
happEning?

Upper elementary 
Headings: Draw a Wind Cloud, Write Two Weather Fronts, 
Notes, What I Learned

Middle School 
Headings: Sketch It, Notes, What I Learned

High School
Headings: Label the latitude of the polar jet stream and
subtropical jet stream, take notes, and write a journal entry with
your notes.

Learn about the weather symbols that meteorologists use on weather maps. Find the fronts we learned about today and then watch your local 
weather to see if they are used!

optional SpelLing WordS froM this Lesson
Early Reader Early Elementary Upper Elementary Middle School

Wind Doldrums Coriolis Hemisphere
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Language Arts + Bible   Bible J esu s  ca lmS  t he  Sto rm
Same page alert! Grab your Bible and read 
the story of Jesus calming the storm aloud 
to all students at once, or have your older 
students read it aloud to the younger ones. 

d i c t a t i o n 
Dictation page for all students. Early reader 
can copy from page, other levels can do it from 
memory or parent read the verse to them. 

L E S S O N  1 6  •   D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E  •  W I N D  +  W I N D  F R O N T S

Geography L a t i T u d e  +  l o n g i t u d e

S a i l i n g  i n  t h e  a g e  o f 
E x p l o r a t i o n 
Younger students will draw; older students will 
research early explorers.  

what’s
happEning? what’s

happEning?

what’s
happEning?

Early reader 
Assignment: Draw a picture from the story and answer: What sort of 
man could calm the wind and the waves? Can you stop the wind from 
blowing?  

Early ELEMENTARY 
Assignment:  Draw a picture of story and answer: what sort of man 
could calm the wind and the waves? Can you stop the wind from 
blowing? Would you have been scared like the disciples were?

Upper elementary
Assignment:  Would you have been able to sleep through a storm? 
Why were the disciples afraid? What sort of man could calm the wind 
and the waves?

Middle School
Assignment:  Would you have been able to sleep through a storm? 
Why were the disciples afraid? Jesus said, “Why are you afraid, O you 
of little faith?” What does it mean to have little faith?  What sort of 
man could calm the wind and the waves?

High School
Assignment:  Why were the disciples afraid? Jesus said, “Why are you 
afraid, O you of little faith?” What does it mean to have little faith? 
What sort of man could calm the wind and the waves? This story is 
also in Mark 4:35-41 but has a couple of differences. Find them and 
write them below.

Early reader + Early Elementary
Assignment: Draw a ship that would cross the ocean.

Upper Elementary
Assignment:  Draw a ship that would cross the ocean. List 
countries that were explored during early exploration. 

Middle + High School
Assignment:  Research one (Middle School) or two (High 
School) early explorers and write an essay about them. 

History  

Younger students will label latitude and longitude 
on a world map, while older students will 
research and label the degrees and wind belts on 
the map. 

what’s
happEning?

Early reader-Upper Elementary 
Verse: “The Lord is good, a stronghold in the day of trouble; he knows 
those who take refuge in him.” Nahum 1:7

Middle + High School 
Verse:  “The mountains quake before him; the hills melt; the earth 
heaves before him, the world and all who dwell in it. Who can stand 
before his indignation? Who can endure the heat of his anger? His 
wrath is poured out like fire and the rocks and broken into pieces by 
him. The Lord is good, a stronghold in the day of trouble; he knows 
those who take refuge in him.” Nahum 1:5-7

Early reader
Assignment: Cut latitude and longitude from the appendix and label 
the globes.

Early Elementary
Assignment:  Use the word bank to label latitude, longitude, and the 
Equator on the globes.  

Upper Elementary
Assignment:  Label latitude, longitude and Equator on image. 
Answer: Which wind belt blows near the Equator? 

Middle School
Assignment:  Research latitude, longitude, and write the degrees on 
the map image. Draw the Prime Merdian and the Equator. 

High School
Assignment:  Research latitude and longitude, and write the degrees 
on the map image. Label three wind belts on map.
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Earth Science 1G A T H E R  ‘ R O U N D  H O M E S C H O O L 17
introduction
Weather can be an interesting thing to watch and observe. From looking at clouds to the different forms of 
precipitation that can fall from those clouds, many people are fascinated by what the atmosphere throws our 
way. A gentle rainstorm or lightly falling snowflakes is one thing, but what about when the weather is harsher. 
When a large amount of rain falls, hailstorms form or strong winds knock out trees, we call this type of weather 
severe. Severe weather is any type of weather that can cause damage to houses and buildings. Severe weather 
can be thunderstorms producing hail and lightning, which we’ve already explored. It can also be tornadoes and 
hurricanes, and these two events are both windstorms. 

how do Tornadoes forM? 
So, how exactly do tornadoes form? Well, most tornadoes form from a type of thunderstorm called a supercell. 
Supercell thunderstorms are unique from all other thunderstorms because they have a rotating updraft of 
air called a mesocyclone, making it a rotating thunderstorm. These thunderstorms also often produce the 
most severe weather, including damaging winds, very large hail, and sometimes tornadoes. Since a supercell 
storm has a distinct appearance on radar, meteorologists can place tornado warnings for areas that might be 
impacted, warning people of the possibility of a tornado. Not all supercell thunderstorms produce tornadoes but 
being prepared for one has prevented unnecessary deaths from these storms. 

Tornadoes 
A tornado is a rotating column of air that has very fast wind speeds and stretch from the ground to the cloud 
it comes from. In order to be classified as a tornado, it needs to touch the ground.  It can be seen as a funnel-
shaped cloud and is the smallest, most violent and shortest-lived of all storms. The most destructive tornadoes 
can reach wind speeds of 300 mph (483 kmh) and destroy buildings, uproot large trees and throw vehicles 
hundreds of feet. Tornadoes usually travel in a path that is about 328 feet (100 meters) wide and usually 
everything in that path is destroyed. The path itself can be very short if the tornado touches down for just a few 
seconds or it can go on for miles. The typical tornado can last anywhere from 8 minutes to the more violent 
storms lasting 25 minutes. In very rare cases, tornado events have lasted more than 3 hours. 

The United States has the most tornadoes of any country in the world, averaging about 1,000 tornadoes a 
year with Canada coming in second with an average of 100 tornadoes a year. Other locations also experience 
tornadoes including northern Europe, western Asia, Japan, Australia, New Zealand, China, South Africa and 
Argentina. Within the United States, there are two areas that develop the most tornadoes. Florida is one area 
and Tornado Alley is the second. Tornado Alley is the nickname given to the southern plains of the central United 
States that receives more tornadoes than any other place on earth.
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For a tornado to develop, we need the right ingredients just like with a thunderstorm to occur. You will need 
a cooler, dry air mass to meet a warm, moist air mass, creating a weather front. When these two air masses 
meet, they cause the atmosphere to become unstable and unpredictable. The cool air mass forces the warm air 
mass to rise. The greater the difference in temperature between these two air masses, the greater the chance 
of a severe thunderstorm forming. This, with increasing wind speeds to increasing heights, will create a strong 
updraft. The rising air within this updraft takes the rotating air that was once horizontal and pushes it vertically. 
It’s in these areas of rotation, that can be 2 to 6 miles (3.2 to 9.6 kilometers) wide, where tornadoes form. As 
much as we know about tornadoes, there is still plenty to be learned about their formation. The unpredictable 
nature of tornadoes makes them very difficult to study, and scientists have a hard time getting equipment to 
measure a tornado to survive the tornado since anything in a tornado’s path gets destroyed. 

Tornado categories
Tornadoes can form into many different shapes and sizes, ranging from a few yards (meters) to over one mile 
(over 1.6 kilometers) in width. They can also move slowly or move very fast. The size and shape of a tornado does 
not determine its strength or ability to cause damage. Some tornadoes even change in their intensity, so it is hard 
to determine how much damage will be done. Meteorologist classify tornadoes according to their wind speed 
and the damage inflicted. They use something called the F-scale which was developed by Dr. Theodore Fujita. 
Since no one can accurately determine the wind speed of a tornado, these are the best estimates that scientists 
have. 

MicrobursTs
Although not as commonly recognized as a tornado, there are other weather phenomenon called microbursts 
that can cause comparable damage as smaller tornadoes produce. A microburst is a downdraft or sinking air in 
a thunderstorm that is usually less than 2.5 miles (4 kilometers) in diameter. The wind speeds in microbursts can 
reach up to 100 mph or higher (160 km/h or higher), causing major damage to homes, buildings and trees. So 
how does this type of storm form? It all starts with a thunderstorm that has water droplets or hail suspended in 
the upper portions of the thunderstorm cloud. This precipitation will remain there if the updraft is strong enough 
to hold them there but once it weakens, the large amount of water droplets and hail will fall to the ground quickly. 
Once it hits the ground, it spreads out in all directions causing extreme winds and rain, hail, or both to happen. 
The most damage occurs where the downdraft quickly hits the ground as this is where the highest wind speeds 
occur. 

ef rating Wind Speed Expected damage
ef-0 65-85 mPh (104-136 kM/h) “light” damagE: Shingles, gutters, tree branches

ef-1 86-110 mPh (138-177 kM/h) “Moderate” damagE: Roof, broken windows, doors, overturned mobile homes

ef-2 111-135 mPh (178-217 kM/h) “considerable” damagE: Roofs torn off, mobile homes destroyed, trees 
uprooted, cars tossed

ef-3 136-165 mPh (218-265 kM/h) “severe” damagE: Homes destroyed, buildings damaged, homes with weak 
foundations can be blown away.

ef-4 166-200 mPh (267-321 kM/h) “devastaTing” damagE: Homes destroyed, buildings damaged, homes with 
weak foundations can be blown away

ef-5 >200 mPh (>321 kM/h) “incredible” damagE: Homes swept away, high rise buildings severely 
damaged, steel-reinforced concrete structures damaged, trees snapped
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hurricanes
Another form of windstorm is the hurricane, and this type of storm develops over warm, tropical oceans where 
the water temperature is at least 80 degrees Fahrenheit (27 degrees Celsius). This storm can be quite large 
- 600 miles (966 kilometers) across with winds that spiral inward at speeds of 75 to 200 mph (128 to 322 km/h) 
over the open ocean. The spiral of this storm comes from the Coriolis effect that we learned about yesterday. 
Since the Coriolis effect becomes weaker at the Equator, hurricanes cannot form there and instead usually 
form at the 5 to 15 degree latitude lines. Each hurricane moves at a speed of 10 to 20 mph (16 to 32 km/h) over 
the open ocean. In the Atlantic Ocean, hurricane season is from June 1 to November 30. In the Eastern Pacific 
Ocean, hurricane season is from May 15 to November 30. 

PartS of a hurricane
When people talk about hurricanes on the news, there are certain terms that you will hear. The first is the eye 
of a hurricane. The eye can be 20 to 40 miles (32 to 64 kilometers) wide and is an area of low pressure in the 
storm. In the eye, rather than seeing dark clouds and rain, you might see blue sky or the night sky. This part is 
known as the calm of the storm. Just beyond the eye is called the eyewall. This area has the clouds that swirl 
around the eye and is known 
to have the most intense rain 
and wind. The eyewall can 
have winds sometimes as 
fast as 200 mph (322 km/h). 
Finally, the rain bands are the 
clouds that spin out around 
the eye and make the storm 
larger. In these bands, there 
are usually heavy rains and 
winds that come in bursts. The 
furthest rain band can be a 
few hundred miles (kilometers) 
away from the eye  of the 
storm.

Hurricanes begins when warm, moist air from the ocean evaporates quickly into the atmosphere. When the 
moisture in the rising air condenses, a lot of latent heat forms. If you remember, latent heat is heat that is created 
when a gas changes to a liquid or another form. When all the water vapor changes to water droplets, it releases 
latent heat that causes the air to rise even more. A fully developed hurricane has thick cumulonimbus clouds that 
spiral upward around the center of the hurricane. When this storm finally hits land, it brings extremely fast winds 
and torrential rains. The wind can create high ocean waves that push water onto the shorelines. These waves or 
storm surges can be 30 feet (9 meters) high which is as tall as a three-story building. Storm surges cause most of 
the damage during a hurricane. Each hurricane can go inland hundreds of miles, but once it does this, it slowly 
weakens; since gathering the evaporated warm ocean water is what gives a hurricane its strength. 

eyEwall

eye
rain bands
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hurricane categories
When a hurricane is in the ocean, meteorologists give it a rating using the Saffir-Simpson hurricane wind scale. 
This scale has a 1 to 5 rating that is based on the hurricane’s sustained wind speed as well as the damage that 
it is most likely to cause. Hurricanes reaching a category 3 or higher are considered major hurricanes because 
of their potential for damage. Although category 1 and 2 are not major hurricanes, they are still dangerous. 
For storms that do not get winds higher than 74 mph (120 km/h), but still have significant rain and wind, these 
storms are called tropical storms, not hurricanes. 

Typhoons + cyclones
What is the difference between 
a hurricane, a typhoon, and 
a cyclone? Nothing except 
geography! In the Atlantic Ocean, 
Gulf of Mexico, and the Eastern 
Pacific Ocean these types of 
storms are called hurricanes. In 
the Western Pacific Ocean they 
are called typhoons. In the Indian 
Ocean, the Bay of Bengal, and 
Australia these types of storms are 
known as cyclones. So, depending 
on where you live will determine 
how you describe these incredibly 
destructive ocean windstorms. 

category Wind Speed Expected damage
1 79-95 mph (119-153 Km/h) MiniMal damage
2 96-110 mPh (154-177 kM/h) Moderate damage
3 111-129 mPh (178-208 kM/h) Extensive damage
4 130-156 mPh (209-251 kM/h) ExtrEme damage
5 >157 mPh (>252 kM/h) cataStrophic damage

assignment
Students, it’s time to work in your notebooks! Open your notebooks to today’s lesson and complete the 
assignments.
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handS on adaptationS: 

L E S S O N  1 7  •   D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E  •  T O R N A D O E S  +  H U R R I C A N E S

Create a tornado in a bottle: https://www.stevespanglerscience.com/lab/experiments/soda-bottle-tornado/

Sources
Allison, M.A., DeGaetano, A.T. & Pasachoff, J.M. (2008). Earth Science. Austin, Texas: Holt, Rinehart and Winston.
https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/climate-information/extreme-events/us-tornado-climatology
https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/explore/science/tornado/
https://www.britannica.com/science/tornado/Tornado-formation
https://www.weather.gov/bmx/outreach_microbursts
https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/explore/science/hurricane/
https://oceanservice.noaa.gov/facts/cyclone.html
https://www.weather.gov/mkx/taw-tornado_classification_safety
https://www.britannica.com/event/Hurricane-Katrina

optional SpelLing WordS froM this Lesson
Early Reader Early Elementary Upper Elementary Middle School

Funnel Tornado Hurricane Mesocyclone

Science n o t e b o o K i n g

During the lesson, younger students have an image 
to color and an activity to complete, and older 
students take notes which they will use to write a 
paragraph or journla entry after the reading. 

Early reader 
Headings: Color the Tornado, Most Tornadoes Happen In, Copy Me - 
1 Thing I Learned

Early Elementary
headings:  Color the Tornado, Most Tornadoes Happen In, Copy Me 
- 1 Thing I Learned

what’s
happEning?

Upper elementary 
Headings: Draw A Tornado, Most Tornadoes Happen In, 
Notes, What I Learned

Middle + high School 
Headings: Sketch It, Notes, What I Learned (Middle) or Journal 
Entry (High)
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 Language arts + Bible 

c o p y W o r k  +  S p e l L i n g 
This week students will work on their spelling 
through Mark 13:31 (or 30-31 for older students).

GEOGRAPHY t o r n a d o  a l l e y
Younger students will color Tornado Alley. Older 
students will label the states in tornado alley. 

L E S S O N  1 7  •   D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E  •  T O R N A D O E S  +  H U R R I C A N E S

History  h u r r i c a n e  K a t r i n a

Same page alert! Read this page all together or 
have your older students take turns reading to 
your younger ones.

what’s
happEning? what’s

happEning?

what’s
happEning?

Early reader 
Assignment: Color Tornado Alley on the map.

EARLY ELEMENTARY 
Assignment:  Color Tornado Alley and write one state that’s in it.

UPPER ELEMENTARY 
Assignment:  Color the area where Tornado Alley is and name three of 
the US states.  

Middle School
Assignment:  Label all the US states in Tornado Alley. 

High School
Assignment:  Label all US states in Tornado Alley and research why 
the area is prone to tornadoes.

Early reader + Early Elementary 
Verse: “Heaven and earth will pass away, but my words will not pass 
away.” Mark 13:31
Spelling: words (Early Reader), heaven (Early Elementary)

Upper Elementary - High School
Verse: “Truly, I say to you, this generation will not pass away until 
all these things take place. Heaven and earth will pass away, but my 
words will not pass away.” Mark 13:30-31
Spelling: generation (Upper Elementary) 
reflection (middle + high school): What does it mean that heaven 
and earth will pass away, but not God’s Word? 

Early reader
Answers: 1. a  2. a

Early Elementary 
Answers: 1. 80%  2. Florida, Mississippi, and Louisiana

Upper Elementary 
Answers: 1. 80%  2. Florida, Mississippi, and Louisiana 
3. costliest

Middle School
Assignment: Research what makes the worst hurricane and 
write what you find.

High School
Assignment: Research ways to prepare for a hurricane, and 
write what you learn on a separate sheet of paper.

Science  h u r r i c a n e s
Younger students will label the different parts of 
a hurricane, while older students will research the 
direction that hurricanes spin, and what causes 
them to spin in different directions depending on 
the hemisphere they are located in.

what’s
happEning?

Early reader
Assignment: Cut the words from the appendix and label the 
hurricane.

Early Elementary 
Assignment: Use the word bank to label the diagram.

Upper Elementary 
Assignment: Use the word bank to label the diagram. 
Answer: Answers vary depending on location.

Middle School
Assignment: Research about the Coriolis effect, and write 
about what you learn.

High School
Assignment: Research about Coriolis effect and what other 
weather events this influences. 
Answer: influences currents, wind, hurricanes
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Earth Science 1G A T H E R  ‘ R O U N D  H O M E S C H O O L 18
introduction
Where you live determines a lot about the weather you experience. If you live in an area farther north, you 
most likely experience cold winters and mild summers. If you live closer to the Equator, your weather will be 
warm winters and hot summers. Can two towns that are very close to each other experience different types of 
weather? They can if one town is on a mountain and the other is in a valley! The types of weather that people 
in mountainous areas experience can be completely different than the weather people who live in valleys 
experience. So today, let’s look at the differences of these two areas as well as how they impact the weather. 

MounTain climate + Weather
Let’s start by first looking at what the weather typically is like on mountains. We’ve already learned that the 
higher you go up a mountain, the colder it gets. This means that the temperatures on top of mountains are 
usually a lot colder than they are at sea level. So why is it colder? As the elevation increases, the air also becomes 
thinner and this makes it less able to retain heat. Mountains also tend to have more precipitation than the 
surrounding, lower areas. As the air becomes cooler, it also makes water vapor condense which forms clouds. 
Because cool air carries less moisture than warm air, there is usually precipitation either in the form of rain or 
snow. In certain areas, you can see snow on mountain tops all year long because the temperature at the top of 
the mountain is a lot colder than at the base of the mountain. Since it stays colder than the melting point of snow, 
the snow remains capping the mountains all year long. 

When we think of the Equator, we think hot. While this is usually true, the tall mountain ranges along the Equator 
are the exception. Mount Kilimanjaro in Tanzania is the tallest mountain in Africa, and is very close to the 
Equator. Despite that, there is snow on top of the mountain. Because its elevation is quite high, the temperatures 
at the top of the mountain are colder, allowing snow to remain there all year long. 

Weather in mountainous areas can be rather unpredictable, changing dramatically from one hour to the next. 
Storm clouds can roll in quickly and take a perfectly clear morning and change it to a stormy one within a 
short time. Also, temperatures can drop quickly in the mountainous areas and go from warm temperatures to 
temperatures below freezing in just a few hours. This change in temperature often happens when the sun begins 
to set, and the mountain breeze settle in the valleys. Let’s look at that phenomenon now. 
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MounTain + vallEy breezes
One way that valleys and mountains interact is in the winds that happen around them. During the daytime hours 
in mountainous areas, a gentle breeze blows up the slope of the mountain from the valley. This valley breeze 
forms when warm air from the valley rises up the slope of a mountain because warm air rises. Once the sun sets 
however, the temperatures on the mountain cool quicker than they do in the valley. When that happens, the cool 
air from the mountain goes down the mountain slope into the valley, creating what we call a mountain breeze. 
This means that areas that are near the mountains can have a warm afternoon that quickly turns into a cold 
evening soon after the sun sets. 

rain Shadow Effect
Another way that mountains impact 
valleys is if they fall in a rain shadow 
zone. In lesson 10, we learned about 
how landforms can cause changes 
in weather from one area to another. 
Today we are going to learn more 
about that. Landforms like mountains 
and volcanoes can cause something 
called a rain shadow zone to occur. A 
rain shadow zone is a patch of land 
that becomes a desert or very dry area 
because mountain ranges block the 
rainy weather from getting there. So, 
on one side of the mountain which 
is called the windward side, weather 
systems drop both rain and snow. On 
the opposite side of the mountain 
which is called the leeward side and 
is the area in the rain shadow zone, 
all that precipitation is blocked. So 
how does this occur? The winds that 
come off the ocean carrying moisture 
blow towards the mountain ranges on the windward side or the side that experiences the wind. When that air 
mass moves from an area of low elevation to an area of high elevation in the mountain ranges, it grows larger 
and cools. Colder air cannot hold water vapor as well as warm air and so the cool air forms clouds, which will 
drop rain and snow as it rises up the mountain. As the air mass crosses over the peak of the mountain and starts 
to go down the opposite side, the air begins to warm up again, and the clouds disperse. No clouds mean no 
precipitation so that side of the mountain receives very little rain or snow fall. 
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vallEy climate + Weather
Now that we’ve explored mountains and what the weather and climate is like up there, let’s look at the valleys or 
low areas between mountains. A valley’s climate is influenced by different factors. The first is the direction the 
slope of the mountain faces and if the valley is in the windward side or leeward side of a mountain. If a valley 
lies in a rain shadow zone, it will have a very dry climate. The second factor is wind, which we already explored 
through mountain and valley breezes. One benefit of being in a valley is that if the winds are blowing horizontal, 
then the valley is often protected because of the mountains blocking those winds. Valleys can also be like a wind 
tunnel though, just like what you can feel when the wind is blowing between two buildings. If the wind is blowing, 
it can often feel stronger in a valley than what is experienced in surrounding areas. 

vallEy fog
Since many valleys have rivers or streams flowing through them, the moisture will be higher in the valley from 
the evaporation of the river and stream water. More moisture often means the greater possibility of fog. Fog 
that forms in a valley is a common occurrence, especially during the fall and winter. Seeing the mountain tops 
peaking out from the fog like little islands can be a very interesting thing to see. Valley fog forms when mountains 
prevent the dense, moist air from escaping. The fog becomes trapped in the valley, unable to go anywhere and 
can be dangerous to travel in. How does this fog occur? As the ground cools overnight, any moisture in the 
air condenses, causing fog to start forming. Also, the cooler air on top of the mountains starts to sink into the 
lower valleys and collects there. If there is enough moisture in the air, then fog forms in these valleys as the night 
continues. Usually, the fog is at its worst around sunrise when the temperatures are the lowest.

The final factor, is if cool, mountain air settles in the valley at night. This will affect the valley’s overall climate by 
making it very cold at night compared to surrounding areas. Also, if the mountains around the valley block the 
early morning or late afternoon sun, this can cause longer nights and cooler temperatures overall throughout the 
day. This can also change the length of day that valleys have. If the higher mountains run north to south, this will 
block the sunrise so that its later in the morning and cause sunset to occur earlier in the day than other areas. 
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assignment
Students, it’s time to work in your notebooks! Open your notebooks to today’s lesson and complete the 
assignments.

Sources
Allison, M.A., DeGaetano, A.T. & Pasachoff, J.M. (2008). Earth Science. Austin, Texas: Holt, Rinehart and Winston.
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/rain-shadow/
https://blog.weatherops.com/how-do-mountains-affect-precipitation
https://www.britannica.com/place/Kilimanjaro
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/fog/
https://www.weather.gov/safety/fog-mountain-valley
https://www.nps.gov/romo/planyourvisit/upload/Weather%20and%20Climate%208x11.pdf

Science n o t e b o o K i n g
During the lesson, younger students have an image to 
color and older students take notes.
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Early reader 
Headings: Color Me, Trace the Landforms, Copy Me - 1 Thing I 
Learned

Early Elementary
headings:  Color Me, Landforms, Copy Me - 1 Thing I Learned

Upper elementary 
Headings: Sketch It, Landforms, Notes, What I Learned

Middle + high School 
Headings: What Is a Rain Shadow, Notes, Write a Paragraph (Mid-
dle) or Journal Entry (High)

.

what’s
happEning?

optional SpelLing WordS froM this Lesson
Early Reader Early Elementary Upper Elementary Middle School

Valley Weather Elevation Mountainous
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 LANGUAGE ARTS wr i t i ng  p ro j E c t

Younger students will make their science 
journals. Middle and High School will revise 
and finish their lab reports.  

Geography d e a t h  v a l l E y  n a t i o n a l  P a r k
Younger students will find Death Valley National 
Park on a map. Older students will research 
about it. 

what’s
happEning?

what’s
happEning?

Early reader - UPPER ELEMENTARY
Assignment: Construct science journal by writing topics, 
sentences, and drawing pictures. 

Middle School - HIGH SCHOOL
Assignment: Revising and finishing lab report to present.  

Early reader
Assignment: Color Death Valley National Park.

Early Elementary
Assignment: Color Death Valley National Park and label Sierra 
Nevada Mountains.

Upper Elementary
Assignment: Label Death Valley National Park and Sierra 
Nevada Mountains.

Middle School 
Assignment:  Research Death Valley National Park and write 
what you learn. 

High School 
Assignment:  Research Death Valley National Park and another 
rain shadow zone in the world. Compare and contrast them to 
show what you’ve learned.

Language arts  g r a s P i n g  g r a m M a r
Younger students will make their own 
definitions of words. Middle and High 
School will learn fifth parenthesis rule.   what’s

happEning?

EARLY READER - UPPER ELEMENTARY
ASSIGNMENT: Choose one (Early Reader + Early Elementary), 
three (Upper Elementary) word(s) and write a definition in your 
own words. 

Middle + high School
Assignment:  Use parentheses rule #5 in the sentences, and 
then write your own sentence.
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 SOCIAL STUDIES h i l l b i l l i E S
Same page alert! Read this page all together 
and then students can break off to work on their 
individual assignments.what’s

happEning?

Early reader - middle school
questions for all: Do you think stereotypes are good?
How can a stereotype make someone feel bad about themselves?
early elementary additional: How can knowing that God made us 
all and loves us all help us to treat other people?
upper elementary additional:  What is something you can do to stop 
negative stereotypes? Can you think of other stereotypes?

 middle school additional: Since God created all people, do you 
think these stereotypes are good thing? Have you heard other 
stereotypes being negatively spoken of? What is something you 
could do to stop negative stereotypes?

High School 
Assignment:  Write 1-2 persuasive paragraphs on your view of 
stereotypes.  

rule #5 
Use parentheses around an abbreviation or acronym
when it is used with a spelled-out word.
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Earth Science 1G A T H E R  ‘ R O U N D  H O M E S C H O O L 19
introduction
If you’ve ever watched the news on television, you might have heard them talking about climate change. But 
what exactly is the climate? And how is it different than the weather? Weather is what is happening right now 
in the atmosphere and can change quickly. You can wake up in the morning to a thick layer of fog everywhere, 
which changes to rain around lunch, and then finally have the sun break through right before evening. This rapid 
change throughout the day doesn’t mean that the climate has changed, but that the weather changed. So, what 
is climate then? Climate is the average weather an area gets over a long stretch of time, over thirty years to be 
exact. It explains an area’s weather patterns that happen over many years. This means that you can live in an 
area that has a dry climate but still have rainstorms. 

What affects climate?
We know that what is going on in the atmosphere that day is what affects the weather around us. What affects 
climate then? There are a few factors that affect what a climate will be like in a certain region. Weather looks 
at the temperature for that day, while climate looks at the average temperature for certain months, seasons, or 
years. 

Climate describes what the average temperatures are during the entire year; how much rain or snow your area 
gets and how windy it is. Another way to look at the difference between weather and climate is by clothing. 
Weather will determine what you will wear for clothes during that day. So, if you wake up in the morning and the 
weather is going to be warm, you’ll probably grab a pair of shorts and a t-shirt. Climate determines what types 
of clothing you have in your entire closet. If you live in a climate that experiences all four seasons, you’ll probably 
have a mix of warmer clothing, like long pants, sweaters and winter boots, and cooler clothing, like shorts, tank 
tops and sandals. If you live in a warm climate that never experiences snow, having winter boots would be a silly 
choice but having sandals would make sense!

how do you get
an average?

 If you want to determine what the average temperature is for a day, you take 
the highest temperature and the lowest temperature and add those two numbers 
together. After, take the sum of those two temperatures and divide it by two. 
That is your average temperature! You can average more than just two numbers 
together, but you would just divide by the amount of numbers you added together. 
So, if you added the highest temperature for each day of a 30-day month, you 
would divide the sum by 30. 
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Another factor that affects climate is the amount of precipitation that a region gets. If an area gets a lot of rain 
in the summer but not a lot of precipitation in the winter months, that is obviously very different from an area 
that has dry summers and wet winters. One of the most important factors that determines climate is the latitude 
where that area is. The closer you are to the Equator, the more heat energy from the sun that area gets. If you 
are closer to the North and South Poles, there is a lot less heat energy from the sun received there than at the 
Equator. Also, because the earth’s axis is tilted, it changes the angle at which the suns rays hit an area as the 
earth orbits around the sun. For the Northern Hemisphere in the winter months, it is tilted away from the sun and 
so those areas get less sun. This means that the days are shorter, and the temperatures are lower than when that 
hemisphere is tilted towards the sun. 

During our wind lesson, we learned about the different winds that occur on the earth, and these also affect an 
area’s climate. Wind affects how much precipitation an area gets, how warm or cold the temperatures are, and 
how much cloud cover there is. When there is more cloud cover in the sky, less sun can shine down and warm an 
area. Another factor that changes an area’s climate is the ocean currents. The Gulf Stream is a warm current in 
the Atlantic Ocean that in combination with the westerly winds give northwest Europe higher temperatures on 
average. That same current does not do this on the eastern coast of the United States because the westerlies 
blow away form the land, taking the warmer air away from the coast.

Another ocean current that affects climate is called 
El Nino-Southern Oscillation and occurs in the Pacific 
Ocean. El Nino-Southern Oscillation is a cycle of 
changing wind and ocean currents that changes every 3 
to 10 years. When El Nino, or the warm water cycle, is in 
control the water temperature increases. During El Nino 
typhoons, cyclones, and floods may occur in the Pacific 
Ocean area and Southeastern United States. Droughts 
may occur in areas like Australia and Indonesia when El 
Nino is in control as well. This however changes when 
La Nina, or the cool water cycle, takes over. 

Activity Break
Watch the National Geographic video called “El Nino 101” 
to learn a little more about this natural phenomenon. 
https://video.nationalgeographic.com/video/
news/101-videos/00000144-0a2e-d3cb-a96c-7b2f021b0000
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climate change
When scientists are determining if there  is a climate change happening, they ask two questions. First, is the 
climate really changing or is it just a natural variation in the climate? Scientists will look at past climate data to 
determine this. Scientists study the evidence left behind from past climates through fossils of plants and animals, 
sediment on the ocean floor, tree rings, and the ice caps. All these things provide clues to what the climate was 
years before scientists began collecting these types of data. There are so many different factors that influence 
climate that studying it is rather complicated. Computers have helped make this process a little easier but still 
leave many questions about what is actually causing the climate change, which is the second question scientists 
try to figure out. 
 

impacts of climate change
Many scientists are concerned about climate change because of the potential impacts that it could have on 
the world around us. One of the impacts is the temperature around the globe increasing. Since 1880, the 
temperature of the earth has increased by 1.4 degrees Fahrenheit (0.8 degrees Celsius), and scientists are trying 
to determine if this increase is due to a natural cycle of temperature change or if it is due to changes that are 
being caused by outside factors. When there is a temperature increase in the average global temperature, we 
call this global warming. If the temperature does increase, it can lead to increased evaporation of water into 
the atmosphere because the warmer the air, the more water that evaporates. This could lead to some areas 
that are already dry to become even drier, making it hard for plants and animals to survive in these areas. An 
increase in temperature could, however, lead to better farming conditions for areas in the north because warmer 
temperatures would lead to better growing seasons. The biggest worry with global warming is that the polar ice 
caps will melt. However, these are theories based on not enough information. Scientists don’t have thousands of
years of data to track if this is a normal pattern or something new, so we can only use the data we have to make a
hypothesis as to why the temperature is increasing.

Scientists use of computer models have helped them find a few things that could be causing changes in our 
climate. The movement of the tectonic plates may be one of the factors affecting climate. As plates change 
position, they can change the flow of ocean currents and wind around the world. When ocean currents and wind 
change, this impacts the temperatures and precipitation that areas get. Scientists are also exploring how the tilt 
of the earth on its axis changes. The earth tilts on its axis between 22.2 degrees and 24.5 degrees and is currently 
tilted 23.5 degrees. If this tilt decreases, then the temperature differences between the seasons also decreases. 
This means that you will have warmer winters or cooler summers to make it so that the difference between the 
seasons is less than it was previously. The tilt of the earth on its axis doesn’t happen quickly so its not something 
you would feel but happens over many years. 

Changes in the shape of the earth’s orbit can also cause climate changes. If the earth orbits in an oval shape 
verses a circle, then there will be times when the earth is further from the sun and this will affect the temperatures 
on earth as well. Humans have also caused changes to the climate. With the invention of vehicles and more 
factories being built, there is more carbon dioxide being released into the atmosphere in the form of pollution. 
This increase in carbon dioxide may be leading to changes in climate. Deforestation, or the removal of large 
areas of trees that would use carbon dioxide as food, increases the amount of carbon dioxide in the environment.
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What does the bible say?  
The Bible teaches us that God is in control, that He has a plan and a purpose. Because we trust God and
because we don’t have all the answers, we don’t have to panic or be scared about climate change. Instead
we can do what we can to be responsible and take care of this planet as much as we can through things like
recycling, using less electricity and water, not littering or polluting, and more.

Genesis 1:28 says: “And God blessed them. And God said to them, ‘Be fruitful and multiply and fill the earth and
subdue it and have dominion over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the heavens and over every living thing
that moves on the earth.’” God gave us dominion of this earth, so let us be good stewarts of what He has given
us. But as Christians, we can rely on God, the only scientist with all the answers!

handS on adaptationS: 
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See what melting ice caps will do to the sea water level: take a couple of bowls and freeze water in them. Place water in a large container (large 
enough for ice caps to float in) and then put in your ice caps. Take measurements of the water at the beginning and then every 10 minutes until 
the ice has completely melted. How much did the water level change?

Sources
Allison, M.A., DeGaetano, A.T. & Pasachoff, J.M. (2008). Earth Science. Austin, Texas: Holt, Rinehart and Winston.
https://www.ncei.noaa.gov/news/weather-vs-climate
https://www.climate.gov/enso
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/world-of-change/DecadalTemp
https://climate.nasa.gov/evidence/

optional SpelLing WordS froM this Lesson
Early Reader Early Elementary Upper Elementary Middle School

Warming Climate Temperature Oscillation

Science n o t e b o o K i n g
During the lesson, younger students have an image 
to color and an activity to complete, and older 
students take notes which they will use to write a 
paragraph or journal entry after the reading. 

Early readeR + early elementary 
Headings: Color the picture, What Would You Wear On a Hot Day, 
Copy Me - 1 Thing I Learned

what’s
happEning?

Upper elementary 
Headings: What Is Climate Change, What You Can Do, Notes, 
What I Learned

Middle + high School 
Headings: Sketch El Nino, Notes, Write a Paragraph (Middle) 
or Journal Entry (High)

assignment
Students, it’s time to work in your notebooks! Open your notebooks to today’s lesson and complete the 
assignments.
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 Language arts + Bible 

c o p y W o r k  +  S p e l L i n g 
Students will continue to work on their spelling 
through Mark 13:31 (or 30-31  for older students 
who are encouraged to look it up in their own 
version). 

GEOGRAPHY g u l f  S t r e a m
Younger students will map the Gulf Stream; 
older students will research it.  

L E S S O N  1 9  •   D A Y  A T  A  G L A N C E  •  C L I M A T E  C H A N G E

Social Studies  r e c y c l i n g

Early Reader - Upper Elementary same page 
alert! Read it together, and then students can 
answer questions about recycling. Middle 
and High School will research and write 1-2 
paragraphs about recycling.

what’s
happEning? what’s

happEning?

what’s
happEning?

Early reader 
Assignment: Trace the Gulf Stream.

EARLY ELEMENTARY 
Assignment:  Label Gulf Stream and the Atlantic Ocean.  

UPPER ELEMENTARY 
Assignment:  Trace Gulf Stream and label Atlantic Ocean and 
continents pictured.  

Middle School
Assignment:  Label the Gulf Stream and any oceans you can 
remember.

High School
Assignment: Research and do an oral report on the Gulf Stream. 

Early reader + Early Elementary 
Verse: “Heaven and earth will pass away, but my words will not pass 
away.” Mark 13:31
Spelling: words (Early Reader), heaven (Early Elementary)

Upper Elementary - High School
Verse: “Truly, I say to you, this generation will not pass away until 
all these things take place. Heaven and earth will pass away, but my 
words will not pass away.” Mark 13:30-31
Spelling: generation (Upper Elementary) 

Early reader
Answers: 1. Cereal boxes, cardboard, aluminum cans, glass 
bottles, and food cans 2. T-shirts, sleeping bags and insulation 
for winter jackets

Early + Upper Elementary 
Answers: 
1. Taking used products and making them into something new 
2. Cereal boxes, cardboard, aluminum cans, glass bottles, and 
food cans
3. T-shirts, sleeping bags and insulation for winter jackets

Middle + High School
Assignment: Write 1-2 paragraphs about recycling. 

Science  T h e  E a r t h ’ s  T i l t

Early Reader - Upper Elementary same page 
alert. Read it all together and then students can 
answer the questions. Middle and High School 
will research and write about the earth’s tilt.

what’s
happEning?

Early reader
Answers: 1. a  2. a

Early Elementary 
Answers: 1. towards 2. When that hemisphere is tilted away 
from the sun 3. when our hemisphere is tilted toward the sun

Upper Elementary 
Assignment: 1. towards 2. When that hemisphere is tilted away 
from the sun 3. When our hemisphere is tilted toward the sun 
4. 6 months
.
Middle School
Assignment: Research about the earth’s tilt and what it causes. 
Writing 1-2 paragraphs about. 

High School
Assignment: Research about the earth’s tilt, what it causes, and 
any other planets that have axial tilt. Writing 1 paragraph for 
each planet.   
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Earth Science 1G A T H E R  ‘ R O U N D  H O M E S C H O O L 20
introduction
When we finished our geology part of this unit, we looked at how the earth and weather interact with each other. 
We saw how landforms can change the weather and how weather shapes the land around us. Today as we finish 
up our last lesson in earth science, let’s now look at the different climate zones of our world and the biomes that 
make them up. A climate zone is an area of the earth that results from the climate conditions that happen in that 
area. Conditions like temperature, humidity or the moisture in the air, the amount and the types of precipitation 
that occur. There are three different climate zones on the earth: tropical, middle-latitude, and polar. Within 
each of these climate zones are biomes. Biomes are communities of plants and animals that share common 
characteristics that have helped them survive in the climate zone they live in. 

Tropical climates
Climates that have very high 
temperatures and are in the 
area around the Equator are 
called tropical climates. These 
climates have an average monthly 
temperature of at least 64 degrees 
Fahrenheit (18 degrees Celsius), 
even during the coldest months. 
Some biomes that are found in 
tropical climates are tropical rain 
forests, deserts, and grasslands. 
Tropical rain forests are hot, 
humid areas where it rains all year 
long. These areas get 394 inches 
(1,000 centimeters) of rain during 
the year which is the most of any 
biome. This biome also has the 
largest and most diverse amount 
of animal, plant, and organism species than any other biome; making it one of the largest biomes in the world. 
Rainforests are known for the dense canopies of plants and trees that form in four different layers. The top layer 
of a rainforest is called the emergent layer. This is where the tops of the trees are and can get to a height of 230 
feet (70 meters). This layer also receives lots of bright sunlight, rain, and wind. Animals that live in this layer are 
monkeys, bats, and butterflies. 
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Beneath the emergent layer is an area called the canopy. This layer of the rainforest prevents much of the 
sunlight from reaching the ground because of the thick leaves, vines, and other plants that are found here make 
a leafy roof. Fruits and nuts grow in this layer much of the year which provides food for many animals. Many 
types of monkeys, birds, and reptiles live in this layer. Below the canopy is the understory, which is a warm, moist 
layer that is sheltered by the canopy. This layer is made up of vines, smaller trees, ferns, and palms. A lot of the 
houseplants that people keep in their homes come from this layer of the rainforest. Finally, the bottom layer of 
the rainforest is called the floor, and very few plants are found here because there is very little sunlight that comes 
through all the leaves. However, the hot and moist air creates perfect conditions for bacteria and other tiny 
creatures called microorganisms to live and thrive. Many insects are found in this layer of the rainforest.

The next biome in tropical climates is called a desert. Deserts are the driest of all the biomes in the world and 
receive very little rain. In general, deserts get less than 10 inches (25 centimeters) of rain each year. Compare 
that to the tropical rainforest that gets 395 inches (1,000 centimeters) of rain each year and you can see why 
it’s the driest of all the biomes. The temperatures in a desert change a lot from day to night. During the day, the 
temperatures in a desert are around 100 degrees Fahrenheit (38 degrees Celsius) but during the night they can 
drop down to 24 degrees Fahrenheit (-4 degrees Celsius). Because the air is so dry in a desert, the heat escapes 
quickly once the sun sets. Deserts make it very hard for life to survive due to the hot temperatures and very little 
water. The plants that do grow have adapted to needing very little water. Cacti store water in their stems and 
need very little of it to survive. Other plants like desert bushes have very long roots that allow them to gather 
water from far distances. Animals that live in the desert have also adapted by hunting and moving around 
mainly at night, when the temperatures allow them to hunt for food easier. Some examples of deserts in the world 
are the Sahara Desert in Africa, the Gobi Desert in Asia, and the Mojave Desert in the United States. Animals 
that survive in this biome are camels, addax, lizards, insects, and other hardy species. 

Finally, grasslands are the last biome found in tropical climates. Grasslands are open, flat areas with lots of 
grass and drought resistance trees and shrubs. While temperatures can vary, the average temperatures in a 
tropical grassland have a very small range of 77 to 86 degrees Fahrenheit (25 to 30 degrees Celsius). There 
are not many trees that are able to survive in this biome and the ones that do have adapted to survive the very 
dry winters when they get little to no rainfall. 
One example of a tree in this biome is the 
baobab tree which can store hundreds of 
gallons (or liters) of water that it collects 
during times of rain in the summertime. 
Many tropical grasslands are found in 
South America, Africa, Southeast Asia, and 
Northern Australia. Animals that survive in the 
tropical grassland are elephants, zebras, lions, 
cheetah, and many other species. There are 
both tropical grasslands, which can also be 
called savannahs, and temperate grasslands 
which we will look at in the next climate zone. 

baobab Tree in botsWana
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MiddLe LatiTude climates
The climates in this climate zone are found in the middle latitudes like the name would suggest. The first 
biome found in this zone is one we just discussed so let’s first look at the temperate grasslands. Grasslands in 
the middle latitudes are found in the interior of continents and have temperatures that are between -4 to 86 
degrees Fahrenheit (-20 to 30 degrees Celsius). These areas have enough rainfall to support grass growth but 
not enough to allow many trees to survive here easily. The length of the grasses present in a grassland depend 
on how much rain they actually get. So, the longer the grasses, the more rain it gets. On average, temperate 
grasslands gets about 20 to 35 inches (50 to 90 centimeters) of rain and have cold winters and warm summers 
with some rainfall. Animals that survive in this biome are bison, rabbits, prairie dogs, and many other species. 

The next biome present in the middle latitudes is called the temperate deciduous forest. The word deciduous 
means trees that lose their leaves each year. This biome has both warm and cold air masses that cause the four 
seasons. The temperature range for these areas is -22 to 86 degrees Fahrenheit (-30 to 30 degrees Celsius) 
which means they get cold winters and warm summers. The amount of rain temperate deciduous forests get is 
evenly spread throughout the year, with total amounts being 25 to 59 inches (75 to 150 centimeters). Because 
this biome has such cold winters, the trees have adapted by almost hibernating like some animals do. In the 
fall, tree leaves change color and then fall to the ground as they die off. Once the temperatures warm up in the 
spring, the trees will awaken again, and the leaves begin to regrow. The same thing happens with other plants 
that die off before the cold winter temperatures and then regrow in the spring. Temperate deciduous forests are 
found throughout the Eastern United States, Canada, Europe, China, and Japan. Animals that survive in this 
biome include deer, fox, racoons, porcupines, and many other species. 

Just like there are forests that are made up of mostly deciduous trees, there are also forests that are made up 
of mostly evergreen trees or trees that keep most of their leaves (or needles) all year long. These forests are 
call coniferous forests and they are our next biome. These forests are found between the deciduous forests of 
the south and the polar regions to the north. The temperatures in this biome range from -40 to 68 degrees 
Fahrenheit (-40 to 20 degrees Celsius) and have about 12 to 35 inches (30 to 90 centimeters) of rain each year. 
The amount of rainfall and how evenly its spaced depends on the location of the forest. The northern borealis 
forest or taiga, which is located at the most northern regions of coniferous forests, has very cold and dry winters 
but their summers are warmer. Summers are also when they get most of their precipitation. In the lower regions 
of coniferous forests, the rain is more evenly distributed throughout the year. Animals that survive in coniferous 
forests are bears, moose, wolves, squirrels, and many other species. 

coniferouS vs deciduous foreSts:
In the fall, the leaves on the trees in a deciduous forest will change colors, as you can see pictured in the photo on the left, 

while the needles on the coniferous trees will hold on throughout the changes of seasons.
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 Polar climates 
Climates that occur in the polar regions of the world or near the North and South Poles are called polar climates. 
The biome that is found within this region is called the tundra and it is the coldest biome in the world. It also 
gets very little rainfall which makes the tundra similar to a desert, just a lot colder. The average precipitation in a 
tundra is about 6 to 10 inches (15 to 25 centimeters) each year. Compare that to a desert that gets less than 10 
inches of rain each year so you can understand how a tundra is similar to a desert. The temperature range for 
this biome is -40 to 64 degrees Fahrenheit (-40 to 18 degrees Celsius). The temperatures of this region are so 
cold that there is something called permafrost beneath the ground. Permafrost is permanently frozen ground, 
and this is an important characteristic of the tundra. Even during the summers, only the top few inches of the 
ground thaw which provides area for roots to grow. Very little plant life can survive in a tundra beside mosses, 
sedges, and lichens with very few trees growing. Animals that survive in the tundra include the polar bear, musk 
ox, and arctic hare. Much of Alaska, Canada, and Siberia are a part of the tundra biome. 

assignment
Students, it’s time to work in your notebooks! Open your notebooks to today’s lesson and complete the 
assignments.
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handS on adaptationS: 
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Try making a diorama of one of the biomes discussed in this lesson. 

Sources
Allison, M.A., DeGaetano, A.T. & Pasachoff, J.M. (2008). Earth Science. Austin, Texas: Holt, Rinehart and Winston.
https://www.britannica.com/science/tropical-rainforest
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/experiments/biome/biodesert.php
https://www.britannica.com/science/desert
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/experiments/biome/biograssland.php
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/experiments/biome/biotemperate.php
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/experiments/biome/bioconiferous.php
https://www.britannica.com/science/tundra
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/experiments/biome/biotundra.php

optional SpelLing WordS froM this Lesson
Early Reader Early Elementary Upper Elementary Middle School

Tundra Grassland Coniferous Deciduous

Science n o t e b o o K i n g
During the lesson, younger students have an image 
to color and a mapping activity to complete, while 
older students take notes which they will use to write 
a paragraph or journal entry after the reading. 

Early reader 
Headings: Color the Desert, Trace the Climate Types, Copy Me - 1 
Thing I Learned

Early Elementary
headings:  Color the Desert, Write the Climate Types, Copy Me - 1 
Thing I Learned

Upper elementary 
Headings: Sketch a Desert, Write the Climate Types, Notes, What I 
Learned

Middle + high School 
Headings: What is a Climate Zone, Sketch a Biome, Notes, Write a 
Paragraph (Middle) or Journal Entry (High) 

what’s
happEning?
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Language Arts + Bible   Bible Pa r a b l e  o f  t he  P r o d i g a l  Son
Same page alert! Grab your Bible and read 
the Parable of the Prodigal Son to your 
students, or have an older student read it to 
the younger ones.

d i c t a t i o n 
Dictation page for all students. Early reader 
can copy from page, other levels can do it from 
memory or parent read the verse to them. 
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Art Draw a Biome

All students will narrate, write, or draw answers 
to questions about earth science. 

what’s
happEning? what’s

happEning?

what’s
happEning?

Early reader + early elementary 
Assignment: Draw a picture from the story and answer: Why do 
you think the father was so happy to see his son?

Upper elementary
Assignment:  Why did the son leave home in the first place? Why do 
you think the father was so happy to see his son? Why was the other 
brother not happy with his brother’s return?

Middle + High School
Assignment:  Why did the son leave home in the first place? What 
made the prodigal son decide to go home again? Why do you think 
the father was so happy to see his son? Why was the other brother 
not happy with his brother’s return?

Early reader + Early Elementary
Assignment: Draw, write, or narrate answers to the review 
questions.
questions:
1. What is one thing you remember from our geology lessons?
2. What is your favorite thing you learned about Earth 
Sciences?
3. What is one thin you remember from our meteorology 
lessons?

Upper Elementary - High School
upper elementary (additional questions):
Tell me about how earthquakes occur.
Tell me what the difference between a rock and a mineral is.
Tell me about the different layers of the atmosphere.
Tell me about wind and what causes it.
What was your favorite thing you learned about earth science?

middle school (additional questions):
Tell me about the difference between renewable and
non-renewable energy sources.
Tell me about the four types of precipitation. 

Earth Science   u n i t  r e v i E w

Students will color or paint a biome of their 
choice. They can sketch it or use water-colors 
or pastels if you have them! You can do it in this 
book or they can do it in a science or art journal 
too!  

what’s
happEning?

Early reader + Early Elementary 
Verse: “Heaven and earth will pass away, but my words will not pass 
away.” Mark 13:31
Spelling: Words (Early Reader) and heaven (Early Elementary).

Upper Elementary - High School
Verse: “Truly, I say to you, this generation will not pass away until 
all these things take place. Heaven and earth will pass away, but my 
words will not pass away.” Mark 13:30-31
Spelling: Generation (Upper Elementary) 
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Art Draw a Biome

A P P E N D I X
Earth Science





ID 135857583 © QualitDesign | Dreamstime.com (Earth coloring 
page)
ID 119627037 © Yuliia Bahniuk | Dreamstime.com (Cloud 
Illustrations)
ID 110920069 © Kulikoks | Dreamstime.com (Mountains coloring 
page)
ID 23077339 © Lhfgraphics | Dreamstime.com (windmill)
ID 87289985 © Anastasia Radionova | Dreamstime.com (rocks)
ID 87289985 © Anastasia Radionova | Dreamstime.com (thorns)
ID 110392658 © Nadoelopisat | Dreamstime.com (chickadee)
ID 74227903 © Zzorik - Dreamstime.com (plant)
ID 5267653 © Tianbin | Dreamstime.com (continents)
ID 67597768 © Alena Dubinets | Dreamstime.com (science)
ID 101886521 © Terriana | Dreamstime.com (arrow signpost)
ID 101886649 © Terriana | Dreamstime.com (Arrows)
ID 107807063 © Jason Stitt | Dreamstime.com (arrows)
ID 81080839 © Burlesck | Dreamstime.com (earths structure)
ID 19974913 © Evert Jan Vaartjes | Dreamstime.com (Death Valley) 
ID 133773349 © Tetiana Pavliuchenko | Dreamstime.com 
(airplane)
ID 133975638 © Lucy Brown | Dreamstime.com (volcano erupting) 
ID 26742759 © Kkistl01 | Dreamstime.com (Colorado river erosion) 
ID 26742759 © Kkistl01 | Dreamstime.com (glacier)
ID 120399126 ©   | dreamstime.com
ID 93379725 © Péter Gudella | dreamstime.com
ID 131001346 © Martin  Gaal | dreamstime.com
ID 76604136 © Destina156 | dreamstime.com
ID 106641158 © Oleh Honcharenko | dreamstime.com
ID 4441794 © Dmitry Pichugin | dreamstime.com
ID 123184957 © Andrei Gabriel Stanescu | dreamstime.com
ID 1334008 © Tomo Jesenicnik | dreamstime.com
ID 20388890 © Olga Khoroshunova | dreamstime.com
ID 27855671 © Juergen Schonnop | dreamstime.com
ID 162724106 © Hannator92 | dreamstime.com
ID 31994894 © Robert Crum | dreamstime.com
ID 141990385 © Fayethequeen93 | dreamstime.com
ID 116233968 © Sabine Katzenberger | dreamstime.com

ID 168764493 © Sasin Tipchai | dreamstime.com
ID 23604842 © Chepko | dreamstime.com
ID 69745131 © Peter Hermes Furian | Dreamstime.com
ID 77612911 © Olga Gerasimova | dreamstime.com
ID 57011338 © Kira Volkov | dreamstime.com
ID 88726894 © Vladiczech | dreamstime.com
ID 33813289 © Ig0rzh | dreamstime.com
ID 8355878 © Celso Diniz | dreamstime.com
ID 139173387 © Iva Vanurova | dreamstime.com
ID 96115362 © Lucy Brown | dreamstime.com
ID 26347986 © Pablo Hidalgo | dreamstime.com
ID 167075327 © Olivier Vandeginste | dreamstime.com
ID 61381905 © Ammit | dreamstime.com
ID 157418147 © Neurobite | dreamstime.com
ID 19050165 © Erectus | dreamstime.com
ID 79184113 © Michele Cornelius | dreamstime.com
ID 91623375 © Rfischia | dreamstime.com
ID 111163036 © Epitavi | dreamstime.com
ID 54151571 © Nitat Limpongsai | dreamstime.com
ID 132271611 © Ekaterina Kriminskaya | dreamstime.com
ID 156687221 © Pannarai Nak-im | dreamstime.com
ID 82051916 © Vvoevale | dreamstime.com
ID 105508343 © Vvoevale | dreamstime.com
ID 64589321 © Björn Wylezich | dreamstime.com
ID 133024452 © Jianghongyan | dreamstime.com
ID 124951240 © Cherry26 | dreamstime.com
ID 134144583 © Ekaterina Kriminskaya | dreamstime.com
ID 65140540 © Vvoevale | dreamstime.com
ID 160042997 © VectorMine | dreamstime.com
ID 116247322 © Aputin308 | dreamstime.com
ID 135066450 © Björn Wylezich | dreamstime.com
ID 36507398 © Liouthe | dreamstime.com
ID 94135930 © Fokinol | dreamstime.com
ID 103884331 © Fokinol | dreamstime.com
ID 65928777 © Vvoevale | dreamstime.com
ID 66502135 © Vvoevale | dreamstime.com
ID 75248325 © Kathrin  | dreamstime.com

ID 32248163 © Andrea Rossi | dreamstime.com
ID 158657511 © Paul Brady | dreamstime.com
ID 147243677 © Malcolm Holloway | dreamstime.com
ID 156871409 © Jaahnlieb | dreamstime.com
ID 130171196 © Elena Akifeva | dreamstime.com
ID 19464049 © Nilsz | dreamstime.com
ID 139739800 © Maryna Kriuchenko | dreamstime.com
ID 14002071 © Proxorov | dreamstime.com
ID 69353365 © Designua | dreamstime.com
ID 130823128 © Blue Ring Education Pte Ltd | dreamstime.com
ID 103161243 © Inkoly | dreamstime.com
ID 113380435 © Tawatchai Prakobkit | dreamstime.com
ID 170328068 © John Sirlin | dreamstime.com
ID 11081466 © Ken Pilon | Dreamstime.com
ID 153177693 © Werner Swanepoel | dreamstime.com
ID 123298063 © Sean Brier | dreamstime.com
ID 69254832 © Wakr10 | dreamstime.com (avalanche)
ID 128833633 © Elen33 | dreamstime.com (cyclone)
ID 162437505 © VectorMine | dreamstime.com (Rain Shadow 
Effect Diagram)
ID 165835924 © Rebaisilvano | dreamstime.com (valley with fog) 
ID 36255564 © Designua | dreamstime.com (El Nino Diagram)
ID 87902247 © SaveJungle | dreamstime.com (Rainforest 
Diagram)
ID 23310323 © Hel080808 | dreamstime.com (baobab tree)
ID 162574963 © Alexandrepatchine | dreamstime.com (coniferous 
forest)
ID 161326724 © Mariohagen | dreamstime.com (deciduous forest)
ID 27925366 © Aleksey Solodov | dreamstime.com  (tundra 
panorama)
ID 163678699 © Daliu80 | dreamstime.com (sail boat)
ID 124232589 © Marcin Jucha | dreamstime.com (Evergreen 
Forest)
ID 79002460 © Jktu21 - Dreamstime.com (map of Canada)
ID 140635949 © Tinkivinki | Dreamstime.com (sat)

imagE credits:
Sp ec i a l  t h a n k s  f o r  o u r  Cu s t om  a r t  by  Am b e r  S hu ey,  C h e ry l e  Gu r n S e y,  t i m ot h y  B a s k i l l ,  a nd  B o nn i e  B a s k i l l .
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